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PREFACE

The present proceeding contains selected papers of the 4th Annual Conference
of Haryana History Congress under the theme Any aspect related to History
and Culture of Haryana held on November 11-12, 2019. The National
Conference, which was organized by Haryana History Congress collaboration
with the Department of History and Archaeology, Maharshi Dayanand
University, Rohtak (Haryana).
The Congress has accepted more than 100 abstracts. After an initial
review of the submitted abstracts, more than 60 papers were presented at the
conference. Finally, after a peer review process, 28 full papers and 14 abstract
of the papers were accepted for publication in the 4th Conference Proceeding.
The published papers have passed the process of improvement
accommodating the discussion during the conference as well as editing by
the editors.
On behalf of Haryana History Congress, I grateful to our General
President (for 4th Session) Prof. Jaiveer Singh Dhankhar, Professor and Head,
Department of History and Archaeology, Maharshi Dayanand University,
Rohtak (Haryana); Chief Guest, Prof. Rajbir Singh, Vice Chancellor,
Maharshi Dayanand University, Rohtak, and Guest of Honour, Prof. Nina
Singh, Dean of Social Sciences, the same university for accepting invitation
and giving their valuable time.
I am very grateful to renowned scholars Dr. Garima Kaushik, Assistant
Archaeologist, Chandigarh Circle, ASI, Chandigarh for preside the Ancient
Section with her topic “The Megaliths of Adi Badri”; Dr. Subhash Parihar,
Associate Professor (Retd.), Central University of Punjab, Bathinda (Punjab)
for preside the Medieval Section with his topic “Medieval Archaeology of
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Haryana”; and Prof. Sukhdev Singh Sohal, formerly Department of History,
Guru Nanak Dev University, Amritsar (Punjab) for preside the Modern
Section with his topic “Situating the Ambala Uprising of 1857: A Retrospective
Appraisal” respectively.
I am also thankful to Prof. K. S. Gupta, formerly Dean, Head,
Department of History, Mohanlal Sukhadia University, Udaipur and in
present member of Indian Council of Historical Research, New Delhi for
delivering his valuable valedictory address. And also thanks to our guests of
honour to Prof. Ramsajan Pandey, Vice Chancellor, Baba Mastnath
University, Asthal Bohar Rohtak, Haryana; Prof. R. C. Thakran, formerly
Provost and Head Department of History, University of Delhi, Delhi and
Prof. B. D. Yadav, formerly Head, Department of History, M. D. University,
Rohtak for delivering their valuable and energetic addresses on valedictory
session.
The topics that have been covered in the conference include: art history,
terracotta’s, settlements, archaeology, sultanate and mughal history,
inscriptions, hand written documents, economic and modern history of
Haryana, architecture, and gender etc. I really congratulate to the team of
Haryana History Congress and Department of History and Archaeology,
M.D.U. Rohtak for to make a successful academic session of 4th conference
and the better improvement in this session compared with previous sessions.
My special thanks to Prof. Rajbir Singh, Vice Chancellor, Maharshi
Dayanand University, Rohtak; Prof. Nina Singh, Dean of Social Sciences
and Director of Chaudhary Ranbir Singh Institute of Social & Economic
Change; and Prof. Jaiveer Singh Dhankhar, Professor and Head, Department
of History and Archaeology the same university for providing the beautiful
campus and well equipped auditorium Swaraj Sadan with technical staff. I
am grateful to my teachers (retd./present) of the Department of History,
M.D. U., Rohtak for their presence in whole time and valuable suggestions
and encourage the young scholar for presenting his/her papers.
Dr. Sajjan Kumar, Convener of the conference; Dr. Vikas Pawar, Local
Organizing Secretary; Dr. Aprajita Hooda, Joint Local Organizing Secretary;
other respected faculty and non teaching staff members, specially for Sh.
Darpan Singh, research scholars and students of the Department of History
and Archaeology, Maharshi Dayanand University, Rohtak for their
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unforgettable cooperation and support the organising a wonderful conference
at Maharshi Dayanand University, Rohtak. And my special thanks to Ms.
Supriya Dhanda, Assistant Professor, Department of History, Aggarwal
College Ballabgarh for her wonderful and enjoyfull anchoring in inaugural
and valedictory sessions in the conference.
I would also like to heartiest acknowledge for our funding agency, Indian
Council of Historical Research, New Delhi for providing finance assistance
continuingly in last four sessions. I would like to thanks all the editors for
giving their precious time, effort in editing and reviewing the papers for the
proceeding.
I am also grateful to Sh. Puneet for their cooperation in composing,
layout setting and provide the proceeding in time.
Finally, I would like to thanks to all of the participants and organising
team who have dedicated their constant support and countless time to make
successful the conference.

New Delhi.
November 1, 2020

Dr. Sajjan Kumar
General Secretary

1
Presidential Address

A Survey of Urbanization in Haryana
with Special Reference to Hisar
Prof. Jaiveer S. Dhankhar*

Hon’ble Vice-Chancellor, M.D. University Rohtak, Office bearers and
members of Executive Committee, Haryana History Congress, Dear Fellow
Delegates, Ladies and Gentlemen.
Let me first congratulate the office bearers of the Haryana History
Congress, who have successfully conducted the three sessions of Haryana
History Congress. I wish all the best for further sessions as well as to further
the cause of scientific enquiry in to the human past. Further, I take this
opportunity to express my gratitude to the executive committee of this
Congress for electing me as the General President of this Fourth Session
being organized by Haryana History Congress and the Department of History
and Archaeology, M.D. University, Rohtak. In this regard, I hope I may be
able to meet the aspirations of all concerned through this micro-study of the
theme “Urbanization” with special reference to Hisar (Haryana).
Cities are the reflection of the civilization.1 Urbanization and modern
civilization go together. it is seen as a product of increasing economic
specialization and advancing technology.2
Urbanization is closely linked to modernization industrialization and
the sociological process of rationalization. Urbanization can describe a specific
condition at a set time i.e. the proportion of total population or area in cities
* Head, Department of History and Archaeology, M.D. University, Rohtak
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“‘ or town or the term can describe the increases of this proportion over
time. So the term Urbanization can represent the level of urban relative to
overall population or it can represent the rate at which the urban proportion
is increasing.
Urbanization is either directly or indirectly or linked with the level and
process of development. In other words Urbanization may be defined as
process of re-organization of space through spatial distribution of population
among hierarchical system of settlement in response to vertical shifts in
population within the workforces.3
The causative factors behind Urbanization have varied from time to
time accordingly have led to several Urbanization processes. In recent times
Urbanization has been associated with industrialization and economic
development. In this sense, therefore Urbanization is essentially an economic
process. To understand the dynamics of urbanization it is essential to view
the Urban process in the historical context since each historical period generates
its own social, economic and political forces. These processes tend to change,
with changes in socio-economic and political setting.4
There are various processes of Urbanization at work at any given point
of time. They are independent as well as inter-related. However they are
varied as for as their causes and their impact is concerned . The History of
Urbanization in India reveals broadly four processes at work throughout the
historical period. These may be briefly summed up as follows:
a) The emergence of new social relationship among people in the cities
and between people in the cities and these in the villages through a
process as social change.
b) The rise and fall of cities as a result of changes in the political order.
c) The growth of cities based on new productive ‘processes which alter the
economic base of the city and,
d) The physical spread of cities as a result of the inflow of migrants who
come in search of a means of livelihood as well as a new way of life.5
Thus urbanization involves an ongoing threefold process: (1)
urbanization geographically and spatially spreads the number and density of
permanent settlement. (2) Settlements become comprised of populations
that are socially and ethnically differentiated and (3) These urban populations
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thrive through the production and exchange of a diverse array of manufactured
and cultural products.6
HISTORY OF URBANIZATION

The Indian sub-continent along with Mesopotamia and the Nile Valley,
shares a long history of Urbanization. In fact, the first phase of Urbanization
dates back to the Harappan civilization in the Indus Valley in 2350 BC. The
cities which developed during this period flourished for around 600 years up
to 1700 BC. This was followed by a period of 1000 Years during which we
have no evidence of urban development. From around 600 BC. We again
come across towns and cities associated with the Aryan Civilization in the
north and Dravidian civilization in the south. Since then India has a more or
less continuous period: of urbanization. However it is seen that with in overall
period of Urbanization there have been periods which have witnessed some
phases of decline as well. When the British came to India we were perhaps
the most urbanized nation in the world. The early British rule witnessed a
decline in the level of urbanization .However during the latter half of their
rule the cities gained some of their lost importance and several new towns
and cities were also developed. The post independent period has witnessed
urbanization on a scale never before achieved.7
The causative factors behind urbanization varied from time to time leading
to not one but several urbanization processes at different points in time. In
the prehistoric period, urbanization was synonymous with the origin and
rise of civilization itself, thus manifesting itself essentially as a cultural process.
In the historical period, from Ancient times to the British period, urbanization
was inextricably related to the rise and fall of kingdoms, dynasties and empires
and thus ineffect urbanization during this period was essentially political
process. In recent times, Urbanization has been associated with industrialization
and economic development. In this sense Urbanization is essentially an
economic process.8
It is difficult, if not impossible to describe the history of Indian
urbanization in any meaningful fashion without a simplification of the time
periods of analysis on the basis of temporal discontinuities in Indian
Urbanization we have, for the sake of convenience, divided the urban history
of India into their time periods as follows:-
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1) The Ancient period 2350 BC to 500 AD
2) The Medieval Period 600 to 1800 AD
3) The Modern Period 1800 to 1947 AD
Urbanization in the Modern Period
The European phase of India’s urban history has its beginning Ironically in
the period during which Mughal supremacy was at its height. The Portuguese
were the first to established new port towns in India - Panji in Goa in 1510
and Bombay in 1532. They were followed by the Dutch Machilipatnam in
1605 and Nagapattnam in 1658 and the French-Pondicherry in 1673 and
Chandranagore in 1690. The British established themselves in Madras in
1639 and Calcutta in 1690. All these European settlements and European
presence as traders in a large number of existing Indian ports and inland,
cities, continued throughout the Mughal period but without having any
marked impact on the level of urbanization in India. It is only in the early
19th century that the British established a firm territorial hold in India came
under the British crown in 1858, From that time until 1947, the British
exercised unquestioned sway over the entire sub-continent including the 500
odd princely states. The entire country, without exception, came under one
political umbrella.9
The first efforts in modern town planning in India began with the
appointment of the sanitary commissions in 1864 in the three presidencies
of Madras Bengal and Bombay under directions from the Royal Sanitary
commission nominated by the British parliament in 1859. The sanitary
commissions were required interalia, “to give advice and assistance in all
matters relating to public health and sanitation to advise on the sanitary
improvement of native towns and prevention and mitigation of epidemic
diseases”. The work of the sanitary commission was gradually taken over by
the sanitary engineering and health departments of the states under the
direction of special committees or boards constituted for the purpose.10
In the early part of the twentieth century town planning was considered
and accepted as a routine municipal function and problems in town
improvement were such both in their scope and complexity, that the average
municipal administration could handle them satisfactorily with its resources.
Where a towns was growing it meant construction of a few new roads and
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the question of inadequacy off existing services and amenities hardly arose.
As these problems grew in size and went beyond the capacity of the municipal
bodies to handle them improvement trusts were created. The improvement
trusts were also given powers to raise funds for their program through special
measures not normally available to the municipal administration.11
The major contribution of the British to the Indian urban scene were:
1) The creation of the three metropolitan port cities, which emerged as the
leading colonial cities of the world (2) The creation of a chain off hill stations
in Himalayan foot hills and in south India, and the introduction of tea and
coffee which produced a number of small settlements with distinct urban
characteristics in Assam and elsewhere. (3) The modification of the urban
landscape of the existing cities with the introduction of (a) the civil lines and
(b) the cantonments, (4) The introduction of the railways and Modern
industry which led to the creation of new industrial townships such as
Jamshedpur, Asansol, Dhanbad and so on. (5) The improvements in urban
amenities and urban administration. Thus before the British Rule in India
urban stagnation and slow growth was a feature of this period until about
1931, urbanization began to show signs of rapid growth thereafter. 12
URBANIZATION OF HISAR
The Hisar district is the central one of the three districts included in the
Hisar division and lies between north latitude 28° 36' and 29049' and east
longitude 75°16' and 76°22'. Lying on the confines of Rajputana and forming
a part of the great prairies which stretch between and include Bikaner on the
one hand and Patiala on the other, it shares with Rohtak and Simla only
among Punjab districts and peculiarity of having absolutely no river frontage..
It is bounded on the north and north east by the Native state of Patiala on
the east by the Rohtak district and the state of Jind on the South and SouthEast by the Dadri territory of Jind and the state of Luharu and on the west
the Prairies of Bikaner and Sirsa district. It is thus completely Surrounded
by Native. states, save where at its north western and South eastern corners,
it touches the Sirsa and Rohtak districts. It is divided into five tehsils of
which that of Barwala occupies the north-east. That of Fatehbad the northwest, that of Hansi the east centre, that of Hissar the west centre and that of
Bhiwani the south and south-west of the district.13

6
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The old Hisar-i-Firuza occupies the eastern side of the present town,
which is rapidly developing on all sides, particularly on the north-east and
the south, to the south of the Delhi-Sirsa railway. In the beginning of the
19th century, the British East India Company came on the scene. In this time
Hisar was a very small town. It had an old fort. Although the town wall has
been demolished and modem streets and highways are built within the area
of the old town, much of the outline of old Hisar-i-Firuza can still be seen,
showing some of the main features dating back to the time of Firuza Shah.
But after the rule of British East India Company over Hisar there are more
development can be seen. The establishment of Industry, Municipality,
schools shows the urbanization of Hisar. The establishment of the Hissar
Government Cattle Farm. It became a big center of trade and commerce. It
is a big center of cattle trade. The District has one jail at Hisar Jail building
was constructed in 1856. The municipality of Hisar was first constituted in
1867 as a class 2nd municipality. It was made class lst municipality in April
1957. In 1856 a tahsildari school was opened at Hisar and a town school at
Hansi. Thus these establishments shows the process of urbanization in Hisar.
Arts and Manufactures
The Hisar district had been a cattle breeding and agricultural dominated
district since past, and as such no manufacture of importance is reported to
have existed there. However, Crude saltpeter, coarse country cloth, oil pressing
leather scales and vessels and hookahs and embroidered woolen orphans or
chadars were a few Village manufactures which were carried on in the district
towards the close of 19th century. A saltpeter refining unit is also said to
existed at Hansi by 1892.14
Hand industries
Practically the only hand industry of importance is the weaving of coarse
cotton cloth. This is done by Dhanaks, Chamars and Julahas. The customary
price being 80 haths for the rupee. The Jat and Bishnoi women usually
embroider their own chaddars, using wool instead of silk.15
Factory Industries
The main factory industry is the cleaning and pressing of cotton. There are
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at present 22 factories in the district of which 13 are at Hansi, 5 at Bhiwani,
2 at Hissar, 1 at Namaund in the Hansi Tahsil and 1 at Uklana at Hissar
Tahsil. About 400000 maunds of cotton are cleaned and pressed annually,
the combined profits of the companies amounting to about a lakh and half
of rupees. The cotton cleaning industry is of comparatively recent origin. It
has led to a great increase in the area under cotton, and if only care is taken to
select the seed distributed to zamindars carefully, there is every reason to
hope for further developments.
A spinning and weaving mill was opened in 1913 at Bhiwani. It is
managed by a Bombay firm, and is on a fairly large scale. So for it has a fairly
prosperous career. It deals more with yam than cloth.16
COMMERCE AND TRADE
Commercial Classes
The commercial classes are principally of the Baniya caste and include every
gradation of the trader as shopkeeper from the petty village baniya who sells
salt and oil (nun tel) to the substantial banker and grain- dealer who has
transactions with all parts of India. Towards the north a few Khatries and
Aroras are met with. Some of the commercial houses in Bhiwani and Sirsa
are very wealthy and have branches in many other larger cities.
Of the larger traders not a few are men of energy and ability with a
capacity for organization which enables them to conduct commercial
enterprises of no mean order.17
The sunars do a considerable amount of business as bankers but not
on a very large scale.
The zamindar commonly takes his own grain to market, and thus obtains
the benefit of the higher price ruling in the trade centers, but in time of
scarcity it is of course to a considerable extent made over to the baniya in
settlement of accounts.18
Trade Centers
Before the construction of the Rewari Bhatinda Railway all the trade between
the west and the districts round Delhi went along the Delhi Sirsa road which
passed through the towns of Hansi, Hisar, Fatehabad and Sirsa and all these

8
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towns were to some extent centers of this through trade, while Bhiwani
with Sirsa shared the export trade to the States of Rajputana. The construction
of the Rewari - Bhatinda Railway altered all this. The trade between east and
west passed along this railway, while Hansi and Hisar leased to be of such
importance as centers as they were before, and became simply markets for
the collection and export of the local produce, especially cotton at Hansi and
for the import and distribution of such commodities as are required by the
surrounding agricultural population. Bhiwani, however was able to maintain
its position. Sirsa is rapidly degenerating into place of merely local importance,
its place as a collecting centre being taken by Dabwali on the JodhporeBikaner-Bhatinda Railway and various stations in Patiala territory on the
Southern Punjab Railway. On the other hand, Budhlada and Tohana, which
were formerly of little importance, are rapidly developing into important
collecting centers. From the district as a whole the most important articles
of export are cotton, grain and rapeseed, while cotton piece goods and salt
appear to be the most important of the articles imported.19
Trade of Bhiwani:The statements printed on the next pages show the quantity of average yearly
imports to be 1,767,900 maunds, and of exports 1,033,000 maunds. It is
calculated that out of this total quantity, 789,700 maunds if impost and
520,800 maunds of exports will be carried by the new line. The traders at
Bhiwani are sanguine as to the extension of trade owing to the opening of
the Railway. The increase of imports under the heads of sugar and saccharine
products, grain, cloth and mettles’ is calculated at about 4.50
Lakhs of maunds or more than half as much again as the existing imports,
while the increase in exports is estimated under the same heads at nearly six
lakhs of maunds. Although these anticipations may be too sanguine, there
can be no doubt that the through trade of this town will be greatly enlarged.20
Sugar and other saccharine products are among the chief staples of trade.
Sugar to the quantity of 100,000 maunds comes entirely from the direction
of Delhi and will be carried by rail. It is expected that the quantity imported
will be largely increased. It is chiefly exported towards Bikaner, but a small
quantity will be carried by rail towards Hisar and Sirsa. Unrefined sugar and
molasses (shakkr and gur) are imported partly from Delhi and partly from
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the Rohatk and Kamal District. The Delhi portion only estimated at about
90,000 maunds out of 275,000 maunds total import will be transported by
rail; but it is expected that the quantity imported by this route will be very
largely increased. At present the export of this article is exclusively in the
direction of Bikaner and the south-west, but it is thought that a trade may
be developed in the direction of Hisar and the north-west also, now that the
country is opened up by the railway.21
Trade of Hansi
The total quantity of imports of Hansi is calculated at 185,000 maunds,
and the export at 260,700 maunds. There is a through trade in sugar, molasses,
rice, metals, tobacco, and flax &c. between Delhi and the west. There is a
large export trade in grain ( gram and mung) towards Delhi; and a through
trade in leather between the west and Delhi. Indigo cotton wool, the produce
of the neighboring country, are exported eastwards. All this heavy traffic
may be expected to be diverted from the direct road to the railway route via
Rewari.
Trade of Hisar Town
The total imports of Hisar town are estimated at 117,500 maunds, and the
exports at 46,8000 maunds. Being the head-quarters of the district, the retail
trade is large; and this accounts for the disparity between exports, and imports.
There is an export trade towards Delhi in grain, saltpeter, cotton and leather,
which will be carried by rail. Similarly the whole of the imported goods
from the Delhi side will now be carried by rail. There is a small export trade
in wool and cotton towards the west. It goes by river from Fazilka to Karachi.22
Trade of Fatehabad
The railway does not touch Fatehabad itself. Fatehabad, however, will
probably continue to be the trade centre of that part of the district, and will
be connected by a straight road with the nearest station. All the local trade
which goes entirely east and west may be expected to be carried by rail. There
is an export trade in grain (gram and oil seed) and in hides and leather; cloth,
sugar and rice are imported from the east. The through trade from Sirsa has
been mostly accounted for in the estimates for Hansi and

10
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Bhiwani, which are the chief marts for this tracts. 23
MEANS OF COMMUNICATION
Nothing much to known about the ancient routes passing through the
district. However Rakhigarhi, Banawali and Agroha are said to have been
important trading centers and these places had regular commercial contacts
with other towns indicating thereby that the region had been linked with
inland trade routes. The time-honored northern highway which connected
the Ganga Valley, the Himalayan regions and the central India with the passes
of the north-western hills and the Arabian Sea across the Indus plains passed
through the district. 24
However, no evidence or remains of any ancient route is available. The
ancient routes continued to be followed in medieval period and no specific
improvement seems to have been made. The means of communication were
very poor though the foundation of imperial towns of Hisar and Fatehabad
in 14th century A.D. gave an enhanced impetus to these places. The most
important route, before the advent of Mughals, from North-west Frontier
to Delhi was through Talamba to Pakpattan, Dipalpur, Fatheabad, Ahranwan
and Tohana to Delhi. 25
Up to middle of the 19th century, the district did not have any important
road except Delhi-Sirsa road which passed through Hansi, Hisar, Agroha
and Fatehbad. A small portion of road around Hansi and Hisar was metalled
and the remaining road was unmetalled. Though there were many Kaccha
roads but these got in terrible conditions during the rains. In the sandy tracts
carts were little used owing to the sand hills and the communication was by
camels and hence kacha roads were replaced by camel tracks. The first railway
was introduced in the district when the Delhi-Rewari railway constructed
in1873, was extended to Bhatinda in 1883 passing through Hansi, Hisar,
Adampur and Bhattu. With the construction of the railway the bulk of the
grain traffic and other trade was diverted to it from Delhi-Sirsa road which
had so far been the main line of communication and trade. In 1889-90, the
principal road in the district were Delhi to Sirsa (a section of Delhi-Multan
road) and Hansi and Bhiwani of these two, only a small part of Delhi-Sirsa
was metalled. There were other roads from Hisar to Bhiwani, Hisar to
Tosham, Hisar to Tohana, Tohana to Ratia, Ratia to Fatehabad and Hansi to
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Barwala, but all these were unmetalled with the exception of short distances
near the towns. Cart traffic along these roads could go where the soil was
firm and if was impracticable in sandy tract where the place of cart was taken
by camels. The road from Tohana to Ratia which ran for a considerable part
of its length through the Ghagghar Valley, became impassable in the rains
although the scanty rain fall did not hider the traffic on the other roads to
any appreciable extent. These was also a good unmetalled road along the
right bank of the Western Yamuna Canal. 26
Railway
The Hisar district is peculiarly well served by railways. The oldest is the
Rewari-Bhatinda metregauge railway which runs through the district for 122
miles. It forms part of the Bombay, Baroda and Central India Railway
company. There are stations at Bhiwani, Bawanikhera, Hansi, Satroad, Hisar,
Jakhod, Asampur, Bhattu, Ding, Suchan, Kotli, Sirsa, Gudaha and Kalanwali.
The line does a large carrying trade from the tracts north of Sirsa towards
Delhi and Bombay. The passenger traffic is of minor importance.
The Jodhpur- Bikaner Railway was extended to Bhatinda in 1902. It
has stations at Chautala Road, just outside the district, and Dabwali. The
Digana- Churu Branch of the same railway has also been recently opened to
Hisar.27
The Southern Punjab Railway passes through the Fatehabad and a
portion of the Hansi Tehsils. It has stations at Bhudhlada, Jakhal and Tohana
in the district. Up to the date it has been most successful in diverting traffic
towards Karachi. The North-Western Railway has recently opened a branch
from Jakhal to Hisar, 52 miles long: which opens up the central part of the
district. The most important result of the railways is the steadying of prices
which has been already alluded to. Now unless there is scarcity over the
greater part of India prices rise but little; they are hardly affected at all by
local conditions. Another great advantage is the facility afforded to the faminestricken to escape from the district. On the first approach of famine many of
the poorer classes pack up their small bundles and make for Lyallpur or the
Jhelum colony. Frequently also contractors for digging on various canals
come to Hisar to recruit collies for the work. The result is that we can now
view without serious misgiving a failure of crops which would have meant
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serious famine accompanied by loss of life in days before the railways were
made.28
Postal Arrangements
Towards the close of the 19th century there were 14 imperial post office
located at Hisar, Balsamand, Barwala, Hansi, Narnaund, Agroha, Bhuna,
Bhattu, Fatehabad, Ahswan, Ratia, Tohana, Pabra and Jamalpur. The number
of post offices increased to 27-6, sub-offices and 21 branch offices in 1935.29
Of all the departments of Government the past office is the one which appears
to have earned in the fullest measure the confidence of the people. The only
bar to further progress is the illiteracy of the people which makes letterwriting the business of a particular class. Besides the telegraph offices there
are telegraph offices at all stations on the railway which are open to the
public. There is also a telegraph line on the canal from Badopal to Delhi via
Hisar. This line is not open to the public. There is direct telegraphic
communication between Bhiwani and Rohtak.30
ADMINISTRATION
Administrative Divisions
The Hisar District is under the control of the commissioner of the Ambala
Division. The head-quarters of the district are at Hisar where there is a small
civil station. The principal officers of the district staff are Deputy
Commissioner, the Superintendent of Police, the Civil Surgeon, the SubJudge and three Extra Assistant Commissioners. The Deputy Commissioners
is usually an officer of the Indian Civil Service. He exercises the powers of a
Magistrate of the first class and as a rule he is also empowered under Section
30 of the crimina; procedure code to try all offences not punishable with
death. As District Magistrate he also hears appeals from the orders of
Magistrates of the second and third class. The Deputy Commissioner is also
the collector and the Registrar of the district. The Superintendent of Police
is, subject to the general supervision of the Deputy Commissioner, responsible
for the good working of the Police force in the district, and for the prevention
and the detection of crime and the prosecution of cognizable offences. He
has no magisterial power.31
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The Civil Surgeon is ex-officio Superintendent of the district Jail. He is
responsible for the sanitation of the district generally, and for the working of
the numerous dispensaries in the district.
Besides the Extra Assistant Commissioners at district head-quarters there
is an assistant or Extra Assistant commissioner in charge of the Sirsa Tahsil
which forms a sub-division of the district. This officer has first class powers
and is a Sub-Divisional Magistrate for the Tahsil.
A District and a sessions Judge also sits at Hisar. He tries criminal cases
committed to the Sessions Court, and appeals from the orders of the lower
criminal and civil courts.32
Tahsil
For administrative purposes the district is divided into five tahsils, each under
the charge of a Tahsildar with a Naib-tahsildar at Tahsil head-quarter to Hansi,
Bhiwnai, Fatehabad and Sirsa. The two latter are very much larger in area
then the first three tahsils, and a portion of each has been constituted into a
sub-tahsil with a Naib- Tahsildar in charge. The head quarter of these subtahsils are at Tohana for Fatehabad and at Dabwali for Sirsa. At each Tahsil
head- quarters except Hisar there is a sub-treasury, the primary object of
which is to serve as a collecting centre for Government revenue of all kinds.
At Hisar there is a District Treasury to which the collections made at the
Tahsil sub-treasuries are remitted at frequently intervals.
All the Tahsildars are invested with the powers of Magistrates of the
second class, and as a rule all the Naib- Tahsildars are invested with the power
of Magistrates of the third class.33
Thanas or Police Station Jurisdictions
Each Tahsil is further sub-devided into a varying number of Thanas or Police
Stations with a sub-inspector of Police or a first grade Sergeant in charge of
each. These officials are not in any way under’ the control of the Tahsildar,
but are directly under the Superintendent of Police.
Zails
The whole district is devided into a number of Zails or circles with a Zaildar
in ‘charge of each. The Zalidar is not a Government official. He is almost
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invariably the head man or lambardar of a village included in the Zail who
has been appointed Zaildar by selection from among the general body of
lambardars. In making the selection attention is usually paid to the man’s
influence in the Zail, his character, the amount of landed property held by
him, services he had already rendered to the state and so forth.
Every zail is a collection of villages or estates. In fixing the zail limits care
was taken that the inhabitants of the villages included in zail had some
common bond of union such as religion or tribe, and in selecting zaildars
preference is usually given to men who are of the same tribe or religion as the
majority of the inhabitants.34
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
The Buildings and Roads Branch of the Public Works Department is
represented by an assistant Engineer who is stationed at Hisar. He is
Subordinate to the Executive Engineer whose head-quarter is at Gurgaon.
That portion of the western Jumna canal that lies in the district is in the
charge of two Executive Engineers. One, who also has charge of the Gagger
canals, lives at Hisar, and is in charge of the Sirsa Branch of the canal: he has
three Sub-Divisional officers Subordinate to him. They are stationed at kaithal,
Narwana and Sirsa. The Executive Engineer, who lives at Rohtak, has charge
of the rest of the canal in this district. He has Sub-Divisional officer stationed
at Jind, Bhiwani and Hisar.
The Executive Engineer, Bhatinda has charge of the Sirhind canal, so far
as the district is concerned.35
The Rajputana Malwa Railway in the district is under the District Traffic
Superintendent at Delhi. An assistant Engineer stationed at Sirsa has charge
of the engineering portion of it. The Manager, Jodhpur-Bikaner Railway,
Jodhpur should be corresponded with on all matters relating to that Railway.
The Jakhal Hisar Branch of the North-western Railway is under the
Executive Engineer who is stationed at Phillaur: the Delhi-Bhatinda Branch,
which runs through the north of the district, is under the Executive Engineer,
Bhatinda, Where also the District traffic Superintendent is stationed. 36
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LOCAL AND MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT
District Board
The district is locally )governed by a District Board which administers the
income derived from the local rate and a few miner sources. It consists of 31
elected members, 3 nominated members, and 12 ex-officio members. The
Deputy Commissioner is the chairmen; at least six meetings have to be held
every year. The electors are all male persons of not less than 21 years of age
who are assessed at Rs. 2-1-4 under the Punjab District Boards Act. They
seem to prize their privilege very lightly, and there is seldom a contested
election to fill a vacancy. The chief work of the Board is the maintenance of
rural schools and dispensaries and repairs of roads.37
Municipalities
After the transfer of the Hisar district along with Delhi territory to the,
Punjab from North-Western provinces in 1858, the municipal administration
in some form was introduced in the towns of Hisar, Hansi. A municipal
fund was raised in these towns by cusses duties for watch and ward purposes.
The surplus of the fund was administered by a committee of townsmen. As
the system lacked the essentials of local Government, a more regular form of
local Government under the Punjab Municipal Act 1867 was introduced in
the district with the constitution of Hisar and Hansi municipalities in 1867.38
There are four municipal towns in the district-Hisar, Hansi, Bhiwani and
Sirsa. The income of all of them is principally derived from octroi. The
Hisar Municipal committee consists of 12 members; all of whom at present
are nominated. The Government has however recently restored to this
municipality the right of electing its members, of which it was deprived
some years ago, and the system of election will soon be brought into force
again.
The Deputy Commissioner is the president of this body; among the
most prominent of the members is two or three local pleaders.39
The Hansi Municipal committee of six elected and three nominated
members. The Tahsildar of Hansi is the President. There is much local intrigue
in this town and the position of the president is not an enviable one. Bhiwani
Municipal Committee consists of 12 nominated members. The Tahsildar is
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the president. The other members are chiefly wealthy Bania inhabitants of
the town. The Sirsa municipal coinmittee consists of six elected and their
nominated members, with the Sub-Divisional officer of Sirsa as its President.
There are also Notified Areas, with a simpler form Municipal
administration, at Fatehabad, Budhlada, Tohana and Dabwali. The members
of these bodies, who vary from five to six in number, are all nominated by
Government of each of them the Deputy Commissioner is the Chairman.
The Principal source of income of these bodies is a house-tax. It cannot be
said that local self-government excites much interest in this district. The
greater part of the work of either the District Board or the Municipalities is
performed, with occasional rare and laudable exceptions, by the official
Chairman and President.40
EDUCATION AND LITERACY
Before the advent of the British, there were indigenous schools which provided
elementary education. There were Musalman Maktabs presided over by village
boys passages out of the Koran by rote, as part of his customary duties.
There were Nagri schools also where rural pundit taught the boys to write in
mahajani character. The education in these schools was either gratuitous or
the remuneration was provided by the scholar. These Maulvis or Brahman
did not get anything like training for teaching and they normally knew as
much as they taught in their schools. They were very much respected in the
society. 41
Literacy of the people
The accompanying table shows the progress made in literacy since 1881 for
the members of each religion. They do not show, save among the Sikhs, any
marked tendency for the number of literates to rise though the 1911 figures
are undoubtedly unduly depressed by the presence than in the district of
many illiterate Coolies from Rajputana who were employed on the
construction of the Jodhpur- Bikaner Railway.
The high figures for the Jains are due to the fact that many of them
belong to the Bania caste.
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These figures are of curse very low compared with those of the province as a
whole, where the percentage of literates to total population is 3.7. Female
education shows sign of increasing, but is still very backward.
Educational System
The head of the Educational Department in the district is the Deputy
Commissioner. He is advised professionally by the Inspector of schools of
the Ambala Circle and he has under him a District Inspector and an Assistant
District Inspector of Schools whose duty it is to visit all the schools in the
district at brief in travels. All schools must also be visited by Tahsildars and
Naib- Tahsildars and superior officers when in camp.1
Schools in the District
There is one Anglo- Vernacular High School in the district at Hisar, the
Bhiwani High school having recently been reduced to Middle standard. The
Hisar School is maintained by provincial funds, subject to a fixed ) annual
contribution of Rs. 2779 by the district board and local municipality. There
are Anglo- Vernacular Middle schools at Bhiwani, Sirsa and Hansi, and four
Vernacular Middle schools. These are all maintainted by either the
municipality concerned or the district board, aided in some cases by a
contribution from provincial funds.
There are 102 Vernacular Primary Schools for boys and four Mahajani
branches are attached to the Bhiwani Middle School. With the exception of
these four, which are supported by the local municipality, all the primary
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schools are maintained by district funds, of the primary Schools 41 are
intended more especially for the sons of peasants to whom the curriculum in
them specially adapted. Thus elementary lessons in agriculture are taught in
them.
As a general rule however the majority of the children taught in all these
schools are either the sons of officials or of people of the shop-keeper class.
The value of education is as yet, as the figures of literacy show, net under
stood by the great mass of the agricultural population.2
Female education
There are now 13 girls schools in the district compared with 3 in 1901. Four
of these are maintained by the municipalities of Bhiwani, Hansi, Hisar and
Sirsa, the remainder by district funds. In all of these except that at Sirsa,
Nagri is the language thought as the pupils are nearly all Hindus. At Sirsa the
majority of the girls are Muharnrnadans and the Urdu character is used. The
number of pupils in all these schools amounts to about 400. The attitude of
the people towards female education becomes more favorable every year.
There is also a non-aided girl’s school at Bhiwani conducted by the Baptist
Missionaries there. It has about 30pupils. Mention of it has already been
made. The district board makes a grant-in-aid to a female school at Khanda
Kheri in the Hansi Tahsil, which is conduct by the enterprising zaildar of
that place.3
Industrial Education
The only public technical school in the district is the Industrial school at
Hisar which is maintained by the district board and in which carpentry is
taught in addition it reading, writing and arithmetic. It has some 40 pupils.
Scholarships to enable poor lads to attend are given by the district board,
and those who do well at it are supported by the board in the further course
at the Mayo School of Art, Lahore. Carpentry, carpet- making, and lock
making are also taught in the Arya Samaj orphanage at Bhiwani.4
Medical and public Health Services
The disease common the district are fevers, dysentery and diarrhoea and
diseases. The epidemic diseases like cholera, plague and small-pox, were
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prevalent in the past but with modem and advanced medical and public
health services, these epidemic have vanished from the district. The plague
first appeared in the district in 1903 and continued to show itself with greater
or less severity in subsequent years. In 1904 and 1905 the epidemic was
particularly violent and carried off many persons. The epidemic visited the
district with great severity in 1910, 1925 and 1926 but was entirely eradicated
in 1930. Cholera is imported from outside the district and the earliest available
records indicate large number of deaths due cholera in 1879. The mortality
due to cholera was high between 1890-1900' and in 1927, 1938 and 1948.
No death has been reported due to cholera after 1950. The small pox was
always present in the district to a greater or less extent. It was severe in 1901,
1908, 1912, 1926, 1929, 1933, 1938 and 1939. After Independence, the
mortality due to small-pox was very low, but continued to lurk in endemic
form in various parts of the district breaking out in cyclic epidemic every
five-six years.5
Medical Facilities
As in other parts of Northern India, two systems of Medicine-Ayurveda and
Unani were practiced in the Hisar district. There is nothing on record which
could indicate the extent of prevalence of these two systems. The allopathic
system of medicine was introduced during the British rule somewhere in the
mi~ of the 19th century. As the allopathic system was based on scientific lines
and progressive research in the field of medical science, it became popular
with passage of time. The allopathic dispensaries and hospitals were opened
to provide medical faculties on an increasing scale.6
Dispensaries
The first dispensary in the district was opened around 1860 at Hisar. Later
in 1876-77, two other dispensaries were opened one each at Hansi and
Fatehbad. The dispensary at Hisar was under the charge of an Assistant
surgeon, whereas the Hospital Assistants looked after the dispensaries of Hansi
and Fatehabad. After, two dispensaries were opened at Barwala and Tohana
in 1887 and 1891 respectively. Thus towards the close of the 19th century,
there were 5 dispensaries. The dispensaries in the district were under the
general confront of the civil surgeon.7
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During the beginning of the 20th century, the progress was slow and 3 more
dispensaries one at Ratia (1910) and one canal dispensary each at Namaund
and Gorakhapur were opened by 1915. The district board also instituted a
travelling dispensary under the charge of a Sub-Assistant Surgeon for providing
medical facilitates in the interior of the district. The work done in the larger
dispensaries was of a high order and these dispensaries were freely resorted to
by the poorer classes and to a large extent by the well to do middle classes.
Operations for stone and cataract were done and the people realized the
benefit of allopathic system for these diseases. Other operations such as
removal of tumors, amputations for necrosis etc. Were also performed with
good results. The large attendance was itself a guarantee of the good work
done. Vaidas and Hakims were still found in most of the towns but they
were slowly becoming less popular.8
Sanitation
The sanitation of the towns is under the control of the municipal bodies
concerned. It is inspected and reported upon yearly by the sanitary
commissioner the Punjab Government. It is fairly good and improvements
are being carried out as funds permit in the drainage and conservancy
arrangements.
Population
The total population is of the present Hisar district worked out on the basis
of 1941 census is 1006709 comprising 536691 males and 470018 females.
Hisar contains 7 towns and 961 villages. The occupied residential houses
were 190027. The following table shows the Area, Houses and population
of Hisar District in 1941.

OCCUPIED HOUSES
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POPULATION

Variation in Population during fifty years.
HISAR
Years

Persons
Variation

Net Variation Males
(1891- 1941) Variation

1891

775896

414841

361055

1901

751589+5693

418089+3248

363500+2445

1911

804889+23300

438456+20369 366431+2931

1921

804889+23300

435562-2896

1931

899479+82669

485690+50128 413789+32541

1941

1006709+107230

230813

Female
Variation

381248+14817

536691+51001 470018+56229

The above table shows the variation in population during fifty years. The
population of Hisar District was 775896 in 1891 while in 1941 it was
1006709. Its net variation was 230813. Table also shows the variation in
male and female population during fifty years.
Males population was registered 414891 and female 3610055 in 1891
while it was 536691 and 470018 in 1941. Thus this table shows the growth
in population during last fifty years.
The district is divided into the five tahsils of Hisar, Hansi, Bhiwani,
Fatehabad and Sirsa. Above the table shows the Tehsils, Area in mile Sq.
towns and villages, occupied houses and population. Hisar district contains
5184 mile sq. area, 7 towns, 961 villages, 190027 houses and 1006709
person.
From the forgoing presentation and analysis of the various factors which
responsible for urbanization of Hisar one can draw inference that in the
period under consideration, the Hisar became a well developed city or urban
centre from a small town. The establishment of Industry, Schools, Cattle
Farms.. Trading Centres, District Jail etc. made Hisar first class municipality
in 1957.
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Presidential Address : Ancient Section

The Megaliths of Adi Badri
Dr. Garima Kaushik*

I express my gratitude to the executive committee of the Haryana History
Congress and feel honored to preside over the Ancient Section in the fourth
session of the Congress and share some of my thoughts on the subject.
The site of Adi Badri in Dist. Yamunanagar, Haryana was excavated in
the year 2003 by the Archaeological Survey of India. It shot into prominence
as the site where the historical river Saraswati descends from the hills and
forms a confluence with the Somb river. The site is archaeologically known
for its Buddhist affiliation where a Buddhist monastery and a few stupas
were discovered during the course of excavation besides also being a popular
local tirtha in the region. However, the site is also home to the little known
megalithic finds which were brought to light during the course of the
excavation. A pit burial was noticed right below the mud stupa at ABR III.
Subsequent surveys revealed the presence of several other megalithic cairn
circles and menhirs near the site. This paper discusses the significant presence
of these megaliths at the site. It also analyses their location and relation to
the early Buddhists of Adi Badri.
Introduction:
While the state of Haryana boasts of probably the greatest number of Harappan
sites in India which have undoubtedly held the attention of the academia for
* Assistant Archaeologist, Archaeological Survey of India, Chandigarh Circle.
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several decades, the later histories of the region remained somewhat in the
shadows waiting to reclaim their space. Since the theme of the conference is
generic it opens up vast possibilities for introspection and discussion. I would
like to draw upon this opportunity to talk about megalithism in the region
for the reason that the megaliths in Haryana have so far failed to hold the
attention of scholars working on the region.
Though megaliths have been widely studied and megalithic sites are
known to widely occur over time and space, their association with the
protohistoric communities of peninsular India is the most popularly known.
Megaliths are essentially funerary and memorial structures of different
shapes and sizes made of stone, erected by different cultures over a long
period spanning from the Pre-historic to the Iron Age. The etymological
deconstruction of the term is derived from two Greek words, ‘megas’ meaning
big and ‘lithos’ meaning stone. Most of the known sites are located in Peninsular
India in the states of Maharashtra (mainly in Vidarbha), Karnataka, Tamil
Nadu, Kerala, Andhra Pradesh and Telangana. According to archaeologists
R.K. Mohanty and V. Selvakumar, around 2,200 megalithic sites can be
found in peninsular India itself, most of them unexcavated.
The evidence of burial practices in Indian subcontinent goes back to
Mesolithic period.1 This tradition has however continued through the iron
ages and are still existent in some stray pockets in the country.
In spite of the fact that the various types and sub types of megalithic
monuments have been the subject of exhaustive analysis and academic debate
some of the broader types and sub types have been briefly mentioned here
so that they are easier to comprehend and locate within the Adi Badri
landscape.
There are various types and sub-types of megalithic monuments which
have been categorized based on their structural types. The broad categories
are briefly mentioned below:
Three basic types of megaliths can be identified in India, viz., a) megaliths
associated with chamber tombs; b) un-chambered tombs and c) megaliths
not associated with burials. The chamber tombs usually consisted of a chamber
composed of two or four vertical slabs of stone, topped by a horizontal
capstone. If the chamber was found to be fully underground it is called a
cist, if it was semi-subterranean it is called a dolmenoid cist and if it was
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found to be fully above the ground it is known as a dolmen.
The unchambered burials are of three types, viz., pit burials, urn burials
and the sarcophagus burials. In pit burials the funerary remains were placed
in a pit. Sometimes the pit was found to be marked by a circle of large
stones, which is known as a pit circle. If it is found to have a heap of large
stones piled on the top it is called a cairn. If both the circle of stones and the
piled –up stones are present it is known as a cairn-stone circle. A pit burial
marked by a single, huge free –standing stone is known as a menhir. Urn
burials have the funerary remains placed in an urn, while the sarcophagus
burials consist of a terracotta trough, often with legs and a lid. These last two
types are identified as megalithic burials even if they are not marked with
stones.
Though they are spread all over the sub-continent including sites in
Jharkhand, Bihar, the north eastern states including Meghalaya, Mizoram,
Nagaland, Assam the density of documented sites is the highest in Peninsular
India. They have been studied and documented in the North-west too at
Gandharan sites, Uttarakhand and Kashmir in the North, Rajasthan in the
west. However, so far megaliths from the region around Haryana was not
known till the discovery from Adi Badri.
The Pit Burial, ABR III:
Megalithic presence at AdiBadri is noticed at ABR III. A pit burial exhibiting
megalithic features was noticed below the mud stupa at ABR III. This
structure corresponds to sub-phase 1 of Period 1 which is representative of
the late Kushana Period. It was encountered in trench no. YA2. at a depth of
280cms. The burial corresponds to the earliest building activity at the site.
No co-eval structural remains indicative of a habitation site has been
encountered and therefore primary investigations indicate that it was a burial
site of the period.
The extended burial was oriented south-east and north-west. The remains
were encased within a rectangular chamber made of disjointed, dark Grey,
micaceous, sandstone slabs, arranged horizontally across the length of the
burial and vertically sealing the two ends. It was about 195 cms. in length
and about 35 cms. in breadth. Some very small, fragmented red ware pot
sherds were from this level but their shapes could not be determined. At a
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depth of about 325 cms from the surface, natural soil was encountered.

Fig. 1: Section showing the megalithic burial in the central pit of the stupa at ABR III

Though this was the solitary sepulchral structure encountered at ABR
III, some more similar structures were reported during the survey of the area.
About two kilometers north of the site of AdiBadri, in the village Matr,
megalithic structures which included some cairn circles and free standing
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menhir-like structures were discovered. A low wall was also noticed running
through the site which on cursory survey appeared to be coeval with the
structures.

Fig. 2: General View of the Megalithic Site, Matar, (courtesy Dr. Akshat Kaushik)

Based on his study of Vidarbha and some southern megaliths S.B Deo 2
highlighted some of the characteristic features of Megaliths. He pointed out
that the Megalithic Sites were restricted to non-urban areas. The megalith in
Adi Badri is also located in a non-urban area, away from habitation. The area
did not reveal any remains that can be identified as habitational which could
be coeval with the pit burial.
Megalithic sites were mostly concentrated in hilly, forested regions or
wastelands. Adi Badri is located in the margins of two present day states of
the Indian union; Haryana and Himachal Pradesh. The excavated remains
are situated in the foothills and in the hills that rise behind ABR III.
Megalithic economy is largely characterized by nomadic pastoralism. At
the site of ABR III, there was a total lack of data indicative of their subsistence
pattern and economy and only a few, very small, fragmented pot-sherds
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were reported from the level of the burial which were of little help in
attempting to reconstruct the economy. In the absence of any material finds
from the burial any indication of the economy and sustenance of the local
inhabitants is difficult. However, the ecology of the site does point to
pastoralism-based economy in the area.
Off the total number of megalithic sites that have so far been studied
there are very few that can be characterized as habitation-cum-burial megalithic
sites. Even the remains from Adi Badri do not indicate the presence of any
megalithic habitation site. The burials occur independently and the site appears
to be primarily a burial site.
The habitation sites associated with the megalithic community points
to a nomadic way of life. However, no habitational structures; permanent or
temporary have been reported from anywhere near the site.
Different types of burials (pit, cairn etc.) indicate social stratification
within the community and heterogeneity in culture. Though at least three
different types of burials are known to occur in and around Adi Badri, in the
absence of detailed excavations which can reveal information about the types
of associated grave goods it is difficult to make assumptions about the social
structure of the community.
Deo suggests that based on the density of megalithic habitation sites and
their location it has been noted that the sites were situated in areas rich in
mineral resources. Deo’s theory that mineral resources were exploited by the
artisanal groups within the megalithic community is supported by the find
of iron smelting furnaces along with iron ore and slag at the site of Naikund
near Nagpur. It was noticed that the concentration of megalithic sites was
higher in the eastern districts of Bhandara, Nagpur and Chandrapur in
Maharastra. These three districts form a region which has abundant supplies
of raw iron, coal and manganese. The economy of the megalithic
communities is characterized as that of pastoral nomads who moved from
place to place and the artisanal groups within the community effectively
exchanged and utilized the available mineral resources in the areas they moved
in.
As per the data made available by the GSI, the principal agency for
geological mapping and regional mineral resource assessment in India Haryana
by itself accounts for a substantial percentage of the total resource base of the
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country. Haryana alone accounts for about 52% for the total resource base
of quartzite and silica in the country while about 64% of total ore resources
are located in Haryana. Iron ores have been reported from Rewari. The other
minerals occurring in the region are calcite, feldspar, dolomite, tin, tungsten
and limestone.
The economy of the megalithic communities is characterized as that of
pastoral nomads who moved from place to place and the artisanal groups
within the community effectively exchanged and utilized the available mineral
resources in the areas they moved in.
The living tribes of the Gadabas3 and Bondas in central India, the Bondo
in the south, the Kurumbas, Todas, Malarayas, Khasis, Jaintias, Marams and
Nagas in the North East still retain some of the megalithic cultural
features.4Ethnographic parallels for itinerant communities who worked
metals and exchanged them for other goods can be drawn from the
community of Gadiya Lohars.5 In the northern states of India, a nomadic
community of blacksmiths moves from one place to another on bullock
carts (“Gadi” in Hindi), making and selling iron tools and wares outside
their makeshift homes along roads and highways.
Ethnographic parallels can be drawn from the community of Gadiya
Lohars and Asuras. Though the former is a community whose history is
traced back to the recent medieval past, it needs to be noted that the itinerant
way of life and the iron smelting practice adopted by the community could
have been adopted from earlier existing communities in the region. In the
northern states of India, a nomadic community of blacksmiths moves from
one place to another on bullock carts (“Gadi” in Hindi), making and selling
iron tools and wares outside their makeshift homes along roads and highways.
A more direct parallel can be drawn from the iron-smelting 6 primitive
tribe of Jharkhand, the Asuras who still practice megalithic mortuary practices.
In an Asura graveyard at Khuntitoli, the graves of the dolmeniod type are in
irregular order and are marked by slabs. The roof stones are generally 8’ 11»
x 7' 0» x 6» and may be 10 - 12 feet long. Small ones occur down to 1* x 1'
x 3». These centuries-old structures represent the megalithic culture formerly
wide-spread in parts of India and further East.7
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Megaliths and Buddhism
The connection between megaliths and Buddhist stupas has been the subject
of conjecture since long. (Cunningham 1854, Venkataramanayya
1930, Longhurst 1936, Menon 2012). Apart from the obvious similarity in
form as “round mounds”, there are many instances of spatial proximity
between megaliths and Buddhist stupas. Schopen (2010) calls attention to
numerous Buddhist stupa sites that have earlier extant megalithic monuments
in the vicinity. At several sites like Andhra-Goli, Chandavaram, Panigiri,
Vaddamanu. Amaravati and Nagajunakonda the stupas rest directly over
megalithic burials.
Megaliths have been documented at many Buddhist sites including the
more popular sites like Sanchi, Andher and Sonari in Central India and
Nagarjunakonda, Amaravati to name a few in South India and Butkara,
Swat, Mohen-jo-Daro in the North West and the more recently discovered
site of Itkhori in Jharkhand. Many scholarships on the subject have traced
the location of the stupa site to earlier mortuary practices associated with
megaliths and even the structure of the stupa has also been traced to have
evolved from the structure of megaliths. It has been assumed that the stupa
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evolved form of the simple megalithic cairn, with the structural necessities
for erecting a large and stable round mound dictating the form of the evolved
stupa9. Though the megalithic tradition predated the stupa it is supposed to
have also co-existed along with the stupa during the first millennium.
Megalithic culture finds several references in ancient Tamil Sangam10
literature where for instance, menhirs are referred to as ‘nadukal’. In the
Buddhist texts the funerary monument or a charnel ground occurs as a frequent
visual and literary trope. Manimekalai, the great Tamil Buddhist epic by
Chitalai Chathanar refers to various burials as “cutovor” and pit burials as
‘totukulip’ or ‘patuvor’. The text also refers to dolmens as pantar- kal and
urns burials as “taliyarkavippor”. Here the emphasis is on the specific
terminologies employed for the different types of funerary monuments that
they were familiar with and which formed a part of their vocabulary. Decaroli11
refers to an argument between a cemetery dwelling monk and a “non-human”
spirit” over a blanket covering a corpse near Jetavana Monastery referred to
in the Ksòudrakavastu of the Mulasarvastivada Vinaya. The Bhaisòajyavastu
of the Mulasarvastivada Vinaya refers to a monk who could not focus on his
meditation due to the foul smell of corpses. This historical incident indicates
the proximity of monasteries to cremation /burial grounds.
Underlying reasons for choice of such mortuary sites by the Buddhist
monks
There could have been multiple reasons for the preference of such mortuary
sites by the Buddhist monks. One of the primary movers must have been
the intent to forge links with the local land. By taking over the mortuary
sites, the monks positioned themselves as the ‘guardians of the native dead’
which earned them access into the local community. 12 It could either be a
form of religious appropriation and/or sharing of the salvific power of the
site as can been seen at many other prominent Buddhist sites like GayaBodh Gaya and Benaras- Sarnath. Borrowing /sharing of religious landscapes/
symbols and rituals helped the religion to make inroads into newer areas.
Choice of such sites that were revered local centers would assimilate the
newcomers’ own central focus – the stupa- to local pre-existing structures.
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Location of Buddhist monastic centers
From a survey of Buddhist sites it is obvious that most of the prominent
sites lay in river valleys, coastal locations and over hilltops, while others were
situated over overland trade routes and maritime routes. The location of the
monasteries was largely dictated by the fact that sustenance of monastic
communities depended largely on the trading communities which largely
populated the trade routes. Archaeological evidence indicates that the choice
of sites for the megalithic communities was similar to that of the Buddhist
monks.
Overview
The site of AdiBadri lies in the foothills that form the border between
Himachal Pradesh and present day Haryana. The hilly forested areas around
AdiBadri could have been exploited by the pre-dating megalithic communities
too for various resources that could have been exchanged for other essentials.
Buddhism is known to have flourished along trade routes and this also
happens to be the route through which Buddhism in its earlier phases moved
into the hilly regions of the present day Himachal Pradesh. Sites like Hathkoti
and others prove the point. The presence of Buddhist sites at sites that have
previously been known to have sustained a megalithic presence appears to be
more than just serendipitous and it seems like a conscious attempt at sharing
the same landscape if not directly appropriating it. The presence of Buddhist
sites at such sites that were previously home to megalithic communities isa
phenomenon that has been well documented and studied in peninsular India.
the finds from Adi Badri establish the fact that this was not a localised
phenomenon specific to peninsular India but a generalised pan Indian
occurrence spread over all of South Asia.
This paper briefly discusses megalithic presence at the Buddhist monastic
site of Adi Badri in northern India. This discovery opens up the possibility
of further looking at the possible dynamics between the two. Systematic
excavations with the aim of further probing the relationship between the
two will help in better understanding both the little understood megalithic
communities and Buddhism too.
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3
Sun Sculpture from Beri and description of Sun in
Sanskrit Texts
Prof. Manmohan Sharma*

Dharma is the inner trait of mankind and it can be seen expressed in every
corner of the world in one or the other form. The most practiced form of
expression of Dharma is the worship of natural powers. From the dawn of
mankind the man observed the role of the sun, earth, moon and water etc.
They were later called the visible gods .The Sun worship gained more
momentum due to its various visible functions and it was worshipped
throughout the world in ancient civilizations with different names and
methods. It was ‘Ra’ in ancient Egypt which later merged with the god Horus.
It was considered as a source of life, power, energy, light and warmth. Sun
worship was very much in practice in later Roman Empire and that period
was called the time of solar monotheism. Yazdi people of northern Iraq
called themselves as children of the Sun. Mithra of Persia and Surya in Bharata
were different names of the Sun.
Justin Narovaski opined that similarities between these diverse cultures
points to a common ancestor and these cultures descended from the
civilization of the Sun.1 In Bharata Sun is being worshipped from Vedic to
modern times. In RigVeda the sun is called the Atma of all the living and
nonliving and it is also considered as the mouth of all the gods.2 The later
sanskrit literature is also so full of adorations for the sun good. Many
characteristics of Sun are found the Puranas and other books according to
Prashnopanishad sun is life.3 Atharva Veda declares the Sun as a deity of
eyes.4 Ramayana of Valmiki had Aditya strotra told to Rama by the sage
Augusta for defeating Ravan.5 There are many stories of Surya in Mahabharata.
Up to that time a cult of sun worshipper was developed as there were 1008
* Former Advisor, Mastnath Chair, Indira Gandhi University, Meerpur, Rewari.
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such people in the camp of Pandawas. The cult was known as Saur. Daumya
told to Yudhishthiera108 names of Surya.6 The Ling Puran has some
directions and characteristics of Surya images which were later utilized by
the artists in carving the Sun images. Sharan opinioned from the evidence of
Samb Purana that the Hindus of Multan celebrated a festival called Sambpur
yatra in which image of Surya, his wives, sons, attendants and charioteers
were carved on wood. Rath Yatra of Sun from Multan to Sambpur was
carried on seventh day of bright moon in the month of Madha.7 Multan
had the oldest temple of Surya followed by the Martand temple of Lalitpur
in Kashmir which was constructed by lalitaditya Muktapeed of Karkota
dynasty. Sun temples of Konark and images found at Bhaja caves, Lal Bhagat,
Bodha-gaya and Anant guha show the popularity of Sun worship in Bharat.8
In Haryana there were many Sun temples. Sculptures and remains of Sun
temples are found from various sites like Beri, Hansi, Tosam Pinjore,
Thaneshwar, Amadalpur and Badli. Two images of Sun were also recovered
from Khokhara kot Rohtak as reported by Phaugat. They belong to 6th or
7th century CE.9
Characteristics of Sun images in Sanskrit texts: From RigVeda we found
that Sun travels on a chariot of one wheel having seven horses. 10 Its path is
shown by Varun and the charioteer is Arun. The process of humanization of
the Sun god was accelerated during the Epic phase where we find the references
of appearance of the Sun god in human dress, talk and action. He appears
before Kunti, Karana Yudhishthir and Rama in human form.11 Early Puranas
also mention the Vedic and epic tradition. The characteristics of image of the
sun are described by Varahmihir in his Brihadsamhita. The Sun god’s nose,
forehead, shanks thighs and breast should be elevated; dress should cover the
body from breast to feet. He holds two lotuses in hands, he should have
long pearl-necklace and a girdle around his waist and the limbs should in
proper size.12 We find instructions in the Amsumabhedagama that the Sungod should have two hands having lotuses in them. He should be seated on
lotus padmasanpeeth and his head is surrounded with a red or raktamandal.
He should wear only one cloth and the body should be covered with a cot in
Northern Indian style. He should have red garments yajnopaveeta, all
garments like coronet, kundal and necklace. Usha on the right side and
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Pratyusha on the left are to be shown. 13 In Aprajitprichchha which was
written by Bhuvanadeva Aacharya in 12th century having 7000 verses and
239 sutras, we find similar directions. The Sun maybe of two hands having
white Lotus in each and should wear red garments, riding the chariot of
seven horses.14
The Purans have good iconographic description of Sun-god. Agni,
Matsya,Vishnu Dharmottar, Bhavishya and Shamba Puranas have description
of the Sun. Agni Purana has vivid description the Sun. According to the text
of this Purana the Sun should be placed on a chariot or a horse. The chariot
should be of one wheel and drawn by seven horses, two lotus flowers in his
hands, dandi on right hand side with pen and inkpot for recording merits
and demerits of people, Pingal with a mace in his hand may be shown on
left side. On both sides of the Sun Rajani and Nishprabha having chowris
should be there in standing pose. All the Dikpals are to be there having
lotuses in two hands, mace in third and fourth in abhayamudra.15
Matsya Purana records a detailed description of the iconography of the
Sun-god. The characteristics include the Sun on a one wheeled chariot yoked
with seven horses, seated on a lotus, two lotus flowers in his two hands
should rise to his shoulders, red beaming coronet, on head, brilliant feet, or
feet covered with rays, Dandi and Pingal with swords in their hands, the
image of Dhata (Brahma) with a pen, number of devas the Sun, charioteer
Arun, two Ashvins, horses yoked with sarpa rajju are to be shown. 16

Figure 1: Sun Sculpture from Beri

Sun sculpture from Beri (figure 1 & 2): Beri is a Tehsil of Jhajjar district
in Haryana state. It was established by Veer Dev Kanugo in 725 CE. Later
the present place who was commander of Lalitaditya Mukta peed, the ruler
of Kashmir.17 This was very impressed and found the village named Beri in
the forest of beri trees. The village was decolonized in attack of Taimoor in
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1398 but was later colonized again. During the rule of Akbar, Beri-Figure
Dubaldhan was a paragana.18
The Sun sculpture from Beri has main characteristic features as: It is
carved out of buff sand stone and the size of this image is 60.5 x 35cm
(figure 1). The Sun god is standing on a Lotus pedestal holding to bloomed
lotuses in his two hands rising just above his shoulders, lotus flower halo is
surrounding the head. There are armour and ornaments on the body, feet
covered with high boots (shoes), Mahashweta standing at feet as miniature
with a pot in her left hand and right hand in Abhay Mudra, Usha and
Pratyusha shooting arrows from there bows Dandi, Pingal Chhaya and
Suvarchala with Ashwins are also shown. They are horse-faced. There is
Brahma and Vishnu seated on lotus pedestals on the top corner.19 They are
on lotus seats in lalitaasan. Both are four handed. Vishnu is wearing the
crown and the usual ornaments. He is holding the mace, discuss, and conch
in three hands and fourth hand is in abhayamudra. Lord Brahma is bearded.
The Sun is calm and eyes are shut, chin is roun, the nose is sharp and
ornaments in years. A long garland is hanging on both arms which are not
described in any text. The halo is unique and has two portions inner and
outer. The inner part surrounds the crown and has seven visible petals of
lotus. The outer part has two circles and in the portion between them are
seven small similar designs.
The iconography of the Sun developed from the ancient Sanskrit literature
and it achieved the uppermost limit in the sculpture at Beri. The Sculpture is
a magnificent piece of stone art which is luckily undamaged.

Figure 2: Lower portion of Sun sculpture from Beri
Seeds of Sun's iconography are found in Rig-Veda. In Ramayana and
Mahabharata the Sun is humanized. Varahamihir described some features
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for carving Sun images. Puranas extended the Sun's family and issued
instructions to design the Sun sculptures. Most of the features of Sun at Beri
match with Sanskrit texts but there are some differences also. Sun worship
was common in Haryana in early medieval period. Lalitadity constructed
Maartand temple in Kashmir and his commander found Beri, than it may
be possible that later Kanoogos who were the holders of Beri before the
present people, constructed the Sun temple at Beri. The discussed sculpture
is of Pratihar period.
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4
Archaeological Investigation of Gohana Tehsil,
District Sonipat, Haryana
Parveen Kumar*

This paper is a preliminary report of village-to-village survey of Gohana
Tehsil, district Sonipat, Haryana. In July-August 2018 a total number of
115 archaeological sites have been documented by my survey work. This
venture aims to find general information about the archaeological sites in
the region. The result of this survey addressed the documentation of survey
work and explain the some archaeological aspects such as size of the settlements
and cultural sequence of the study area.
The study area lies in the south-eastern part of Haryana. The area is rich
in archaeological remains and the fact it has been proved by the explorations
conducted by various scholars. Dr. Silak Ram carried out explorations for
his Ph.D. work in Rohtak and Hisar District of Haryana.1 After that in
1975 Dr. Suraj Bhan,2 Dr. Dutt,3 Mr. Surender Singh,4 Mr. Ashok Kumar5
and Prof. R.C. Thakran carried out explorations in this region of Haryana
and reported many archaeological sites.6 In recent time Dr. Vinay Dangi did
the archaeological exploration in some part of the study area and brought to
light some new site in special reference to Gohana block.7 The present research
work of my village to village survey carried out in Gohana tehsil, Sonipat
district, Haryana and my research paper based on my primary survey work.
Methodology
1) The present work conducted an extensive village-to-village survey in the
* Ph.D Scholar, Department of History, Himachal Pradesh University, Shimla
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region.
2) A GPS handset (Garmin, GPSmap 60CSx) was used to record correct
co-ordinates of the sites.
3) Proper samplings of the pottery and other remains have been collected
from surface of the sites.
4) Cultural material discovered from the survey and analyzed the displayed
in different museums to address the problems.
5) The available published literature and survey reports including
unpublished dissertations/thesis have been used.
Table 1 Showing explored sites along with geo-references,
previous work and cultural sequence.
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Abbreviations: EH- Early Harappan, MH- Mature Harappan, LH- Late
Harappan, OCP- Ochred Colour Pottery, PGW- Painted Grey Ware, HistHistorical, and Med- Medieval.
Table 2 showing number of sites of different periods

The antiquity of the study area can be traced back to proto-historic times to
medieval period. Archaeological explorations have reviled that the earliest
settlers in the regions belong to Early Harappan culture (Sothi-Siswal culture).
So far as not even a single site belongs to Pre-Harappan period (GhaggarHakra/ Hakra culture) has been reported in the area. But in the adjoining
area a number of sites of late fourth millennium BCE have been reported. 8
Early Harappan period
Archaeological explorations have reviled that the earliest settlers in the region
belong to Early Harappan culture (Sothi-Siswal culture). It is the formative
period of the urban Harappan phase. Total 9 sites have been explored in the
study area belonging to early phase. The ceramic assemblages have affinity
with the Sothi-Siswal pottery. The main shapes in this assemblage are jars,
vases, bowls, basins and handled pots/basins. There are variations in size but
the formal features are more or less the same. Sothi-Siswal pottery was usually
thrown on slow wheel; the rim and neck portion are finished by smoothening
with rotation whereas the body portion is finished without rotation as
striations and finger impressions of smoothening and scraping are observed
on the surface in an irregular way. Usually the wall of the pottery has an
uneven thickness. The ring base loop-handled pots are quite common.9
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Mature Harappan period
Total 15 sites have yielded remains of Mature Harappan period. But a few
classical Harappan shapes viz. perforated jar, dish-on-stand vases were recovered
from the surface. Some sherds akin to Ganeshwar-Jodhpura pottery were
also found from the region. Quantity of classical Harappans shapes such as
perforated jar, long stem dish-on-stand, beakers, painted jars, nail headed
bowls and basins are is very less on the surface of the sites. I conducted
extensive explorations in the entire Ghaggar basin and conclude that as we
move south of the basin quantity of classical Harappan pottery reduces.10
Late Harappan Period
The third cultural phase in the proto-history of this region is the Late
Harappan culture or degenerate phase of urban Harappans. Total 49 sites
yielded the remains of this phase. The classical Harappan shapes like goblets,
perforated jars and classical Harappan paintings fell out of use but some
shapes such as beakers, nail headed bowls, dish-on-stands with long stem etc
continue with modifications. The common pottery types are dish-on-stands
with ribbed junctions, dish-on-stands with broad and short stands, vases
with projected undercut rims, jars with wide and narrow mouths, globular
vases with flanged rims, beakers without-turned rims and flasks treated with
fine red slip. Out of total 49 Late Harappan sites, six were occupied for the
first time, two sites of the Mature Harappan period were preferred by the
late Harappan peoples in absence of excavation it is difficult to say that weather
there is a cultural break between the Harappans and Late Harappans.11
Painted Grey Ware Period
During the proto historic period, the last phase is characterized by the advent
of the Painted Grey Ware (PGW) people. The exploration yielded total 27
PGW sites. The excavation at Bhagwanpura and Madina 12 threw light on
the relationship between the late Harrapan and PGW people.
Historical and Medieval period
Total 80 sites of historical or medieval periods were explored. The number
of sites indicated that the after 600 BCE the area under present study was
thickly populated as compare to proto-historic period. Common shapes of
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historical pottery were represented by bowls with incurved rim, carinated
cooking handis, vases, spouted vases, basins, lid, and incense burner. Pottery
of later Kushana and Gupta period is less painted as compare to the pottery
of Rangmahal. Naurangabad13 and Kokhrakakot14 were the regional centers
during the historical period. Both areas are located very near to the study
area. 74 sites of medieval period were explored during the survey. Main shapes
include sharp edged bowls, vases, pots etc. a few sherds of glazed ware were
also collected during the explorations.
The researchers conducted extensive village-to-village survey in the region
and recorded archaeological sites with the help of GPS. During the survey it
was noticed that most of the archaeological sites are either converted into the
agriculture fields or the soil was removed for development purpose. The
situation is very danger for archaeology because in a few years it will be very
difficult for the archaeologists to excavation for intact site. Even today it is
very hard to support an intact mound. Hence the present study has its own
importance as the sites are now recorded for posterity which may not exist in
future.
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Haryana as passing through
early phases of history
Dr. Suruchi Sharma*

The culture of Haryana dates back to the vedic times and the people are
noted for their rich cultural heritage. The people of Haryana are known for
their rich folklore and strictly adhere to their own traditions. Haryana is also
known as ‘The Home of Gods’ as Hari means God and Ayana means home.
Haryana became a state of India on November 1, 1966. The present day
Haryana is the region where, along the banks of the River Saraswati (Ghaghar)
the vedic civilization began and matured. It was here that the Vedas were
written, as the Aryans chanted Myths and legends; Haryana’s 5000 years old
history is steeped in glory. It was here that Lord Krishna preached Bhagvad
Gita at the start of battle of Mahabharat.
Excavations of various archeological sites in Haryana, like Naurangabad
and Mitathal in Bhiwani, Kunal in Fatehabad, Agroha near Hisar, Rakhigrahi
in Hisar District and many other sites spread all over Haryana have evidences
of Early Harappan and Harappan culture. Findings of pottery, sculpture and
Jewelry in sites at Pehowa, Kurukshetra, Tilpat and Panipat have proved the
historicity of the Mahabharat.
Culture is not a static concept. Self-generating evolutionary processes
give rise to differing ways of life, which distinguish one people from another.
The geography and history play important roles in the evolution of
civilizations. The physical features of Haryana, its many races and religions,
its rich historical past, its proximity to Delhi, which has been the capital of
India for the last twelve centuries, these are factors which led to the emergence
of a distinct mode of life for the people of this region.1 The evidence of the
various excavations provides the earliest phases of the Pre history of Haryana.
* Assistant Prof., Department of History, Dayanand Post Graduate College, Hisar.
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The early settlers were Pre-Harappans who built houses of Sun dried bricks,
which showed the sense of direction in town planning and were skilled in
producing fine pottery. “The general features of the culture show closer
affinities with north Rajasthan than with Indus Valley and hence the suggestion
that the settlers migrated to Haryana as colonizers probably from Rajasthan”2
The remains of late Harappans at Banawali, Rakhigarhi and other sites
at the old course of the Drishadvati mark the final stage of the Harappans
culture complex in the region. It shows the downfall of the urban life in
favour of smaller settlements, which had concentration on the fertile belts.
-”Spread of desert, the cutting of the underground water level and salinity,
silt deposition or natural decay may have caused, the disappearance of
Harappan culture. This might perhaps have led the migration of these people
to the north east and across the Yamuna in search of better living condition.”3
Haryana was closely associated with political and cultural life of Bharatas,
the Purus and the Kurus; the Prominent tribes of the Aryans. Various Vedic
literatures refer to many religions rites to be performed on the banks of the
sacred rivers of the region. “The area was probably included in the Kingdom
of the Pandavas and their successors”.4
After the fall of the Mauryas and the Sungas, the Agras along with the
Yaudheyas, asserted their independence. They issued their coins (mostly of
copper and a few of silver) during the Second century BCE from Agroha,
their capital.”5
After the fall of the Yaudheyes, the Indo Greeks came to power whose
number of coins are discovered in the region. The Sakas replaced Indo Greeks
later on. Again the Yaudheyes became powerful in this region but about the
middle of the fourth century as they submitted to the expansionist policy of
Samudragupt, but were allowed to maintains their existence as tax paying
autonomous body. In Seventh century CE Pushgabhuti of Thaneshwar came
to power and thereafter passed under the rule of Bhandi, the cousin of Harsha
who ruled over Thaneshwar after the transfer of the Vardhan capital to
Kannauj.
The story of Haryana till the Turks blasted their way to India in 1206
CE is one long narrative of prosperity giving rise to further prosperity and its
people marching onward and upward in pursuit of this pusposes”. 6
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Indian history is replete with tales of heroism of the highest order and in
this context; the historic significance of battle of Panipat and Kurukshetra in
Haryana cannot be ignored by any means. The sacrifices of Haryana brave
soldiers have played a very important role in maintaining the territorial and
Sovereign integrity of our nation. The new state which emerged as a separate
political entity of the Indian union on November 1, 1966 is considered to
be the cradle of rich Indian cultural heritage.
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Presidential Address : Medieval Section

MEDIEVAL ARCHAEOLOGY OF HARYANA

Dr. Subhash Parihar*

Respected Scholars and Dear young delegates,
I am thankful to the Executive Committee of the Haryana History Congress
for asking me to preside over the Medieval Section of its fourth annual
session (2019). It is a big honour that comes from my fellow-workers.
I have been in the field of historical research since 1979. Although I have
devoted the major portion of this period in studying art and architecture of
East Punjab, intermittently I have also spent considerable time working on
the medieval archaeology of Haryana which before 1966, was a part of Punjab.
In this address, I would like to place before this noble assembly a survey of
the work done so far on the subject, and also make some humble suggestions
about the lines which can be followed in the future.
***
More than half a century old Indian state of Haryana is known to have
millennia-old archaeological sites like Mitathal, Banawali, Rakhigarhi, Siswal,
etc., dating thousands of years earlier than the flowering of great Harappan
urban centres [Pl. 1].1 The excavations of these sites have revealed substantial
evidence of the elements which in due course evolved into mature Harappan
cities. Numerous Harappan sites in the region have been excavated or simply
* Former Associate Professor, Central University of Punjab, Bathinda.
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marked by the Archaeological Survey of India, the Haryana State Directorate
of Archaeology and Museums, Kurukshetra University, Maharishi Dayanand
University, and the Research Institute for Humanity and Nature (Kyoto,
Japan).2 All these excavations furnish enough material to write an outline
history of Haryana during the pre-Harappan and Harappan periods.
After this, during the later Vedic period Haryana was the land where
roamed the characters of the Indian epic the Mahabharata, and fought the
decisive battle at Kurukshetra (circa 800 BCE).3 As recorded by the ancient
grammarian Panini, the Uttarpatha (grand route in northern India) originating
in the western regions beyond India to the port of Tamralipti on the eastern
coast, passed through Sirsa (Sairshaka) and Rohtak (Rohtika).4 Iranian scholar
and polymath Alberuni writing in the early eleventh century mentions Pinjore
and Thanesar on the route from Kanauj to Kashmir, and Panipat and Kaithal
on the Kanuaj to Lahore route.5 But apart from few such references, no
material remain has survived for the period. Even after that for the period up
to its conquest by Muhammad Ghori in 1192, all that survives are—
fragments of three Asokan pillars, two eighth-century Shaiva temples [at
Kalayat], the remains of a stupa at Chaneti, a large number of sculptures
(mostly fragmentary), and coins, all studied in detail by Dr. Devendra Handa
and some other scholars.6
Most of the extant monuments in the state date only from the thirteenth
century onwards, built by its medieval rulers, nobles, and a few by the local
rulers of small princely states of Jind, Buria, Pataudi, Kunjpura, Dujana,
Jhajjar, Farrukhnagar, Ballabhgarh, (the last three abolished after the Mutiny
of 1857) and a few by the British. A thorough study of the surviving medieval
monuments can greatly enrich our knowledge about Haryana.
At present, only 30 medieval buildings and 51 kos-minars are declared
‘Protected Monuments’ by the Archaeological Survey of India.7 Seventeen
medieval monuments appear on the list of ‘Protected Monuments’ of the
Directorate of Archaeology and Museums, Haryana.8 However, the original
number of monuments must have been far greater than what survives today.
Unfortunately, a large number of these have crumbled due to ravages of
time, poor building material and techniques, natural calamities and later
political upheavals. The climate of the region is less harmful to monuments.
However, some of these like a double tomb at Sohna, appear to have been
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struck by lightning or torn by some earthquake [Pl. 2]. Besides, the buildings
making use of radiating arch and dome involve great lateral thrusts that
gradually tend to split and tear them into pieces. The natural damage,
however, appears negligible as compared to the destruction caused by
vandalism.
The first shock of damage to the monuments of the region was caused
by the Sikhs who during the eighteenth century attacked different towns
and cities of the region and destroyed them. The Muslim buildings suffered
the same fate which the monuments of the Hindus and Buddhists had suffered
at the hands of some early Muslim rulers. However, it appears that either out
of reverence or fear, the Sikhs did not do much harm to Muslim religious
buildings.
During the early days of British administration, a number of monuments
were demolished all over India for the sake of building material. James
Fergusson (1808-86), the author of A History of Indian and Eastern
Architecture, mentions the ruthless barbarism of British rule in the following
words:
Mosques we have generally spared, and sometimes tombs, because they
were unsuited for our economic purposes, and it would not answer to offend the
religious feelings of the natives. But when we deposed the kings and appropriated
their revenues, there was no one to claim their now useless abodes of splendour.
It was consequently found cheaper either to pull them down, or use them as
residences or arsenals, than to keep them up, so that very few now remain for
the admiration of posterity.

The monuments of the region under survey also had their share of
demolitions.
The Mutiny of 1857 gave another excuse to the British for pulling down
more monuments especially forts and caravansarais which could be used by
the anti-establishment people.
During the partition of India in 1947, most of the Muslim population
of the region migrated to Pakistan, leaving behind very few who could take
care of their monuments. Several mosques and tombs in good condition
were converted into temples, gurdwaras, private residences or shelters for
animals. Brick-hungry people demolished those in a precarious condition.
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Such buildings served as quarries to supply material for new buildings. A
few decades back a mosque at Shahabad was demolished at the site of which
a gurdwara was built. The process continues unabated. It is in the face of
such destruction that some of the monuments managed to survive.
Even some of the ‘Protected monuments’ are in deplorable condition.
The baolis at Kaithal and Tohana, when I visited them, were being used to
dump garbage by the neighbouring people.
General Alexander Cunningham, the first Archaeological Surveyor of
India, was the earliest person to survey some parts of Haryana for documenting
its architectural remains. He visited Thanesar ((along with Amin, Pehowa,
and Shugh) in the years 1863-64, 1878-79, and 1882-83.9 During the
intervening period, in 1871-72, 1880-81, and 1883-84, two other
archaeological officers, J.D. Beglar and H.B.W. Garrick recorded some
monuments of the region.10 Then in 1888-89, Charles J. Rodgers surveyed
the towns of Thanesar, Bhor, Amin, Pehowa, Kaithal, Jagadhari, Sadhora,
KapalMochan, Naraingarh, Pinjore, Kalayat, Agroha, Panipat, and Gharonda
and recorded his observations in his Report on the Punjab Circle of the
Archaeological Survey for the year 1888-89.11 (Unfortunately, all the fortyseven illustrations to this Report have been lost forever).12 About the same
time, Rodgers compiled his Revised List of the Objects of Archaeological Interest
in Punjab which included the present-day Haryana.13 After these reports,
more than one and a quarter-century have passed during which many of the
reported monuments have disappeared an example of which I’ve already given.
My first encounter with these monuments was in the late 1970s when I
began my survey, first for my M. Phil., and later doctoral dissertations. But
for their brief description in my first two books, and a few articles published
in various art journals like Islamic Culture, Roop-Lekha, The Punjab Past &
Present, Muqaranas, Marg, Journal of Research Society of Pakistan, the most
of my own survey still remains unpublished.14 But one benefit of my early
studies was that some major monuments of Haryana came into the notice
of international scholars like Mehrdad Shokoohy & Natalie H. Shokoohy
(UK), Ebba Koch (Austria), Catherine B. Asher (USA), Bianca Maria Alfieri
(Switzerland) and others.15 All of them included at least some major medieval
monuments of the region in their magisterial books on Indo-Muslim
architecture.
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In September 1974, and December 1975, the art magazine Marg
(Bombay) devoted its two issues to the heritage of Haryana.16 But only the
first issue entitled “Haryana Heritage” contained a journalistic level article
on its monuments; the second issue entitled “Haryana Crafts” as the title
indicates had material on only the living crafts of the state. Bhup Singh
Gulia’s The Traditions of Northern India, published in 2008, also deals mainly
with craft traditions of Haryana, but in greater detail. 17 Next year, the
Archaeological Survey of India published a booklet Monuments and Sites in
Haryana.18 Dr. Jagdish Parshad studied this medieval heritage for his doctorate
degree.19 Engineer Yashpal Gulia in February 2012, a published list of the
historical Heritage of Haryana, illustrated with beautiful colour photographs.20
In the same year, Shikha Jain and Bhawna Dandona also compiled a more
detailed list of archaeological remains and sites of Haryana under the title
Haryana: Cultural Heritage Guide.21 But I think all this is foundation work
on which the building of the medieval heritage of Haryana is still to be
erected.
The total work can be undertaken in instalments, apart at a time.
***
The medieval rulers often established towns and villages. The Tughlaq Sultan
Firuz Shah (reign 1351-88) was particularly fond of founding new cities and
towns. In Haryana, he founded Hisar and Fatehabad and embellished them
with splendid structures. Whereas the palaces built by the Sultan in Firuz
Shah Kotla (Delhi) are not extant now, his multi-story palaces roofed with
cross-vaults in Hisar Fort are still intact [Pl. 3]. These are rare specimens of
surviving palace architecture of the Sultanate period, not to be seen anywhere
else in the Delhi Sultanate.
Sultan Firuz not only built new buildings but was also fond of preserving
ancient Asokan pillars, the two largest of which are to be seen in Delhi—one
at the top of the three-storeyed building in Firuz Shah Kotla [Pl. 4] and the
other on the Ridge, near Hindu Rao Hospital. As is well known, the Sultan
had got removed the Firoz Shah Kotla pillar from the village named Topra,
some ten kilometers west of Yamunanagar, Jagadhari (Haryana). 22 He reinstalled two more Asokan pillars from their original sites in Haryana but
instead of carrying them to Delhi, he set them in his buildings in the same

region—one in the Hisar Fort [Pl. 5] and the other at Fatehabad [Pl. 6]. The
British scholar couple Mehrdad Shokoohy and Natalie H. Shokoohy have
produced a detailed monograph on the monuments of the Hisar District. 23
Similar monographs on the historical towns and cities of the state, like
Thanesar, Panipat, Narnaul, Rohtak, etc can also be prepared.
Similarly, the monuments of the Mewat region (which also includes
some adjoining area of Rajasthan) also deserve a separate monograph.
Haryana being an arid region, the significance of water-sources can not
be overestimated. Sultan Firuz Shah took a special interest in irrigating
Haryana and is known to have dug a number of canals to supply water to its
various parts.24 An in-depth study of these canals is still wanting.
***
Pataliputra, Delhi, or Agra whichever may have been the capital of India,
was connected to the outside world through the north-western passes to
which one could reach only through Haryana. The Uttarpatha, Delhi-Multan
road, or the Mughal Highway, all passed through Haryana. Moroccan explorer
and scholar Ibn Battuta (1304-1368/69) while travelling from Multan to
Delhi in 1334, mentions the stages of Sarasti [Sirsa], Hansi, and Mas’udabad.25
In 1398, the Turco-Mongol Persianate conqueror Amir Timur reached Delhi
via Sirsa, Tohana, Kaithal, Asandh and Panipat. 26 Although from Sirsa he
could have taken the smaller route via Fatehabad, Agroha, Hisar, Hansi, and
Rohtak, for the unknown reasons he opted for the longer northern route.
Probably, he found the Hisar-Hansi route nearer the gradually expanding
Thar Desert and hence difficult to tread. Timur himself contributed in
making the Multan-Delhi route defunct by destroying all the major stages
along it. However, but for a stone bridge near Guhla in Kaithal District, the
Delhi-Multan route has not left any architectural remains.27 Sharf al-Din
Yazdi, the author of Zafarnama records that Amir Timur during his invasion
of India in 1398, passed over this bridge.28 When I visited it in 1981 only its
upper surface was visible; the rest lay buried under the earth.
After the invasion of Timur, the highway to the northwest gradually
shifted northwards and became the Mughal Agra-Lahore Shahrah, often
strode by Mughal emperors [Pl. 7]. The new route between Agra and Lahore
via Panipat, Karnal, Thanesar, and Ambala, became permanent for the next
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three centuries, till the region was politically disturbed by the rise of the Sikh
bands. The Mughal emperors and particularly Jahangir played a great role in
improving this Highway. His travels along the route are documented in
detail in his memoirs.29 Emperor Shah Jahan too travelled several times on
the route, and various stages were recorded by his court historian Abd alHamid Lahori in Padshahnama.30 Added to this, western travellers like
William Finch (1608-11)of the East India Company, the French Jeweller
Jean Baptiste Tavernier (1640, 1667), the Portuguese Missionary Fray
Sebastian Manrique (1641) and others have left more details. 31 And above
all, the Highway has left enough architectural remains in the form of
caravansarais for the secure night-stay of the travellers, bridges to cross small
rivers, kos-minars marking the distance, baolis to supply drinking water, etc.
On the basis of all these sources, we can say with confidence that this
highway entered the present territory of the Haryana State near Bhulwana
and proceeds through Hodal, Banchhari, Khataila, Aurangabad, Phulwari,
Khuslipur, Palwal, Alapur, Pirthla, Adpuri, Sikri, Mujessar, Faridabad, Khwaja
Sarai. The part of the Highway between Badarpur, Delhi, Madanpur, Bahapur,
Nizamuddin, Malakpur, Pipalthala, Kureni, Narela, forms apart of Delhi
State. The route re-enters Haryana near Barota, and passes through Jagdishpur,
Baiyanpur, Sonepat, Jawahari, Raipur, Panchhi Gujran, Ganaur, Smalka,
Kiwana, Manana, Jatipur, Siwah, Panipat, Khotpura, Kohand, Gharonda,
Kutail, Daha, Madhuban, Karnal, Bhaini Kalan, Taraori, Amin,
Chanderbhanpur, Thanesar, Bhawani Khera, Adhaun, Dhirpur, Chironi
Jattan, Ratangarh, Shahabad, Zainpur, Mohri, Kot Kachhwaa, Kanwala,
Ambala. After this stage begins the boundary of Punjab.
Of these stages, Taraori and Thanesar still have complete caravansarais
[Pls. 8-9] while at Palwal, Gharonda [Pl. 10], and Shahabad [Pl. 11], only
their gateways survive. Formerly, sarais also existed at Hodal, Sonepat,
Smalkha, Ganaur, Karnal, Panipat, Kot Kachhwaha, etc. I have visited all
these in person and documented each monument in detail, photographs,
plans and drawings included and published the results in a number of journals
and the form of the book Land Transport in Mughal India.32
To describe briefly, a caravanserai is a square or rectangular structure
enclosed with a high battlemented curtain wall [Pl. 12]. Each corner of the
enclosure is strengthened with a cylindrical or octagonal tower making them
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resemble forts so closely that local inhabitants sill think them to be forts and
call them so. The access to each sarai was provided usually through two
splendid gateways (the sarai at Thanesar has only one gateway), wide enough
to permit large or heavily laden beasts such as camel to enter, set in opposite
sides. These portals are so large as to accommodate a large number of rooms
of various shapes and sizes, arranged in one, two or three storeys [Pl. 13]. A
resident staff of caretakers and guards might have been permanently housed
in these rooms of the gateways.
The central courtyard of a sarai is always open to the sky. Along the
inside walls of the enclosure are ranged single-storeyed rooms to accommodate
travellers. The middle portion of the two sides not having gateways is
emphasized with a large block of rooms, to complete the four-aivan plan. In
each corner of a sarai was also a larger set of rooms. These larger suites were
meant, most probably for the travellers of rank.
Every sarai was provided with a mosque for public worship. Another
common feature of a Mughal sarai was a hammam but none of the surviving
sarais in Haryana has it.
The erection of sarais was patronised not only by emperors but by queens,
princes and other nobles also. The greatest number of benefactors, however,
came from the class of nobility as it was popularly believed that “The
nobleness of a person is known by his buildings….”33
A clear picture of the working of these sarais is provided by various
European travellers in Mughal India. For example, the Venetian physician,
historian, geographer and explorer Niccolao Manucci (1638-1717) records
an event while he was staying in the sarai at Hodal on 20 June 1656. 34 At
this time he was with an ambassador who died en route. The ambassador
died in the evening and Manucci carried his body to the nearby sarai at Hodal.
“The official at the sarae sent notice to the local judicial officer, who hastened
to the spot, and, putting his seal on all baggage, laid an embargo upon it.”
When Manucci asked the official why he had seized and sealed up those
goods, he answered that it was the custom of that realm [Mughal Empire],
and that he could not release the things until an order came from the court,
these being the property of the ambassador.35
Besides caravansarais, some other remnants of the Mughal Highway in
Haryana are in the form of bridges meant for crossing small waterways.
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These are situated at Khwaja Sarai (one) [Pl. 14], Madhuban (one) [Pl. 15],
and Thanesar (two) [Pl. 16]. Each bridge consists of a roadway supported on
a number of arches depending upon the width of the waterway.
All along the highway, there were kos-minars—each a conical tower
standing on a cylindrical or octagonal base [Pl. 17]. More than one hundred
them are still extant between Agra and Lahore, and of these fifty-one lies in
Haryana. The construction of these minars was ordered by Emperor Jahangir
in 1619.36
The travellers along Agra-Lahore Highway and some other routes were
provided with water by building baolis or stepwells. Of the baolis along the
Delhi-Multan routes, the structures at Meham [Pl. 18], Kaithal [Pl. 19],
Tohana is still extant. Such structures are also scattered in other areas too, for
example, at Narnaul [Pls. 20-21], Bhiwani, Pinangwa, Farrukhnagar [Pl.
22]. The largest baoli of the region undoubtedly is the one at Meham, built
about the end of the reign of Shah Jahan, in 1069 Hijri (1658-59). The
baolis at Sirsa and Rohtak have already disappeared.
Much more work can be done on medieval routes in Haryana, and various
other aspects of the Mughal Agra-Lahore Highway.
***
In addition to the remains of the Mughal Highway, many towns and villages
of Haryana are dotted with impressive tombs. These range from the popularly
known as the tomb-complex of Sheikh Chillie at Thanesar [Pl. 23], and the
Dargah complex of Bu Ali Qalandar at Panipat [Pl. 24], Dargah Char Qutb,
Hansi [Pl. 25] to the simple square domed structures, locally called gumbads
[Pl. 26-27], scattered all over the state. The tomb of Sheikh Chillie is the
only memorial in the whole of Punjab and Haryana to have a madrasa and
hammam attached to it [Pl. 28], in the tradition of Central Asian and
Ottoman tomb-madrasa complexes. One may wonder that still, the actual
identity of the person interred in this tomb remains obscure. Even some of
the small tombs may have been built over the graves of some significant
persons. Here one example is enough. There was a group of a dozen tombs
opposite Nand Talkie town in Dhani Shamlal, Hisar [Pl. 29]. Three of these
bore inscriptions also [Pl. 30], according to which these gumbads were built
over the graves of soldiers who were killed in Humayun’s Gujarat campaign
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against Bahadur Shah, in 1537-38. These soldiers belonged to Hisar. The
largest tomb of the group had already been converted into a temple when I
visited the site in the early 1980s. I don’t know the present fate of these
tombs. A significant group of Mughal tombs at Jhajjar form a class in itself
[Pl. 31].
In Haryana, one comes across numerous Sultanate as well as the Mughal
mosques. Their buildings exhibit a great variety of plans, techniques, and
modes of decoration. The mosque in the Hisar fort built by Firuz Shah
being L-shaped is unique in design [Pl. 32]. Babur celebrated his victory
over Ibrahim Lodi in the battle of Panipat (1526) by erecting a splendid
multi-domed mosque there [Pl. 33]. It shows an innovative feature in the
form of Timurid arch-netted transition zones of smaller domes which later
became a permanent feature of Mughal architecture. A number of mosques
in the state, like those at Fatehabad [Pl. 34], Kaithal [Pl. 35], Meham [Pl.
36], are associated with the name of emperor Humayun. Two mosques at
Sadhora [Pls. 37-38]
Haryana state also saw the first and last specimens of the formal garden
tradition introduced in India by Babur. The first garden was planted in Panipat
in the locality still known by the name of Kabuli Bagh, and the last one at
Pinjore by Fidai Khan Koka, during the reign of Aurangzeb [Pls. 39-40].
Whereas the Kabuli Bagh has disappeared completely, the Pinjore garden is a
good state of preservation, of course with some modifications done by the
Patiala Sikh rulers within whose territory it was formerly situated and who
rechristened it as Yadvindra Garden, after the name of the last Maharaja of
Patiala State (the father of the present Chief Minister of Punjab, Amrinder
Singh).
Besides the above-mentioned monuments, one rare piece of Mughal
residential architecture—Birbal ka Chhatta—also survives at Narnaul [Pl.
41].37
***
A notable aspect of the medieval archaeology of Haryana is the plenty of
Arabic and Persian inscriptions, written in various scripts, and composed in
specific metres [Pls. 42-43]. The German Orientalist and scholar of Persian
language Orientalist scholar H. Blochmann (Heinrich Ferdinand Blochmann,
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1838-78) was the first person to take interest in deciphering Persian
inscriptions from Sonepat, Panipat, Sirsa, Hisar, Hansi during the 1870s.
He published his readings mainly in various issues of the Proceedings of the
Asiatic Society of Bengal [PASB].38 Once started by Blochmann, the project
was continued by other epigraphists like P. Horn, J. Horovitz,
GhulamYazdani, Maulavi Muhammad Shuaib, Maulavi Muhammad Ashraf
Hussain, and Z.A. Desai who studied epigraphs from other parts of the state
also, and building a considerable body of work.39 Mehrdad Shokoohy has
deciphered the 36-lines long Persian inscription spiralling on the Asokan
pillar at Fatehabad [Pl. 44].40 It records the events after the death of the
Khalji Sultan Mubarak Shah (1316-20) and continues up to the reign of
Sultan Firuz.
Besides these already deciphered epigraphs, many new inscriptions keep
surfacing from time to time which our young scholars keep posting to me.
It may be noted that to decipher a medieval inscription is an arduous
job. It is usually done from paper impressions or photographs of inscriptions;
the better the impression/photograph, the better its decipherment. A scholar
of Persian is not easily available now. Even if one knows Persian, the
decipherment of an inscription is a tricky job. For example, Wahid Mirza’s
reading of the Persian inscription on the Mosque of Miyan Taiyab at Kaithal
gives the date of its construction as 831Hijri,41 Dr. Z.A. Desai noted that
Mirza’s reading was not correct and it should be 1155 Hijri. 42 Some other
inscriptions may also need rectification.
Some independent scholars like Ranbir Singh Phogat (Rohtak) have
documented extensively the art and architectural heritage of Haryana. 43 His
first-hand knowledge of the field must be utilized by young scholars.
I hope that the Haryana History Conference will succeed to arouse among
scholars a deeper interest in the medieval heritage of the state.
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Plate 5. Hisar: Asokan Pillar in the fort

Plate 6. Fatehabad: Asokan Pillar,
later inscribed with the genealogy
of Sultan Firuz Shah
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Plate 8. Taraori: Sarai gateway
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Plate 9. Thanesar: Sarai gateway

Plate 10. Gharonda: Sarai Gateway
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Plate 11. Shahabad: Sarai Gateway

Plate 12. Plan of a Mughal Sarai
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Plate 13. Gharonda: Sarai Gateway showing rooms

Plate 14. Khwaja Sarai: Bridge over Budhiawala Nala
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Plate 15. Madhuban: Bridge

Plate 16. Thanesar: Bridge
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Plate 18. Meham: Baoli
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Plate 19. Kaithal: Baoli

Plate 20. Narnaul: Baoli, view from outside
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Plate 21. Narnaul: Baoli, view from inside

Plate 22. Farrukhnagar: Baoli
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Plate 23. Thanesar: Tomb
of Sheikh Chillie

Plate 24. Panipat: Dargah Bu Ali Qalandar
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Plate 25. Hansi: Dargah Char Qutb

Plate 26. Hansi: Gumbad
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Plate 27. Hansi: Gumbad, tile
decoration

Plate 28. Thanesar: Madrasa of Sheikh Chillie
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Plate 29. Hisar: Group of tombs in Dhani Sham Lal

Plate 30. Hisar: Tomb, Inscription
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Plate 31. Jhajjar: Tomb

Plate 32. Hisar: Lal Masjid in the fort
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Plate 33. Panipat: Kabuli Bagh Mosque

Plate 34. Fatehabad: Mosque
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Plate 35. Kaithal: Mosque

Plate 36. Meham: Mosque
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Plate 37. Sadhora: Stone Mosque

Plate 38. Sadhora: Mosque of Abdul Wahab
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Plate 39. Pinjore: Mughal Garden, a view

Plate 40. Pinjore: Garden, a view
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Plate 41. Narnaul: Birbalka Chhatta

Plate 42. Barwala: Inscription
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Plate 43. Rohtak: Inscription on a mosque

Plate 44. Fatehabad: Arabic
Inscription on the Asokan Pillar
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Trading Routs in
Medieval Haryana
Vikas Malik*

There are so many work has been done on the political, agrarian, social and
cultural history of the region, called modern day Haryana. But there are very
few works have done on its trading history. In this paper, I will try to find
out the trading routs of this region in medieval times.
Most of the historian are believe that as far as historical records are
concerned, we don’t have enough sources to write about trade and trading
history of medieval Haryana. I am agree with their some point like there is
scarcity of sources about the area is concerned, but this doesn’t mean there is
no source available. In my paper which is based on the primary sources, I
will try to make it established that there are so many information about
medieval Haryana in the Persian historical writing and European travelogue.
Our sources provide limited information on trade, trade organisation
etc. related to small urban centres unlike Agra, Delhi, Ahamdabad, Bengal,
Surat, etc. The major routes that emerged during the study period passed
through Delhi and Agra which were then major trade centres beside being
the political centres. The routes connected them with Kabul, Kandhar, Uchch,
Multan and Lahore. The region evidenced two main routes which remained
prominent. The first route that is frequently mentioned in the sources
composed during the Sultanate times, especially mentioned by Ibn Batuta,
passed through Ajodhan (famous shrine of Baba Farid), Bhatnair, Sirsa, Hansi,
Mandhauti and Delhi.1 Another route was from Multan to Lahore and from
there to Delhi via Sirhind, Shahabad, Thanesar, Karnal, Panipat, Narela. 2
The minor and major centres along the frequented routes served as halting
stages, collection and distribution centres. The small urban centres in the
* Research Scholar, Deptt. of History & Culture, Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi.
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region were linked to larger urban centres along the primary routes through
secondary and tertiary routes. The routes reference available to us throughout
the study period refers to the places which were either halting stages or
important urban settlements of the region. The names which occur frequently
in our sources are Ambala, Shahabad, Thanesar, Karnal, Gharaunda, Panipat,
Ganaur, Sonepat, Narela (Delhi), Prithala, Faridabad, Palwal, Hodal on the
Delhi-Lahore route. The others on Delhi-Multan route are Sirsa, Fatahabad,
Agroha, Hisar, Hansi, Mandhauti, etc., respectively. There were other
secondary and tertiary routes as well in the region. However, these are not
mentioned in the contemporary sources but reference to them is available in
some later sources. The later sources reveals that the major routes mentioned
in the contemporary sources continued to exist in the later times as well. A
survey study by Usha Agarwal traces these routes from c. l550 - c. 1850 for
the Haryana region.3
One more route which is mentioned in the contemporary source Char
Gulshan, that is Ajmer to Delhi and Agra and passed through southern territory
of Haryana via Rewari, Pataudi etc.
Jahangir, the Mughal Emperor, in his autobiography also mentioned
about the routs which crossed Haryana. He says that the route is all along
cultivated lands and were flanked by trees which provided relief to the
travellers.4 Although Cunningham’s Archaeological survey of India Reports
haven’t tell enough to us to make batter understanding about the trading
routs but a seventeenth century traveller Fray Sebastian Manrique provide a
picture about the roads and the construction of Caravansarais in the region.
He also provided us a very valuable information that it is very important
which is regarding the construction of Caravansarais are constructed at the
cost of surrounding villages as well as he mentioned that some are constructed
by the donation of princes or by powerful or wealthy person.
Iqtidar Alam Khan with a team on Delhi—Lahore - Agra route surveyed
some twenty two surviving structures.5 Out of these only three structures
were spotted in the Haryana territory. They were Sarai Hodal, Sarai Palwal
and Mughal Sarai (between Karnal and Panipat) at Gharaunda. He mentioned
that these were constructed between the reign of Akbar and Shahjahan.
Captain Peter Mundy (1600-1667 AD), a seventeenth century British
merchant trader, also provide us some information about the construction
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of Mughal Sarai at Gharaunda during the reign of Shahjahan. According to
Iqtidar Alam Khan’s survey it was one of the largest construction of Sarai in
Mughal India. Unfortunately this structure not survived. It was totally
demolished by the Britishers in the revolt of 1857. 6 Although the structure
of the Sarai is not survived but we have some written records like Tuzuk-iJahangiri, this memoir is very helpful to know about the position of Sarais
in this region. It mentioned that the trade route Agra-Delhi-Lahore covered
the distance of 580 miles, and every 15 to 30 miles there is a Sarai.7 We also
have some other text of eighteenth century from which we got to know
about the construction of sarais.
These sources are enough to tell that trading routs were existed in
medieval Haryana and state have concerned to develop them.
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Baolis of Haryana, its Challenges, Conservation
and Heritage Management
Vinit Bhanwala*

Globally today the major focus is on issues such as climate change, water
scarcity, and cleanliness. These conditions have been created by us. Do you
think water was available in large quantities during the earlier times? - no.
But at least our ancestors knew it’s value and constructed various structures
for water conservation and storage. In this paper, I have discussed about one
such structure-Baolis of Haryana and its Challenges, Conservation and Heritage
Management. In Haryana, baolis have been constructed in large numbers
from the 14th century till about the 20th century. In the state, the Baolis are
spread over 13 districts. The land acquisition records of Haryana tell us about
the existence of over hundreds baolis out of which only approx. 30 survive.
These structures are diminishing and many of them are only available in the
historical sources. The actual structure has either been occupied or completely
erased. Today, baoli’s are treated as dumping ground where people through
the debris of their home, which also contaminates the already existence of
water in it. One of the key factors contributing to their present status is lack
of knowledge and awareness about its history, uses and architectural relevance.
With swarming population to cater, these structures should be revived. This
could help provide a good source of rain water storage harvesting and water
management.
This paper is an attempt at discussing the Baolis of Haryana with special
focus on the problems, conservation and heritage management, through
planning and layouts. In this way, earlier traditions, methods, and our heritage
can be saved, carried and applied in a productive form.
* M.A. (Conservation, Preservation and Heritage Management) Delhi Institute of Heritage
Research and Management, New Delhi
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Introduction
Water is essential for life. Life is impossible without water. Therefore, water
sources and structures related to them occupy great spaces in lives of people.
Earlier people were more aware and understood the value of water. They
used to build the water structures like wells, baolis, pond, kunds etc.in a
large number. Water received through rainfall could be well utilised, but
most of it goes down the drain. Growing population and rapid urbanisation
has together prevented the rainwater from seeping into the ground. Extreme
groundwater extraction is also a factor which has depleted the water table
across the state.
Baolis
A Baoli is a deep well with a broad flight of steps leading down to the water.
Multiple levels are raised, as the tank gets deeper each with an optional set of
chambers. These chambers provide strength to the structure by
counterbalancing the inward thrust as the sidewalls and provide room for
visitors and travellers. These structure became popular by many names like
Bawdi, bavari, bain, bavali, barav, vaav, pushkarni, vav, vavdi, vai, kalyani,
or pushkarni. The Sanskrit Silpa-Shastras and ancient inscriptions refer to
them as Vapi or Vapika1 in Haryana it is known as BAWDI and BAY or simply
Stepwell in English. In earlier days, it served many functions. It was not
merely a source of water for domestic and agricultural use, but also a cooling
resort, resting place and was used in rituals for religious purposes. Stepwells
were constructed in the north-western part of the Indian subcontinent from
approximately 800 CE onwards until the early 20 th CE. Initially they were
built by the Hindus and from the 16th century by the Mughal dynasty. They
are one of the most unique and very little known parts of the Indian
architecture, especially the beautifully carved walls of these subterranean water
sources. Inscriptions were written on the baolis about its constructions,
donations about who had built it and when it was restored. Other than these
structures being used in underground water and rain water harvesting; some
baolis were also connected with ponds and tanks of nearby places.
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BAOLIS OF HARYANA - The baolis of Haryana2 are longitudinal and circular

in shape (Fig. 1). The material used for construction was Lakhauri Bricks
(Shahjahan Baoli, Rohtak) and Stone Blocks (Luhari Baoli, Jhajjar).
The construction of most of the baolis in Haryana took place during
the Mughal era and was undertaken by the Mughal emperors and the nobles
which were used for public, private and religious purposes. According to
Subhash Parihar, in Haryana, these baolis were constructed on the trade routes
(Delhi Multan and Delhi Agra route)3 which ultimately made the trade
effective and easy. The travellers would stay there and use these magnificent
structure for different-different purposes.

Fig. 2 & 3: View of connected stairs with well of Luhari Baoli and inner view from second
story of Kaithal Baoli

And these baolis have different utility1. PUBLIC USE – Baoli is a reservoir in which water can be stored. Baolis
were commissioned by the ruling clans in which water was collected mainly
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during the rainy season and was then used throughout the year by the people
in the neighbourhood and it was also used for water harvesting. Separate
baolis were constructed for drinking and bathing purposes. Baolis were
designed for the purpose of water storage, to provide shelter to travellers and
caravans in trade routes. The baolis were designed with rooms on the higher
floors, with a colonnaded courtyard supported on columns. Some stepwells
were also used for social interaction where discussions could be held. Water
of baoli was also used for irrigation in fields and nearby places. Surroundings
of the baoli were always green, so baolis were used also as a cooling resort for
example – Shahjahn ki Baoli, Kaithal Baoli etc.
2. PRIVATE USE – Some baolis were made for private and personal use because

they were made by emperors and nobles to show off their status and power,
and for comparing status. These baolis were constructed under and near the
house of these peoples, to use for bathing, and storage water for personal
use. Some baolis were constructed by kings for their queen, and family
members for bathing for example - Mirza Ali Jaan ki Baoli, Ghaus Ali Shah
Ki Baoli etc.
3. RELIGIOUS USE – Baolis were often constructed close to Mosque, Temples

and Gurudwaras, where people bathed before the prayers. Some religious
ceremonies were performed by women, who prayed and made their offerings
here. In earlier times people would use to visit these Baolis as these were
built by their religious leaders.Mosque and temples have baolis constructed
by religious groups in medieval period. And in every religion these baolis
were made with the instructions and orders of any honourable or venerable
mentor, and it is believed that by taking a bath in these baolis people can get
rid of all disseises or ailments for example Gurudwaras Baolis (Ambala,
Panchkula Pehowa), Temples Baoli (Kurukshetra) & Mazaar Baoli (Pipli).
But today the condition of these baolis is very critical. Most of the
baolis are in ruined in condition. Some baolis are used as encroachment area,
garbage dump and witness vandalism. Most of the baolis have vanished, and
their record is available only in historical sources.
1.
Rohtak Baoli- Rodgers records, in about 1891, the existence of a
baoli at Rohtak which was situated outside the Delhi gate of the town. He
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claims that it was “once a very fine structure.” Very little used even at that
time, it has vanished leaving no trace.4
2.
Hodal Baoli- the British traveller William Finch who passed through
the town in 1611, mention a faire fountain, three stories and one hundred
steps. And now this baoli has vanished.5
Some other baoli like Charkhi Baoli, Sirsa Baoli, Yamuna Nagar Baoli6
and Pingwana7 Baoli record are only in books now they cannot be found.
Some more famous baolis in Haryana which are in worst condition if
we do not take proper step to protect them, these baolis too will vanish like
Rohtak, Hodal baoli for example-Tohana baoli, Thanesar baoli, Narnaul
baolis.
PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH BAOLIS

The problem is not associated with the monument but with surroundings
due which it’s been affected. After analysing the collected data various
problems have been identified and reviewed at settlement level, building
conditional, nearby local people, and climatic reasons. All baolis of Haryana
have critical problems, due to neglect and ignorance. Most of them are due
to:
LACK OF AWARENESS–

Most crucial problem in our heritage and baolis is lack of awareness by the
custodians they don’t know about importance of our heritage and the misuse
these sites in ways like –
> Encroachment & Vandalism – the residential building and shops are
adjacent on the sides of the baolis without any gap. And they use the baolis
as dump yard for waste and the unaware people vandalise these structure for
their enjoyment (Fig. 4 & 5).
> Graffiti - Some baolis are filled with graffiti work done by the visitors
and locals due to absence of proper security; it is wall surface or roof at
whatever height or place even which are not easily accessible.
> Pillage – It is a damaging activity caused by the local people to
damage the monument. The locals use the material of baolis for personal use
for making their own boundary wall and other structures.
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Fig. 4 & 5: Encroachment in Thanesar Baoli & Vandalised by custodians in Luhari
Baoli

STRUCTURAL PROBLEMS

•

•

Vegetative Growth – most of the baolis are covered with vegetation
growth and not visible due to small and big trees growing around the
structures (Fig. 6).
Loss of area – Most of the baolis face loss of elements, stairs walls and
ornamental features are not visible now. Some are in very bad condition
(Fig. 7).

Fig. 6 & 7: Front view of Tohana baoli & view of unprotected Baoli in Narnaul

•
•

Plaster peeling - Plaster of baolis are peeling. They are coming off from
the walls, arches and roofs of baolis structure.
Cracks and voids - Cracks are majorly seen in the walls, platforms and
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arches from dead load pressure of their own structure. Vibrations from
nearby road is also a major factor.
During the rainy season Algae deposition, dampness and seepage comes
here which is the main reason for the destruction.

SOME OTHER PROBLEMS WHICH ARE FACED BY THE BAOLIS
ARE:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blockage of rain water disposal Chutes.
Most of the baolis are undocumented.
Uneven surface of floor levels in baolis court yard.
Bats are a major problem in the inner storeys and wells of baolis.
Soil deposition in wall of the baolis.
Exfoliation on the side walls of baolis.
Vibration caused by heavy vehicles on nearby highways.
Even under protection the water of these baolis is in polluted
conditions (Fig. 8).
• No proper Signage board of the baolis (Fig. 9).

Fig. 8 & 9: Filthy water in Shahjahan Baoli and signage board.

Now the baolis are in need of immediate conservation work. If the
government body does not take any step for baolis they will vanish in
upcoming years like Rohtak and Hodal baoli.
Some steps in favour of the baolis could be by creating a good tourist
spot in Haryana and reuse the baoli for water storage.
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CONSERVATION AND HERITAGE MANAGEMENT FOR BAOLIS

The word ‘Conservation’ is a general term used in preserving our monuments.
It is the action taken to prevent decay and includes all action that prolongs
the life of our cultural heritage. Conservation must preserve and if possible,
enhance the values of the subject.
The term ‘Management’ itself denotes that something in organised and
in a systematic way. It is the art of getting work done by others through
process of planning and control. If technically says that “Management is the
process of working with and through others to achieve pre- planned objective
and in a changing environment, central to which is the effective and limited
use of available sources.”
If baolis are preserved, conserved and promoted, well by the concerned
authorities, scholars, conservators, art historian’s journalists etc. all baolis and
the local community will get a boost and new source of employment.
Some of the steps which can be adopted for the same are as follows:DOCUMENTATION

Before any conservation project is taken in hand it is necessary to make an
analytical study of the monument. First of all documentation work should
be done of unprotected baolis so that there conservation assessment can be
done properly and for future records.
RESTORATION OF THE STRUCTURE
Encroachment, ageing, efflorescence, poor maintenance, neglect and urban
pressure are amongst major reasons that lead to the deterioration of the baolis.
It should be conserved, protected and restored to facilitate visitors. The area
within the boundaries of particular monument should be clear of all the
vegetative growth and should be defined making it accessible to public.
CREATING AWARENESS AMONGST CUSTODIANS AND STUDENTS

·

·

Awareness programs in the form of workshops, photo canvas display,
talks can be organized so as to sensitize the local’s students and the tourists
of the invaluable assets.
Identifying and including the baolis in the heritage walks so attract the
heritage enthusiasts. This will also encourage their regular maintenance
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and management.
REVIVAL OF THE WATER BODY

Reviving the water body would strengthen and rejuvenate the space as a
whole. It will boost the local economy. This can be achieved by community
participation in the digging and cleaning the well of years of accumulation
of garbage and slit.
· If the water has dried and no underground water is available, the baoli
can be recharged by the means of rain water harvesting. The well of the
baoli could be linked with the rain water harvesting system, along with
the surroundings water system. This would then revive the water table
of the area.
· The water from baolis can be used for watering the parks and nearby
fields in the vicinity
SAFETY/SECURITY

The areas in and around the monuments which are not protected, become
areas of anti-social activities and animals are enter there. The area around
should be covered with railings and security guards should be appointed for
protection.
ECOLOGICAL MANAGEMENT

The water can be replenished and fishes and other water aquatic animal can
be introduced which will keep the water clean and the ecosystem balanced.
Create greenery, plants and parks nearby the baolis.
LAYOUT OF BAOLIS

By creating an artificial Layout and attractive infrastructure on baolis, this
place should have green surroundings (parks), with a convenient and beautiful
body, a good place to be made in which different types of facilities will be
provided like- Souvenir shop, cafeteria, washrooms, drinking facilities, Sitting
chairs, open air theatre for organising a workshop and awareness programme
(Fig.10).
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Fig.10: Proposed layout plan.
CONCLUSION

The state of Haryana is rich in baolis which when restored can be made
reusable for various purposes. The article discusses about challenges and some
beneficiary steps that could be taken on preserving the baolis of Haryana.
Preserving the heritage is important for future generations, tourism, aesthetic
value, and architectural wonders. At present, two baolis are protected by
Archaeological Survey of India, Chandigarh Circle and two are by the Haryana
Archaeological and Museums Department. Many more remains unprotected.
The unprotected one’s are either in ruined condition; not easily accessible;
structural problems; vegetal growth; and lack of awareness. Further analysing
the research, it was also reported that some of the baolis at present are occupied
by certain communities and they still use them as a personal storage space.
Hence, as per the discussed problems it is observed that the present state of
Haryana baolis are miserable. Therefore, an immediate attention is needed
in this matter so as to avoid the crucial heritage loss. Further, public awareness
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is also necessary for protecting these baolis. The baolis of Haryana carries as
much importance as of baolis from other states of India.
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Presidential Address : Modern Section

Situating the Ambala Uprising of 1857 :
A Retrospective Appraisal
Dr. Sukhdev Singh Sohal*

Ambala was the military and civil station of strategic significance in the CisSutlej States Division. It was one of the three Depots of Instruction at which
the use of new Enfield rifle was practiced to the men from the different
regiments. Moreover, it was the first place to have openly shown “the first
signs of great revolt” of the 1857 in the month of March-April 1857. Ambala
experienced the spillover of the Meerut Rising on the May 10th, 1857 and its
aftermath at the city of Delhi. It became a rallying centre for the British to
check the rebels and mobilize forces for the recapture of Delhi. General George
Anson, Commander-in-Chief, confessed that Ambala ‘puzzled him’ as the
situation was as grim as at the Meerut centre. There was ‘a state of alarm’ on
the 10th May 1857. General Anson showed his inability to recapture Delhi.
Ambala prepared the ground for the seize train to besiege Delhi. Consequently,
Ambala cantonment and the district were disarmed. The British at Ambala
learnt a lesson from the Meerut Rising. The native community, bankers and
petty traders stood aloof. However, the jagirdars and headmen and the Rajas
of Patiala and Jind rallied behind the British. There was an attempt to insulate
Ambala from Delhi and the Punjab. The Ambala district contributed Rs.
2,61,200 to the 6 per cent Loan the Company introduced for transferring
financial burden on the people.
*

Professor (Retd.), Deptt. of History, Guru Nanak Dev University, Amritsar
(Punjab) 143005
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Since its annexation in 1849, the Punjab was considered ‘the greatest
security risk’ in the sub-continent. Hence, it contained a higher proportion
of Europeans to Indian troops than any other province: 13,335 Europeans
to 50,214 natives or more than one in four. 1 Lord Charles Canning, the
Governor General ‘dreaded most of all, the enmity of the people of Punjab’.
The sepoy regiments were scattered all over the Punjab. Moreover, beyond
the borders of the Punjab, there were turbulent tribes, occupying the Afghan
passes.2 The present attempt is situate the Ambala Uprising of 1857 as a
centre of rising and as a base to mobilize resources to recapture Delhi.
I
Karnal had been the original station, but it was condemned as unhealthy. So
Ambala was selected instead. Indeed, with the British advances so far as
Ludhiana and Ferozepur, Ambala became desirable also, as a military measure,
to bring up support and a strong force quartered at Ambala, which
thenceforward became the military and civil centre station of Cis-Sutlej States
Division.3 Ambala was the first place to have openly shown ‘the first signs of
great trouble’.4 It was one of the three Depots of Instruction, at which the
use of the new rifle was taught to representative men from the different
regiments. These men were picked soldiers of more than common aptitude
and intelligence, under some of the best native officers in the service. 5 The
sepoys at the Depot had learned of the decisions of the Panchayats, ‘to regard
as outcastes and expell from all common’ any body who used the greased
cartridges.6
The Cantonment of Ambala had following Force:
1. H.M. 9th Lancers, under Colonel J. Hope Grant.
2. Two troops of horse-artillery, under Captains Frank Turner and E.K.
Money.
3. H.M. 75th Foot
4. 1st and 2nd European Fusiliers
5. The 4th Native Cavalry (Lancers) under Colonel H. Clayton
6. The 5th Native Infantry under Major F. Maitland
7. The 60th Native Infantry Under Colonel R. Drought.
Colonel Halifax commanded the brigade, and Sir H.W. Barnard, was
General of the Division.7
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II
At Ambala the Commander-in-Chief General George Anson had ordered to
assemble detachments from every regiment in the North-Western Provinces
to learn to practice with the Enfield rifle. It was in February 1857 first that
the undefined rumours of a feeling of dissatisfaction began to be circulated.
Officers attached to the Depot received complaints from their men that
they feared exclusion from caste on return to their regiments owing to the
alleged adulteration of the grease used for the cartridges.8 The 36th Native
Infantry regiment formed the escort of the Commander-in-Chief. There
was a detachment from it in the Rifle Depot. It happened that one day, at
the end of the third week of March 1857, two non-commissioned officers
Havildar Kasi Ram Tiwari and Naik Jeolal Dube from this detachment visited
the regimental camp, and were publicly taunted by a Subadar with having
become Christians. They carried back this story to the Depot, and one of
them, when he told it to Lieutenant E.M. Martineau, the Instructor, cried
like a child in his presence. He said that he was an outcaste, and that the men
of his regiment had refused to eat with him. A man of more than common
quickness of intelligence and depth of thought, Martineau saw at once the
terrible significance. He pushed his inquiries further among the men of the
Depot. The result left no doubt upon his mind, that in every detachment
there was the same strong feeling of terror, loss having used the new greased
cartridges, or having been suspected of using them, they should become
outcastes from their regiments, and shunned by their breathren on returning
to their own villages. This was no mere fancy.9 There was great alarm and
disaffection. Moreover, the fuel to fire was added by faqirs and Sadhus
including Mr. Godon, a British army sergent who had been cashiered at
Meerut. He had embraced Islam and became Abdullah Beg. He visited
Ambala, Ludhiana and Ferozepur and ‘instigated the soldiers not to use the
greased cartridge’.10
The Commander-in-Chief also learnt this, the feeling of consternation
that was pervading the minds of the men of the Depot. On the 19 th of
March, the Subadar had insulted the men of the detachment; on the 20 th
March, Lt. Martineau wrote his first letter to General Anson’s Staff; on the
morning of the 23 rd March, the Commander-in-Chief was to inspect the
Rifle Depot; and on the previous evening a report reached him that the men
of the detachments wished to speak to him, through their delegates on parade.
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He was determined, therefore, to take the initiative, and to address them. 11
Subadar Harbans Singh of the 36th Native Infantry volunteered to fire
the dreaded cartridges on 26th March. His house was destroyed by fire. On
13th and 15th April, fires broke out in the night and again on the 16th April
causing destruction of property worth Rs. 30,000. 12 The fires had caused
‘general feeling of insecurity’.13 These fires were in the light of the decisions
of the officers at the Depot who unanimously decided to discontinue the
use of greased cartridges. However, General George Anson, on 16 th April
compelled the sepoys to fire the cartridges in utter disregard of their prejudices
and fears.14 General Anson ‘fairly launched the sepoys on the stream of
mutiny’. He went off ‘on a shooting excursion among the hills’.15 On the
19th April, mysterious fires began to occur and though they were at first
attributed to the thatchers, the eyes of all the residents were gradually opened
to see that the soldiery, and none others, were the real authors of them. 16
General Geroge Anson confessed that what was passing at Ambala sorely
puzzled him. “Strange”, he wrote to Lord Canning “that the incendiaries
should never be detected. Everyone is on the alert there; but still no clue to
trace the offenders”. And, again, at the end of the month, “we had not been
able to detect any of the incendiaries at Ambala. This appeared to him
‘extraordinary’, but it showed how close the combination was among ‘the
miscreants’ who have recourse to this mode of revenging what they conceived
to be their wrongs, and how great the dread of retaliation to anyone who
would dare to become an informer”. It showed, too, how little power the
British had to penetrating beneath the surface, and how great was the mistrust
of the English throughout all classes of the Native soldiery.17 Mr. T.D. Forsyth
DC, Ambala obtained positive information, on the 7th and 8th May 1857,
that the prediction of a rebellious clique among the sepoys was, “that in the
following week, blood would be shed at Delhi or Ambala, that a general
rising of the sepoys would take place”.18
III
There were about 2290 Europeans and 2819 Natives at Ambala. The strength
of the Europeans had rendered them indifferent to the mutinous feeling
exhibited in March, April and early days of April 1857. 19 On the 10th of
May, that memorable Sunday which saw many a home in Meerut bloodstained and desolate, the whole cantonment of Ambala was thrown into ‘a
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state of alarm’. Rumour spread that the three native regiments, the 4th Light
Cavalry, and the 5th and 60th Native Infantry had turned out without orders,
and stood to their arms. General H. Barnard hastened to their lines, and
found the infantry corps in open mutiny: some of the 5 th Native Infantry
had loaded, and were actually pointing their muskets at their officers. The
General was in favour of at once calling down the artillery, and had given the
order, but fortunately extreme measures were not necessary. The sepoys were
gradually quieted by their own officers, and peace restored. 20 The native
regiments at Ambala were ‘in a state of smoldering mutiny, kept only from
bursting into a blaze by the contiguity of European troops’. The incendiary
work at Ambala had ‘mystified’ the Commander-in-Chief and General of
Division.21 John Lawrence thought that the native regiments were becoming
‘increasingly disobedient and restless’. The officers of the regiments thought
otherwise and assured General George Anson. 22 This overt act of mutiny
was unconditionally forgiven by the military authorities; and the result was
that large portions of these regiments afterwards joined the rebels at Delhi;
the remainder, when ordered into goal, on 1st September 1857, by the
directions of the Chief Commissioner, attempted to fly, but were killed by
the European troops, or afterwards captured and tried.23
Robert Montgomery, the Judicial Commissioner credited Mr. T.D.
Forsyth’s exertions at the first outbreak. Mr. Barnes, the Commissioner of
the Division considered that, the natives, thinking the British rule at an end,
were deserting the town “like rats from a sinking ship”. 24 On the 11th of
May 1857, Brigadier Halifax sent hurried note calling T.D. Forsyth to his
house as he had received the first telegraphic message of the arrival at Delhi
of some mutineers sowars from Meerut. This was shortly followed by the
appalling announcement of a general massacre of all the Christian inhabitants
of Delhi. The telegraphic announcement was brief and significant, and broke
off with the announcement of the death of the Inspector, and the words
“Good bye, I am off”.25 Mr. Barnes, the Commissioner, was at Kasauli. Mr.
Forsyth, the Deputy Commissioner at Amballa. In the meantime, acting
with great promptness and energy within his own province, summoned him
down. To guard the treasure, the safety of the civil lines, and the town of
Ambala, was Mr. Forsyth’s first care; 100 Sikh police were placed on picketduty day and night and 200 more kept constantly under arms to be in
readiness; while a party of civil sowars were detached to Karnal to watch that
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road, with orders to hasten back and report any advance of the rebels.26
General Anson found at Ambala much to perplex and little to aid and
encourage him. The cis-Sutlej States Division was the ‘most difficult and
complicated in the Punjab.’27 The Division “acted as a kind of backwater;
beyond was the raging sea; inside was comparative calm”.28 The worst
apprehensions were entertained regarding the native troops at Ambala, and
every precaution was used to secure the civil treasury from plunder in case of
an outbreak. T.D. Forsyth tried to remove the Government money at once
into safe keeping, but General Barnard considered it unwise to distrust the
sepoys. To counteract any attempt on their part, the British had 200 sepoys
belonging to the 4th or Sooruj Mookhee Police Battalion under the command
of Colonel Fateh Singh. These men were ordered to remain in their lines,
and one-half were kept under arms all night. The roads in the civil station
were patrolled vigorously by the detachment of the 9th Irregular Cavalry, and
the city police were organized and made to patrol the city in compact bodies.29
On the morning of Tuesday, the 12th May, a hurried letter from Mr. Spankie,
Magistrate of Saharnpur, gave the first news of the outbreak at Meerut. Matters
appeared to become more complicated, and the want of some force to
counterbalance the preponderance of sepoys in Ambala being strongly felt.
Mr Forsyth took upon myself, in anticipation of sanction to call in the aid
of the Maharaja of Patiala. Tuesday and Wednesday were days of intense
anxiety as the regiment summoned from Kasauli had not yet arrived and the
sepoy regiments in Ambala were evidently in ‘a state of excitement’. On the
afternoon of Wednesday, the Maharaja of Patiala arrived at Jesomli, a village
of few miles from Ambala, with a force of 1,000 men. On the evening of
the 13th a Council of War was held at the house of Brigadier Hallifax,
consisting of General H. Barnard, Brigadier Hallifax, Captain McAndrew
and T.D. Forsyth. It was determined to send on the troops under the command
of the Rajahs of Patiala and Jind to Karnal to open communication with
Meerut, a letter announcing the 18th as the date of their arrival at Karnal,
with a pledge that a European force should speadily follow from Ambala.
Captain McAndrew was deputed to accompany the force to Karnal.30 In the
12th May, the 75th Foot, a European Infantry Regiment was ordered from
Kasuali to Ambala. As the seriousness of the outbreak became apparent, the
other two European regiments the 1st and 2nd Bengal European Fusiliers
were given similar instructions. These regiemtns arrived at Ambala between
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14th and 16th May and linked up with the 9 th Lancers and two European
batteries of Bengal Horse Artillery.31
John Lawrence implored the Commander-in-Chief to free himself for
action by disarming the regiments at Ambala and then to strike a blow at
Delhi.32 Until the Punjab reinforcements arrived General Anson had
‘absolutely no force reliable but the Europeans’.33 The Commander-in-Chief
thought that onward move should be made; a sudden difficulty arose in the
want of carriage. The Deputy Commissioner officially declared inability to
meet the wants of the army. The civil authorities were called upon to supply
the demand. At Ambala, there had ever been a difficulty to furnish carriage
of any kind, the carts being of a very inferior description; however, such as
they were, they had to be pressed into service, and in the course of a week,
after the utmost exertions, 500 carts, 2,000 camels, and 2,000 coolies were
made over to the Commissariat Department: 30,000 maunds of grain were
likewise collected and stored for the army in the town of Ambala.34 General
Anson replied to John Lawrence on 17th May that the European force, was
“wholly insufficient for the purpose’ to recapture Delhi. Moreover, the
Commissioner of the Division, Mr. Barners was at Kasauli when the tidings
reached him; he only waited to provide the necessary carriage for the H.M.
75th, and then hastened down by express to Ambala. He reached on
Wednesday night, 13th May, and at once set himself to face the danger
threatened at every point. Every hour had brought its tale of disorder. Beyond
the Jumna, all authority was at end. All the so southern districts bordering
on the river, with a semi-Hindustani population, felt the ‘infection’ and
were thoroughly disorganized.35 The necessity for preserving the peace of
district led Mr. Barnes. In Saharnpur, the Gujurs raised their heads in defiance
of authority, and it was apprehended that their brethren on this side of the
Jumna would ‘catch the infection’.36 An Officer of the Lancers reported that
on the 13th May, 60th Native Infantry mutinied and turned out their arms
but could not go down as the officers threatened shooting them down. In
the noon, 5th Native Infantry turned out. However they returned back. 37
General Georg Anson reached Ambala on 15 th May. He recorded that the
regiments would be retained. However, the conduct of the Native army had
destroyed all confidence in any regiment. 38 When General George Anson
arrived at Ambala, he began to prepare the seize trains to besiege Delhi. There
was never such a danger to the English before.39 Mr. Barnes, however, resolved
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at any sacrifice to keep down this rising disaffection, and to hold all on this
side of the river. Every available assistant at hand was dispatched to some
point of danger. Mr. M. Levien to guard the banks of the river, where every
ferry was closed, except those it was important to retain for communication,
and they were strongly held by police and Patiala troops. Mr. Plowden
hastened off to Jagadari with a small force to overawe that district. Lieutenant
Parsons started for Kaithal; and Captain McNeille, the Deputy Commissioner
of Thanesar, after arranging for the safety of that station under a powerful
body of Patiala men, also took the field.40
The whole native community, from moneyed banker to the petty
tradesman, from the Government contractor to the common collie (daylabourer), stood aloof: no help, no supplies were forthcoming; everyone
seemed to be either paralyzed, or waiting the issue. 41 At the same time petty
Hill State of Malagarh had taken advantage of complication of affairs at
Simla to raise a disturbance which threatened to extend to the Ropar tehsil.
Two companies of 5th Native Infantry were at once dispatched under
command of Captain Gardner to garrison Ropar and repel any attempt at
rebellion. This detachment, however, was mutinous and spread around the
disorder it was sent to repress. The seditious language and disgraceful conduct
of the sepoys in the bazzar of Ropar induced a misguided few to believe that
the British rule was at an end. Mohar Singh, a Sikh Karinda of the late exchief Bhoop Singh, endeavored to put a stop to the slaughter of kine. A
slight disturbance occurred at the tehsil, and it was deemed advisable at once
to recall the detachment before it broke out into actual mutiny. The sepoys
protected Mohar Singh and swore he should never be taken prisoner. The
detachment was recalled and Mohar Singh was arrested. Three of the
ringleaders, with the Sikh, Mohar Singh were tried, condemned and executed
in the space of two hours. The rest of the sepoys were disarmed and disbanded,
and some of them punished by court-martial.42 Sham Singh, the informant
told T.D. Forsyth, DC, Ambala that ‘a general rising of the sepoys would
take place” in the second week of May. The sepoys had planned to shed the
blood of Europeans at Delhi, Ambala and Meerut. Revolt at Meerut and
Ambala began on Sunday when the Europeans were attending prayers.
However, the Europeans were alert at Ambala unlike at Meerut. 43
Mr. Barnes called the commutation tenure chiefs to furnish men, instead
of their usual tribute in money. At Ropar, the Singhpooria Sirdars took up
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their abode in the tehsil, and watched with their levies all the fords and
ferries on the Sutlej. No boats were allowed to ply save at Ropar, where a
strong guard was stationed to examine all passengers. The roads between
Morinda, Kharar and towards the hills were carefully patrolled and sowars
were stationed on the road to convey with the utmost rapidly intelligence
from one part of the district to another.44
TABLE 1 : LIST OF LEVIES AT EACH TEHSEEL IN AMBALA DISTRICT

Source: Mutiny Records: Reports, Part I, p.39.

In addition to jagirdars, who were bound to supply levies, several publicspirited individuals volunteered their own services, and brought several
followers. Among these, the most prominent were Rao Rahim Buksh of
Punjlasa, who with 50 followers guarded the road between Ambala and
Jagadari, and the Sirkudahs (Prominants) of Sadhoura, who furnished 60
men to protect the public and private buildings in the civil station, thus
relieving our police from very heavy duty”.45 Measures for protection of
Ambala Cantonment were taken, when denuded of troops, for there was
every fear lest the surrounding villagers, who are ‘a notorious set of incorrigible
thieves’, should break in and plunder in wholesale manner.46
In June, the orders of the Chief Commissioner were received to disarm
the district and no time was lost in carrying out this measure. 47 The 5th
Native Infantry was disbanded at Ambala on 29 th and 30th May 1857. The
whole of the 60th Native Infantry was disbanded at Rohak on 10 June and 2
companies of the 5th Native Infantry at Jagadhari on 12th July.48 On the 1st
of September, the orders of the Chief Commissioner to disband the remnant
of the 5th and 60th Native Infantry were received and carried out. The sepoys
were to have been lodged for a time in goal, but an attempt to escape being
made by a few, they were summarily dealt with by the Europeans.49 In
September, the Mir of Kotaha fell under suspicion. His fort was searched,
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where a large quantity of gunpowder, Sulphur and Camphor was found and
shortly after according to the orders of the Chief Commissioner to dismantle
his fort, which had been completely done. 50 The following contributions
were collected by the Government under 6 per cent loan.
TABLE 2 : COLLECTIONS IN AMBALA DISTRICT ON ACCOUNT OF 6
PERCENT LOAN
Tehsil
Sudder
Ambala
Jagadri
Ropar
Kharar
Narainghur
Total

Rs. Company
78,100
40,100
54,300
35,200
34,800
18,600
2,61,200

%
29.90
15.35
20.78
13.47
13.32
07.12
100.00

Source: Mutiny Records : Reports, Part I, p. 46.

Ambala possessed a strategic position between surging rebellious momentum
on the eastern border upto Delhi and unpredictable mutinous spirit on the
Western border. Its task was to insulate the Punjab while mobilize resources
to recapture Delhi. General George Anson with calculated composure and
caution took time to gather resources and watched eventualities in the cisSutlej States Division. The first seize train started though with inherent
weakness. However, intent was conspicuous to reach Delhi.
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Challenge & Punishment: A Study of Trial of
Nawab Abdur Rehman Khan of Jhajjar
Dr. Mahender Singh Bagi*

This research paper is based on primary as well as secondary sources. Most of
the primary sources are lying at National Archives of India, New Delhi and
have not been tapped so far. Secondary sources used in this paper have been
written by the scholars who worked on regional history. The main objective
to write this research is to make available the historical facts and material
regarding the Princely State of Jhajjar and to present them in a concise and
lucid form.
The role of Princely States in the Uprising of 1857 has always been
questioned and same in the case of Jhajjar. Was Nawab Abdur Rehman
Khan supported the British or Rebels/Mutineers or the Emperor Bahadur
Shah? This question has not been answered yet. Some scholars glorified him
as the ‘Hero of 1857Uprising’ while others condemned him and regarded as
a ‘loyalist’ to the British. Then, the question naturally comes to my mind
that if the Nawab was ‘loyalist’ to the British why he was executed? Here an
effort has been made to explain and understand the position of Jhajjar in
1857.
This research paper is divided into two parts. In the first part, the trial
proceedings of Nawab Abdur Rehman Khan of Jhajjar who faced the
challenges during the Uprising of 1857 from the Emperor, British and the
Local Populace (recognized as rebels/mutineers) have been discussed. In the
second part, the happening of events after the execution of Nawab Abdur
Rehman Khan has been discussed at length.
The Nawabs of Jhajjar, Dadri, Farrukhnagar and Raja Nahar Singh of
Ballabgarh were put to trial for their role in the rebellion 1 in the South East
* Associate Professor of History, Pt. C.L.S. Govt. College, Karnal.
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Punjab(Now Known as Haryana). The trial of Nawab Abdur Rehman Khan
was started in Delhi on 8th of December 1857, by order of Major General
C.B. Penny following instructions from Sir John Lawrence, Chief
Commissioner of Punjab. The Commission consisted of the following
members:
President : Brigadier General Chamberlain
Members
1)
Lieutenant Colonel Dawes
: Bengal Artillery
2)
Major Palmer
: 60th Rifles
3)
Major Redmond
: 61st Foot
4)
Major Sawyer
: 6th Carbineers
Interpreter
5)
Mr. James Murphy
:
Prosecution for Government
6)
Major F J Harriott
: Deputy Judge Advocate General2
The Court assembled in the special hall of audience in the palace at Delhi at
11 O’ clock on the morning of Tuesday, the 8 th of December 1857. The
President, Members, Interpreter and Government Prosecutor were all present.
The prisoner Abdur Rehman Khan of Jhajjar was brought into the Court.
The orders covering and forming the Court and appointing Brigadier General
Chamberlain President of the Court were read out. The proceedings started
by giving invitation to challenge:
Question : Prisoner, do you object to being tried by the President, or by
any other officers appointed to sit on this military commission?
Answer : No.
The President, Members, Interpreter and Deputy Advocate General were
duly sworn. All witnesses were directed to withdraw.3
The charges leveled against Abdur Rehman Khan, Nawab of Jhajjar were
read and entered as follows:
‘’For that he being a subject of the British Government of India did
at various times between the 10th of May 1857 and the 1st of
November of the same year at Jhajjar in the North Western Provinces
of India and the Delhi, such places being at the time under Martial
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Law or the inhabitants thereof in open rebellion against the State,
aid and abet the said rebels and others in levying and waging war
against the said British Government by providing troops with Govt.
Rebels and supplying them with food, money and shelter and also
be entering into correspondence with said rebels and every other
assistance in his power to afford, the whole or any part of such
conduct being a heinous offence under the provision of Act No.
XVI of 1857 of the Legislative Council in India’’. 4
It is clear that the charges leveled against Nawab Abdur Rehman Khan
that he supported the revolt between 10th May, 1857 to Ist November 1857
at Jhajjar and helped the rebels and others in waging war against the
Government considered heinous crimes under the provision of Act No. XIV
of 1857 of Legislative Council of India.
After that, the following question was asked to the Prisoner Abdur
Rehman Khan, Nawab of Jhajjar:
Question : Nawab Abdur Rehman Khan are you guilty or not guilty of the
charge preferred against you?
Answer : Not guilty.
Here, Nawab Abdur Rehman Khan made a request that Ram Richpal
may be allowed to attend him in the Court as counsel for the defense and
seat was provided accordingly.5
But when we examine the trial proceedings of the Nawab Abdur Rehman
Khan of Jhajjar, we find that the Commission consisted of the same members
as in the trials of Raja Nahar Singh of Ballabgarh and Nawab Ahmed Ali of
Farrukhnagar. In the trial of Raja Nahar Singh Water Field replaced James
Murphy and in the trial of Ahmed Ali President Chamberlin replaced
Brigadier Showers and Water Field replaced Murphy. Almost all the charges
were also the same. It clearly indicates that everything was predicated and the
trial was mere an eyewash.
A letter conferred to C.B. Saunders, Special Inquiry Officer, bearing
No. 20, dated 26th November, 1857 was read out in the presence of all the
officers wherein the following charges were leveled against the Nawab of
Jhajjar:
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1. Nawab supplied weapons to the people of Jhajjar, Farrukh Nagar,
Gurgaon and Badli from 10th of May to Ist of November against the
British. Nawab instigated the rebels and made every possible help.
2. Nawab’s behavior with the British was unsatisfactory and this was the
violation of treaty made in 1806 between Jhajjar and the British. In this
treaty, Nawab also promised a help of 400 soldiers to the British in the
time of crisis.
3. Nawab’s communication to the rebels specifically to Bahadur Shah Zafar
and the given help was condemnable.6
On the 14th December 1857, Abdur Rehman Khan, Nawab of Jhajjar
presented defense and the English translation of the same was red out. 7 He
refuted all the charges leveled against him. He tried to prove himself ‘Nonguilty’. Reply to the defense and summary of evidences was produced by the
Government Prosecutor8.
Then the Court pronounced the following decision on the 14th December
1857:
“The Court on the evidence before them are of opinion that the prisoner
Abdur Rehman Khan, Nawab of Jhajjar is guilty of the charge preferred
against him. The Court having found the Prisoner guilty of the charge
preferred against him, do sentence him. Abdur Rehman Khan, Nawab
of Jhajjar , to be hanged by the neck until he be dead, and the Court
further sentence him to forfeit all his property and effects of every
description.”9
It was further added:
“The Court on sentencing the Nawab of Jhajjar to forfeit all his property
and effects of every description, have followed the words of the Act
No.16
under
which
the
Prisoner
was
10
arraigned……………………………’
Here, it is noticeable that the proceedings of the trial were begun on 8 th
December 1857. Hearings were held on 8, 9, 10 and 11 December 1857.The
decision was pronounced on 14th December 1857. Total 4 days were taken
for the proceedings and on the fifth day decision was came out.
17 persons namely Metcalfe Bart,11 William Ford of Civil Services,12 J.
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H. Lauch of the Civil Services,13 Major Scott of the Bengal Artillery14
Dharma, a son of a grain seller,15 Dharma, son of Risaldar,16 Mahid Khan,
Land Holder of Jhajjar,17 Ghulam Mahmud Khan, Land Holder of Jhajjar,18
Bahal Singh, Land Holder of Badli, 19 Chain Sukh, Land Holder of Badli,20
Kanhaiya Lal, Agent of the Jhajjar’s Nawab,21 Lieutenant Cremaency
of the 59th N.I, 22 Jeewan Lal, a Clerk in the office , Persian Department of
the Agent of Lieutenant Governor, North Western Provinces at Delhi, 23
C.B. Saunders, Commissioner and Agent for the Lieutenant Governor, North
West Provinces at Delhi, 24
Mool Chand, Assistant to the Native Revenue Collector at Jhajjar, 25
Ahsan Ullah Khan, Physician to the Ex- King of Delhi,26 and Kishan Sahai,27
a Clerk of the office of the King Chamberlain were called in the Court
during hearings of the case. On the 5th day i.e. 14th December1857, the
Court announced the judgment. In this limited period of proceedings how
could justice have been given?

In the second part, punishment in the form of execution and
aftermath has been critically traced. Abdur Rehman Khan was executed
on 23December 1857 in front of the Red Fort at Chandni Chowk,
Kotwali at Delhi.28 whereas Dr. K.C.Yadav described that the execution
of Nawab Abdur Rehman Khan took place on 23th January 1858.29
The bodies of Nawab of Furrukhnagar, Raja Nahar Singh and Nawab
of Jhajjar were buried along with those of some of the Princes, in the dargah
of Qazi Baki-Ullah.30
Ghalib noted in his ‘Dastanbuy’ as follows:
“The lives of the jagirdars of Jhajjar, Ballabgarh and Farrukhnagar
were ended in such a manner that none could say blood had been
spilled.”31
British adopted the specific policy towards Indian that ‘Loyalist be rewarded
and disloyal be punished’. As per the policy, all the property of Nawab of
Jhajjar forfeited and palace at Jhajjar was ransacked.32 British recovered 21
artilleries, 5 bags of gold mohars(1000 mohars in each bag) and 5 bags of
rupees (1000 rupees in each bag) from Jhajjar, Kanod (Now known as
Mahendergarh) and Chhuchhakwas places of the princely state. It costs Rs.
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1, 39,000/-.33
The divisions of Bawal & Kanti in the confiscated Jhajjar territory were
made over to Raja Bharpur Singh of Nabha state, worth Rs. 106,000 per
annum on the condition of good behavior and service, military and political
in the times of danger and disturbances34. The Narnaul division along with
the districts of Kanod and Budhwana of Jhajjar territory was to the most
loyal Patiala chief.35
All the 11 male members of Nawab’s family were crushed to death before
artillery and women were put behind the bars. This was the abrupt and
tragic end of the princely state of Jhajjar.36
On 23rd January 1858, C.B. Sanders, Officiating Commissioner, Delhi
prepared a list of 33 family members of the Nawab according to their decrees
of relationship during the lifetime of the late Nawab for the average payments
enjoined and proposed for the future. The list includes the details of mother,
step mother, wife, concubines, sons, daughters, sister and step sister
recommended and sent to the Chief Commissioner of Punjab for the
approval.37
It was also recommended that the members of the Nawab’s family may
be permitted to remain at Jhajjar or any place situated with in the region of
Punjab or North West Provinces which the Government may select.38
In a communication on 18th February 1858, from Officiating Secretary
to the Chief Commissioner, Punjab to Secretary to Government, Foreign
Department with the Governor General submitted a necessary report regarding
the disposal of the Jhajjar Territory wherein it was proposed:
“That the note for 15000 Rs. in the name of the Nawab’s wife, be
sent down to Calcutta with a view to being cancelled and further
that all the personal property now under attachment be called off to
the best advantage.”39
It was also reported that the revenue was considerable but the expense
of managing and protecting Jhajjar territory was large. 40
Abdus Samad Khan, Senapati of Jhajjar and Nawab’s uncle disappeared
from the scene after the battle of Nasibpur on 16 November.41 The officers
of the Nawab of Jhajjar were banished to Ludhiana.42
Jhajjar was merged with Punjab on 13 April1858 and the J.S. Campbell
became the first Commissioner.43 The artilleries and ammunition found in
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the fort of Jhajjar44 indicates that the Nawab was involved in the war against
the British. The execution of Nawab Abdur Rehman Khan proved that he
was indulged in rebellious activities against the British.45
Abdur Rehman of Jhajjar, a feudal chief was one of the influential leaders
of the Uprising in Haryana46 . General Samad Khan of Jhajjar was among
the leaders of Haryana who under a common banner, irrespective caste, creed
or religion gave a tough fight to the British on the battle-field of Narnaul on
November16, 1857.47
Nawab Abdur Rehman Khan sent 200-300 Jhajjar soldiers under the
command of his Father –in -Law Abdul Samad Khan to fight in the battle
of Badli Ki Sarai against the British. He sent money to the Emperor Bahadur
Shah. He also helped the rebels who fought against the British. Moreover,
he ignored the petition of the British rule. 48
Nawab’s troops joined the mutineers at Gurgaon and his Vakil was in
contact for his master’s interests and provided support, a large sum of money
was sent by the Nawab for payment of the Rebellious Troops. 49
The fort at Jhajjar has ample proof of the opposition that had been
extended, guns were uploaded on the gateways, the magazine stores were
replete with ammunition, fresh grape had been prepared but his troops refused
to comply with the orders.50
On the basis of evidences/facts/records, it is submitted that the trial of
Nawab Abdur Rehman Khan was premeditated and nothing more than a
farce. It led to the execution of the Nawab Abdur Rehman Khan of Jhajjar
and he paid the price of a ‘rebel hero’ who was hanged for disloyalty to the
British during the Uprising of 1857.
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Seclusion, Subordination and Inferiority:
Women's Education in Haryana
Dr. Nirmala Shah*

Education is one of the most important aspects of development. During the
colonial period, indigenous as well as British educational institutions flourished
and imparted education to the masses. The condition of women’s education
was not satisfactory as they were mainly confined within the household. In
this context, the case of Haryana is peculiar. Earlier it was part of NorthWestern Province and later merged with Panjab till it got the status of fullfledged state in 1966. So, education here remained neglected. The women
were regarded economically crucial but were deniedaccess to education.Was
there any progress in their education? Did their situation improve? This paper
attempts to understand the development and progress of women’s education
in Haryana and the reasons for its backwardness.
Introduction
It does not matter very much for our purpose whether the reluctance of
Indian parents in the past to send their girls to school came from apathy,
from conservatism, from the prevailing customs of purdah and child marriage,
or, as is sometimes stated, from mere dislike of the school curriculum, or
from a combination of all these. It has resulted in the girls being terribly
behind their brothers in education.
Lady Hartog1
The condition of women’s education during the colonial period was
miserable. However, education has been an integral part of Indian society
since the ancient period. There are evidences to suggest that India was a
seat of learning and both boys and girls acquired education. The educational
* Assistant Prof., Department of History, SPM College, University of Delhi, New Delhi
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institutions in different forms disseminated knowledge and education. Girls
received education, but it was mainly confined to the well to do families. 2
There are instances of learned women in the ancient times like Gargi and
Maitreyi for their intellectual attainments. Subsequently, in due course of
time, their position relegated in the society. It was marked by the prevalence
and spread of some social evils like, polygamy, female infanticide, dowry,
sati, only a son had the privilege of performing samskaras, etc.
India had a ‘love for learning’ since time immemorial. The indigenous
institutions flourished and imparted education for a long period of time.
This can be inferred from the following statement of F.W. Thomas who in
1891 wrote:
“Education is no exotic in India. There is no country where the love of
learning had so early an origin or has exercised so lasting and powerful an
influence. From the simple poets of the Vedic age to the Bengali philosopher
of the present day there has been an uninterrupted succession of teachers and
scholars. The immense literature which this long period has produced is
thoroughly penetrated with the scholastic spirit; and the same spirit has left
a deep impress on the social conditions of the people among whom that
literature was produced.”3
In India, women were regarded as subordinate to men and were
dependent on men for everything. James Mill in the book ‘History of British
India’ pointed out that ‘an important indicator of a society’s advancement
could be the position of women and on this ground, India occupied a very
low position’.4 Thus, during the 19th century, women’s education became a
significant issue and attempts were made to enhance their education. The
social reformers and British government went on to set up the institutions
of learning for girls and women.
This paper makes an attempt to analyse and understand the status of
education during the colonial period. The development and progress of
education in Haryana is analysed. What was the status of women’s education?
Whether efforts were made by indigenous leaders to promote education
among women? Were the British government interested in spreading
education? What efforts were made by them? What were the causes for the
poor state of education? What hindrances the women’s education faced? These
are some of the issues which are discussed.
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Education in colonial India
By the time the British came to India, many indigenous institutions flourished.
The missionaries became active in spreading education and played a pivotal
role in dissemination of knowledge. They were actively involved and received
generous funds from the government. The beginning of English as medium
of instruction began after 1835 with Macaulay’s Minute. The Resolution of
March 7, 1835 stated that “great object of the British government ought to
be the promotion of European literature and science among the natives of
India, and that all the funds appropriated for the purpose of education would
be best employed on English education alone… That all the funds at the
disposal of the government would henceforth be sent in imparting to the
Indians a knowledge of English literature and science.”5 Thereafter efforts
were made by the British government to establish schools and educational
institutions. A number of schools for girls were also established. The Indian
Education Commission formed in 1882 elaborately examined the question
of girls’ education and stressed the backwardness of female education in the
country. It further analysed the varied aspects of girls’ education and gave
recommendations for its promotion. In 1902 the Education department
devised new plans for spreading education and establishment of separate
schools for girls. The inspectors were appointed, grants were given to private
girls’ schools and women were encouraged to take up the teaching profession.
Further, Annie Besant in 1904, wrote a pamphlet entitled ‘The Education
of Girls’ highlighting the lack of facilities for women’s education. The
prejudices and superstitions attached to women’s education further limited
their education. For instance, it was believed that educated girl would become
widow soon after marriage, education would turn docile girls into rebellious
ruining the peace of family, and so on. So, it became tougher to convince
masses. Efforts were made by the reformers and supporters of girls’ education
and they sought the explanation that education would make them better
wife and mother. Thus, household became a rescue for them to get
education.
The emphasis was laid on the importance and need of education of
girls and women. The Education Committee of the Simon Commission
noted, “the importance of the education of girls and women in India cannot
be overrated. It affects vitally the range and efficiency of all education. The
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education of the girl is the education of the mother, and through her of her
children.”6 It further noted that “we are definitely of opinion that, in the
interests of the advance of Indian education as a whole, priority should now
be given to the claims of girls’ education in every scheme of expansion.”7
Education in Haryana
Haryana is one of the youngest and smallest states of India. In 1833, the
region constituting Haryana was formed in to a separate division of the then
newly formed ‘North-Western Provinces’. In 1840, the central subject of
education was changed into a Provincial subject and ‘all the educational
institutions in the North-Western Provinces was placed in the charge of local
government’ vide a resolution dated 29 April of the Supreme Government.8
Thereafter, Haryana was separated from the then North-Western Province
after 1857 and merged with Punjab. The education structure was modified
on the Punjab lines by the Director of Public Instruction.9 However, the
expansion of education was in no way encouraging and the progress was very
slow, mainly because Haryana being an agricultural economy, people preferred
their boys to work rather than attend schools.
Sukhdev Singh Chib pointed out that after 1857 economic, social and
political reforms were undertaken by the government. For instance, canals
were excavated, railway tracks were laid down, road construction began and
so on. In educational field also, some measures were taken for its expansion.
High schools were opened at important places like Delhi, Rohtak, Jhajjar,
Karnal, and Rewari. A government college was started at Delhi which later
was shifted to Lahore. Thereafter St. Stephens College and Hindu College
affiliated to Panjab University were started.10
It is important to note that prior to 1854, no schools or colleges were
maintained with the imperial funds in the whole of Haryana (then called
Delhi territory). During that period education was solely a private affair and
a few schools functioned in several districts on the lines of “the village school
system of the North-Western Provinces.” Their description has been given
by A. Roberts in his Report for the year 1849 in the following words:
Panipat district in 1849 had 105 schools. It was composed of the
parganas of Sonepat and Panipat and Karnal. Of 105 schools, 13 were Persian,
15 Arabic, 27 Hindi or rather Mahajani, and Sanskrit 32… Mr. Johnson,
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the Deputy Collector, estimated the proportion of the school-taught children
to the whole populations 1.8 percent. Delhi district had 321 schools, of
which 270 were in the city, 8 in suburbs and 43 in the interior district.
Rohtak had 46 schools…… and Gurgaon had 100 schools.11
Many tehsildari schools were opened after 1850s in the districts of
Delhi, Gurgaon, Rohtak, Shahabad, Thanesar, Ambala, Sonepat, Panipat,
Hansi, Jhajjar, etc. The course composition consisted of “reading, writing,
grammar, composition, arithmetic, mensuration, algebra upto quadratics,
history and geography of India… The medium of instruction was either
Hindi or Urdu and, in many instances, both the vernaculars.” 12 The
halkabandi or circle schools were also set up jointly by the government
and public. One school was established in every circle (halka) comprising
10-20 villages to cater to the educational needs of people living in remote
areas.
It is important to note that during the British period, Haryana remained
‘one of the most backward and underdeveloped region of Punjab’. In 1882,
G.W. Leitner published ‘History of Indigenous Education in the Panjab’. It
is an important document to understand the state of indigenous education
in Punjab and present-day Haryana. He discussed the indigenous education
in detail. The prevalence of six kinds of educational institutions are mentioned
in the document. These were Makhtabs (where Persian was taught), chutsals
(where Hindi was taught), pathshalas (where Nagri and Shastri was taught),
mukhtabs (where Arabic was taught), schools where Gurumukhi was taught,
and schools where English was taught.13 These schools were prevalent but
had limited scholars. The reason being, education was not popular among
the masses.
Women’s Education in Haryana
As already discussed, education was not popular among the masses, although
schools and institutions existed. The condition of women’s education was
further miserable. Sarwan Kumar in his study highlighted that ‘there prevailed
illiteracy of high magnitude among boys and girls of school-going age’.14
The following table suggest the gradual improvement in girls’ education
over the decades but it is far from satisfactory.
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Progress in Education of Girls (1870-1911)
Year

Schools

Scholars

Schools

Scholars

Schools

Scholars

Ambala

Distt.

Karnal

Distt.

Gurgaon

Distt.

1870-71

9

203

10

117

9

185

1880-81

-

-

2

88

4

105

1890-91

-

-

1

97

8

188

1900-01

4

232

4

87

11

243

1910-11

10

424

15

324

16

502

Rohtak

Distt.

Hissar

Distt.

1870-71

1

16

4

133

1880-81

-

-

-

-

1890-91

4

124

-

-

1900-01

5

209

5

197

1910-11

20

566

11

349

Source: G.W. Leitner, History of Indigenous Education in the Panjab, in Sarwan Kumar,
Education in Haryana, in Kripal Chandra Yadav (ed.), Haryana: Studies in History and
Culture, published by Kurukshetra University, 1968, p. 109.

The studies suggest that there seems to be limited motivation for girls’
education. Sarwan Kumar pointed out that one the one hand, expansion of
boys’ education was somewhat planned and progressive, while on the other
‘girls’ education seemed to be incidental or at the most if anything was saved
from expenditure on boys’ education, it was spent on girls’ education’, that
too under ‘the strong stimulation of the educated few or the wealthier section
of the society’.15
It is surprising to note that during the latter half of nineteenth and early
twentieth century, due to the absence of any the girls’ school of middle or
high standard in Haryana, they could not continue studies beyond the primary
stage in separate girls’ schools. In the district of Ambala, 203 girls studying
in all the nine girls’ schools belonged to Mohammadan community. So, the
Muslim community seems to be more forward looking in sending their girls
to attain education compared to the other communities. The district of
Rohtak surpassed all other districts in terms of female education. Here, a
girls’ school was started in 1870-71 with an enrolment of 16 girls and provided
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as many as 20 such schools in 1910-11 with enrolment of 566 scholars. The
progress of education was lowest in Hissar district. It had 11 schools and
349 girls studied there during 1910-11.16
The Arya Samaj played a significant role in the expansion of education
in Punjab.17 It established a large number of girls’ schools, both primary and
secondary and gurukulas for the education of girls. It ran under the supervision
of Indian lady teachers. The subjects taught included music, domestic
economy, cooking, needle work, English, Sanskrit, Hindi, History,
Geography, Mathematics, Political Economy, etc. These gurukulas received
no aid from the government.18 In those times, it can be regarded as a ‘daring
and radical innovation’ and became successful to an extent. The first Kanya
Gurukul was established in Sonepat in 1936. Gradually it spread to other
parts also. Due to its strict and safe environment, the girls’ gurukulas became
popular.
Although efforts were made at various levels to improve the condition
of women’s education but these were not enough and were insufficient. The
condition was miserable for the entire country. There were only 21 high
schools in India in 1920-21. The reasons for backwardness were
administrative, social and financial.
Some Reasons for their Educational Backwardness
Women held an inferior position in the Indian society. Although the
nineteenth century witnessed social reforms focusing on women’s issues. But
the case of Haryana shows a contradiction. Prem Chowdhry pointed out
that one the one hand, the bride-price, widow- remarriage, polyandry,
economic participation shows high status of women while on the other,
female infanticide, pardah or gunghat custom, neglect of female education
suggests women’s backwardness.19
The girls were seen as a burden in the house. This can be noted from a
popular saying of Haryana, chohramurenirbhag ka, chohrimurebhagwanki,
i.e., the son of an unfortunate dies and the daughter of a fortunate dies. 20
This clearly indicates the superiority of the son over daughter. However,
women after marriage were acknowledged as an ‘economic necessity’ mainly
for the labour they provided in the agrarian economy. As Prem Chowdhry
narrates, “the ghunghat culture, as perhaps somewhat distinct from the purdah
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culture, accepted and took for granted women’s extreme labour without
affording her any freedom”. This attitude was noticed in other spheres also.
“For example, in education, a region which had considered “kala
aksharbhainsbarabar” (i.e., acceptance of its utter lack of literacy) was slowly
realising the importance of education but only for boys. For the women it
maintained.”21
Women were discouraged from stepping out of the house and were
encouraged to remain as housewife. The popular saying goes as
beerbannigharkibanni (a woman who remains at home adorns it). ‘Education
therefore was looked upon with suspicion and was associated with an inevitable
crumbling of the social structure.’ 22 Even the Arya Samaj which did a great
deal for women’s education in Punjab, was quite in Haryana region.23 The
KanyaPathshalas for girls were negligible in number. It also suffered from
shortage of experienced teachers and poor response from students.
Along with these efforts to spread education, the British government
was also instrumental in establishing schools for girls. However, the presence
of male teachers and inspectors became hindrance as masses were reluctant to
send their daughters in the government schools. It was the lower strata of the
society who went to these schools mainly for stipends and ‘prospects of
employment as teacher’. The upper caste and class families didn’t send their
girls in these schools primarily because of presence of male teachers or the
female teachers who came from the lower strata.24 Thus, the social set up
further interfered with the possibility of getting education.
Conclusion
From the above discussion, it can be noticed that during the colonial period
women’s education was far from satisfactory but efforts both at indigenous
and government level were made to foster their education. Gradually, some
improvements can be seen and over the decades the number of schools and
enrolments increased. The efforts made by indigenous institutions, Arya
Samaj, and British government are appreciable. But parents were reluctant
to send their children in schools. However, a strict control over women was
kept and they were kept away from the decision-making process. The
‘seclusion, subordination and inferiority’ continued outside home also.
The social, religious, and economic conditions were responsible for this. On
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the part of the government the administrative and financial loopholes were
there.
It needs to be remembered that the case of Haryana is different because
women were ‘projected as equal work companions of men but continued to
face discrimination and could not benefit from the education or become
part of it’. The situation improved after 1966 when Haryana became a fullfledged state and today Haryana has become an educational hub and women
can be seen excelling in all aspects of life.
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The Revolt of 1857: A Case Study
of Rohtak (Haryana)
Dr. Uma Shanker Singh*

The mighty popular revolt which started in 1857 soon engulfed most parts
of India. The movement started from Meerut and soon reached Delhi
from where it reached Haryana. Paper highlights the 1857 revolt in Haryana
regions mainly in Rohtak. It talks about the local community who
participated in the movement very bravely. Although the movement was
started by the sepoys but soon the communities like Rajputs, Jats, Ahirs,
Ranghars and low caste Kasai’s joined the movement. Hindu Muslim equally
participated in the revolt against the British imperialism. Though the
movement was crushed by the Britishers but it created the base for the
future struggle against the imperialist forces.
Introduction
This research paper deals with 1857 revolt in Rohtak Regions in Haryana.
The 19th Century was an epoch making social, political and economic upheaval
in the Indian history. In this century Indians fought bravely against British
imperialism. Peasants, artisans, feudal lords and local rulers displayed their
skills and chivalry against the company’s rule. Some religious symbols like
Wahabi’s also played a significant role in this century. During 1857 revolt
the present day Haryana was part of South East Punjab. This part of India
was very close to Delhi which was one of the main centers of 1857 revolt.
The people of Haryana gave a very tough challenge to the British authority
through different popular revolts of which 1857 was very important. This
revolt spread in different parts of Haryana such as in Delhi regions- Delhi
Proper, Sonipat; Gurgaon regions- Gurgaon, Mewat, Ahirwal, Palwal,
* Assistant Professor, Department of History, Dyal Singh College, University of Delhi.
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Faridabad, Ballabgarh, Pataudi, Farrukh Nagar; Panipat Regions- Panipat,
Karnal, Jalmana; Thanesar Regions- Thaneswar, Ladwa; Hisar RegionsBhattu, Hansi, Rania, Loharu; Ambala Regions- Ambala, Rupar, Jagadhari
and Rohtak Regions- Kharkhaudah, Sampla, Dojana, Dadri, Jhajjar.
Materials and documentary evidence dealing with the popular revolt of
th
19 century in South East Punjab are kept in National Archives of India
(NAI), New Delhi, Punjab State Archives Chandigarh, Punjab State Archives
Patiala, Haryana State Archives Panchkula and its Regional RepositoryRohtak, Hisar, Gurgaon and Ambala; and Nehru Memorial Museum and
Library New Delhi. Some of the local tracts such as- Rao Man Singh’s book
‘Abhir Kuldepika’, Subedar Vaidya Shivdhan Singh Yadav’s work- ‘Yadav
Parivar’ are very important. K.C. yadav’s works such as- ‘Undoing the
Bondage; A Study of Life of Rao Tula Ram Hero of 1857 and Ahirwal ka
Itihaas throws light on the history this region. Dr. Boodh Prakash’s workGlimpses of Haryana, The Punjab and Delhi in 1857 written by Cave
Brownie, Caste and Tribes of Punjab written by Denzil Ibbetson are important
sources to know the history of this part of India. The work of Griffin and
Massey, James Mill, John Kaye’s work- History of Sepoy War 1857-58 Vol.
I and History of Indian Mutiny Vol. IV written by Kaye and Malleson, the
Rajas of Punjab written by L.H. Griffin are of great help. Wahabi movement
in India written by Qeyamuddin Ahmed, Our Indian Musalmans written
by W.W. Hunter, Elemantry aspects of Peasant Insurgency by Ranjit Guha
etc. are invaluable sources. The period of 19 th century marks a momentous
in the political, economic and social history of this region. It witnessed changes
which had far reaching consequences, which affected this part of country.
1857 Revolt in Rohtak Region
The name Rohtak or Rohtag has been derived from Rohtasgarh.1 Traditionally
it is named after Raja Rohtas in whose days the city was built and the name
recurs in that of celebrated tank or the town of Gohana.2 The earliest of
Rohtak is to be found in the tradition still preserved by village communities.
In this area one can see waves of immigration of Rajputs, Jats, Ahirs and
Afgans. This part of Haryana was very active during the Sultanate period
(1206-1526). In 1410 Khizr Khan a pathan nobleman descended from the
family of Sher Khan besieges Idris Khan in the fort of Rohtak and captured
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it.3 This part of Haryana was also important during Mughal, Maratha and
Sikh period. After 1803 Britishers started their influence in this part of the
country. The military adventure of George Thomas carved out his principality
in Haryana like- Mehum, Beree, Jhajjar, in the present district of Rohtak. 4
In 1824 separate Rohtak district was made consisting of Gohana, Kharkhoda,
Mandauthi, Rohtak-Beri and Mehum-Bhiwani tehsils. Until 1832 AD the
whole Delhi territory including Rohtak was administrated by a political agent
under resident at Delhi.5 Rohtak district was transferred from the North
West Provinces to Punjab after 1857-58.6 The mutiny which started form
Meerut on 10th May reached Delhi on 11th May from there it also affected
Rohtak on the same day. The district of Rohtak had an area of 1811 square
miles with half a million population in 1857. It was bounded to the north
by Karnal and to the south by Gurgaon, in the east Dojana and Delhi were
there and in the west we find Hisar and Jind.7 Many people of this part of
Haryana had been serving in regular regiment of East India Company. The
news about the revolt spread to the villages through these sepoys. Hindus
formed the bulk of population such as 65% of the total. Jat community
was most numerous in numbers that is 30%. Jats were divided into numerous
clan comprising several villages such as- a group of 84(Chaurasi), 52(Bawani),
24(Chaubisi) and 12(Barahi).8 By hearing the news of revolt in Delhi a
consciousness was seen in Jat community. The Ranghars9 living in the midst
of the sturdy Jat population also became active during 1857 movement.
The true occupation of Ranghars were cattle rustling and salt smuggling or
military services for any who would hire them.10 Ranghars and the Butchers
setup the mohammadan green flag under which number of Ranghar soldiers
who had muttined collected to form an unit. The leadership was provided
by Bisarat Ali and Babar Khan. Bisarat Ali was a
peasant from Kharkhouda and had joined army and through his hard work
he became a risaldar. He was acquainted with military organization and
warfare. Babar was a peasant from Rohtak.11 Under the leadership of Bisarat
Ali the whole region got free from British control, but they could not
control Rohtak which was under the administration of John Adam Loch
(of the Bengal civil Service) deputy commissioner. He had been in-charge
of the district for the last 10 months. John Adam Loch with the help of
tehsildar Bakhtawar Singh, Thanedar Bhure Khan and the local troops
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tried to defend the British rule but he was overpowered by the mutiniers. 12
These mutiniers got encouragement when Tafzal Hussain an emissary of
Bahadur Shah Zafar came to Rohtak via Bahadurgarh. John Adam Loch
fled to Gohana with Thanedar Bhure Khan and Tehsildar Bakhtawar Singh.
Other European officers also fled away from the district. The rebels burnt
the offices, Kacheries and Bungalows of the British officials. They destroyed
the government revenue records, plundered the Mahajans and Baniyas
and set the prisoners free from the district jail.13 The local peoples attacked
on the British symbol of imperialism and tried to dismantle it to show
their hegemony. All these were seen as a source of exploitation for the
masses. During 1857 revolt there were some inter-rivalries amongst the Jat
and Rajput community. In spite of this almost all the communities of the
district such as- Jats, Rajputs, Ranghars and low caste Kasai (Butchers) played
a prominent role in the rebellion. They got support from the local peasant
against the Britishers. At many places Landlords who enjoyed rent free
tenures and several other privileges also stood against the Britishers. When
Mughal representative Tafzal Hussain left Rohtak then district came in
grip of lawlessness. The news of factionalism amongst the different
communities was reported to Bahadur Shah Zafar, who at once issued a
farman to the people of Rohtak warning them to unite against the common
enemy. He also warned that trouble makers will be harshly punished. 14
There was no incident of communal strive between Hindus and Muslims.
It is reported that royal instructions were executed in the district with the
help of local chaudharies.15
The British Repressive Measures
The British authorities took a very serious view of the whole situation and
in order to bring Rohtak under control they dispatched from Panipat on
28th May, the 60th native infantry of Ambala under the command of Deputy
Commissioner John Adam Loch.16 It is said that this regiment had already
revolted against the British government on May 10 in Ambala so John Loch
took this responsibility to command it with a great deal of hesitation. John
Adam Loch marched directly to Rohtak on 31st May, 1857.17 The rebels
apparently did not pose any tough position and he recaptured the district
headquarters easily. In the mean time the rebels made secret negotiation with
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60th Native Infantry. As a result of this, the regiment rose up in open mutiny
on 10th June, 1857. The European officers saved their lives by fleeing in
time. Now the rebel sepoys left Rohtak to reach Delhi on 11 th June.18 By
August 1857 the Delhi was reported that Ranghars again got united under
the leadership of Babar Khan.19 The British government took serious notes
of the loss of Rohtak. This was the time when Major General Wilson, who
was commanding the Delhi Field Force, sent Lt. W.S.R. Hodson with a
small force to protect the Europeans in Rohtak area.20 This force reached
KharKhaudah, a village about 20 miles from Rohtak on Sonipat road, at
about 12’O clock the same day.21 The villagers gave a tough fight to Hodson.22
The villagers got a motivating leadership of Risaldar Birasat Ali. Even Hodson
admitted their bravery.23 With the help of superior power the Britishers
quickly destroyed the Rebels. Bisarat Ali fell fighting along with 25 of his
men.24 In this fight British also suffered a number of casualties on their side.
Soon after this encounter Hodson got intelligence report that under the
leadership of Sabar Khan again a large number of Rebels rallied in Rohtak.
Soon he left Kharkhaudah for Rohtak. Hodson engaged their man with the
local population who had taken shelter inside a fortified building in the
vicinity of the Old Civil Station. The rebels successfully prevented them
from entering the building from any side. At this moment Hodson withdrew
his man to the open space in old kacheri compound. While the British army
was relaxing in the night they were attacked by Sabar khan (the chief of
Ranghars) with about 300 horse man belonging to different irregular cavalry
regiment and a mass of foot man. The battle of Rohak was indecisive where
both the parties broke away without giving victory on each other. 25 Hodson
left Rohtak for Delhi leaving some important towns such as- Kharkhaudah,
Sonipat, Mehum, Gohana etc. under the care of Raja of Jind and the local
Chaudhary. After the fall of Delhi the people got demoralized. General Van
Courtland, D.C of Ferozpur reached Rohtak and he found his job was very
easy.26 Villages all over the Rohtak submitted without a blow, mutinous
sepoys surrendered, roads were opened and by 26th September, 1857 a large
district of Rohtak was reduced.
Conclusion
The revolt of 1857 has many histories- reconstructed, re-imagined, reinvented,
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remembered and memorialized in various ages for their manifold presentist
uses. There cannot be any one authentic version of these events- their causes,
their nature and their aftermath remain forever contested. This paper deals
about 1857 revolt especially in South East Punjab presently called Haryana.
The movement spread in Delhi, Gurgaon, Panipat, Thaneswar, Hisar, Ambala
and Rohtak regions of Haryana. This paper argued about the peoples
participation in 1857 revolt in Rohtak region. Although the movement was
initiated by the sepoys who were mainly Indian subjects and soon the
leadership of the movement was taken by the local people comprising farmers,
labourers, artisans and feudal lords etc. The main communities who
participated in the movement were Rajputs, Jats, Ahirs, Afgans, Ranghars
and low caste Kasai (Butchers). This movement shows a perfect unity between
Hindus and Muslims. In this movement the rebels burnt the offices, kacheris,
government bungalows, government revenue records and other symbols of
British imperialism. The peoples attacked on the symbols of imperialism
because they wanted to dismantle it to show their hegemony. They also
plundered the Mahajans, Sahukars and Baniyas because they were seen as a
source of exploitation. They freed the prisoners by breaking the jails. Although
movement was crushed by British administration, it created the base on
which the future struggles against the imperialist forces was to take place.
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Arya Samaj and Freedom
Movement in Haryana
Dr. Sukhbir Singh*

The role of AryaSamaj in the politics of Punjab (Including Haryana Region)
has not been studied properly. It merits serious attention to those political
scientists who are interested in the study of Politics of colonial Haryana.
This paper aims at highlighting the importance, genesis, ideology and character
of the AryaSamaj as a religious movement. It further seeks to answer the
following questions: How far is the AryaSamaj different from other Hindu
sects? How far can it be described as a distinct religious order and how far
can it are viewed as a reform movement or a protest movement within
Hinduism? The answers of these questions are essential for an in-depth
understanding and analysis of the role of the AryaSamaj in the freedom
movement in colonial Haryana. Moreover this is being done because the
samaj has played an important role of bringing about political awakening in
Haryana in the colonial period.ON
Introduction
The AryaSamaj movement, one of the most important socio-religious and
reform movements’ that emerged in India in the 19 th century as a response
to the process of Westernization initiated by the British rule in India.
Although the Brahmo Samaj founded by Raja Ram Mohan Roy was the
first socio-religious and reform movement of that century. The Arya Samaj1
had a far more momentous impact on the Hindu society than the Brahmo
Samaj, the Prarthana Samaj, the Dev Samaj, the Ram Krishna Mission and
other such movements which had preceded it. The greater success of the
Arya Samaj was due to its relatively more radical ideology and militant
* Associate Prof. Department of History, Govt. Collage Bherian, (Pehowa) Kurukshetra.
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approach in comparison with those movements. Its nationalistic character
also made it more popular, Although it had emerged mainly to counter the
increasing influence of Christianity on the Hindus, its activities had significant
consequences for the Muslims and Sikhs of India in general and Punjab
(which included Haryana) in particular.
Literature Review
The overview of the literature on the role of Arya Samaj in Haryana leads us
to infer that there are only very few book-length studies on this theme.
Hence there is an urgent need for an objective study of this topic.
Objective and Background of the Study
The role of Arya Samaj in the politics of Punjab concluding Haryana Region
has not been studied properly. It needs serious attention to those political
scientists who are interested in the study of politics of colonial Haryana.
This is being done because the samaj had played an important role in bringing
about political awaking in Haryana in the Colonial Period. The areas which
constitute the present state of Haryana had come under the British rule through
the “Treaty of Sirji Anjangaon” on December 30, 1803 that had been signed
by Marathas with the East India Company after then defeat in it. These areas
had been initially included in the Bengal presidency but subsequently these
were made a part of the North Western Province (present U.P.) when it was
created in 1853. Later on, these were tagged with the Province of Punjab in
1858 by the British allegedly as a punishment for the participation of the
princes and people of Haryana region in the Revolt of 1857 also known as
the First War of Indian Independence by the nationalist historians and as the
Sepoy Mutiny by their British counterparts.2 This step was taken by the
colonial administration inspite of the fact that Haryana region differed from
Punjab linguistically, culturally and socially and it was a kin to the areas of
the Western U.P. in these respects.
Research Methodology
The study has followed historical as well as comparative approach. It is
both descriptive and analytical in character. Major books and articles on
the Arya Samaj and on social and religious reform movements in the colonial
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Haryana have been consulted.
Colonial Haryana
Although the Arya Samaj was basically a social and religious reform
movement in Hinduism, the process of political awakening in Haryana was
initiated by it through the creation of social awakening in the region. This
was brought about by it in the region through the promotion of social
reforms. It pleaded for widow remarriage. The Arya Samaj also advocated
discarding of the undesirable and evil traditions and unhealthy rituals that
were being practiced by the Hindus of Haryana during those days. It also
opposed untouchability and started making efforts for improving the
condition of depressed sections of Hindu society. The distortions which had
degenerated the Varna system were also sought to be rectified by it. The
Samaj pleaded that the Varna status of a person should be determined on the
basis of merit and not on birth. It also launched a vigorous campaign against
the widespread superstitions and irrational beliefs that were prevalent among
the Hindus of the region at that juncture.3
Arya Samaj and Social Awakening
Being an agriculturist caste dominated region, the ‘story of Jat’ in Chapter
XI of the Satyarth Prakash, appealed to them very much. It particularly
attracted the Jats who were the most numerous caste among them. That is
why the agriculturists cast in general and the Jats in particular were influenced
by the Arya Samaj.4 The Arya Samaj used both traditional and the modern
idioms for spreading its message. It also organized annual conferences, weekly
satsangs, morning processions (Prabhat Pheries) and used preaches and singers
(Bhajhiks) and conducted debates (Shartraths) for this purpose. Its appeal
for the protections of cow and encouragement to eat vegetables touched
their hearts. The efforts of the Arya Samaj to bring social reforms in Haryana
played in important role in creating social awakening in the region.5
Arya Samaj and political awakening
The Arya Samaj also launched a programmed for combating the increasing
influence of western civilization as a superior civilization and the Indian
civilization as an inferior one. As a result they had lost the feelings of national
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pride and developed a slavish mentality. The Arya Samaj restored their national
pride by highlighting the ancient glory of the Aryan civilization. This role of
the Arya Samaj was instrumental in inculcating political awakening and in
developing national consciousness.6
It also contributed in the creation of national consciousness in Haryana
by spreading the teachings of its founder Swami Dayanand who, had declared
in clear cut terms that better government is no substitute for self-government.
Besides he had openly preached that all out efforts should be made to destroy
the oppressors. Although Swami Dayanand did not use the terms British for
the oppressors, he certainly had the colonial rule in mind while making these
remarks. His teachings went a long way in injecting the spirit of nationalism
in Haryana and created conditions that helped the genesis and development
of national movement in the region.7
Arya Samaj and Christianity
The Arya Samaj also contributed to the growth of nationalism in Haryana
through its powerful propaganda to check the spread of the Christianity in
the region. It was able to create an impression that the Vedic Dharama, the
original form of the Hindu religion, was superior to the Christianity. Since
the Christianity happened to be the religion of the British, the AryaSamaj
also succeed in spreading anti-British feelings among the Hindus in general
and its own followers in particulars by spreading anti-Christianity feelings in
them. This helped in strengthening the sentiments of nationalism in a
substantial segment of the Hindus of Haryana.8
Arya Samaj and Education
Besides the religious and social spheres, some efforts were made by the Arya
Samaj in education also. Many ‘Gurukuls’ were set up by it in the area. The
very aim of these institutions was to impart traditional education to the
male and female students forcreating feelings of patriotism in them. These
Gurukul Indoctrinated the ideology of Arya Samaj among them. They also
insisted on the wearing of traditional Indian dress and the adoption of other
symbols of Vedic religion by their students. Moreover, the cult of nationalism
too was preached by them.9
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Arya Samaj and Haryanavi Leadership
The contribution of the Arya Samaj in creating political consciousness in
Haryana region and in promoting the growth of national movement in
Haryana is evident from the fact that most of the early leaders of Congress
from the Arya Samaj background. The leadership of Arya Samaj from the
Haryana was also active in mobilizing mass support for the agitation against
the Rowlatt Act in the region in 1919. Swami Shraddhanand, a Delhi based
Arya Samajest leader, played the most important role in it. He was ably
assisted by the Jat Arya Samajist leaders of Haryana like Zaildar Matu Ram,
Chhotu Ram, Master Baldev Singh, Piru Singh. As a result, of their efforts,
Hartals (Strikes) and protest meetings were organized at many town of the
region. This agitation, however, was not confined to the towns of Haryana;
it had also spread in its rural areas.10 It was in recognition of his role in the
anti-Rowlatt Act agitation that Swami Shraddhanand was appointed as the
Chairman of the Reception Committee for the annual session of the Indian
National Congress held at Amritsar in December 1919. Another important
Arya Samajist leader from Haryana Lala Murlidhar of Ambala was made its
Vice Chairman.11
Findings
However, it is pertinent to point out at this place that the process of political
awakening and growth of national consciousness which was started by the
Arya Samaj in the western and the central Punjab in the last quarter of the
19th Century began in Haryana region only in the early 20 th century.
Moreover, its pace was slower in this region than that in the rest of Punjab
province. This was due to the fact that Haryana region was economically,
socially and culturally behind than other parts of Punjab. But the process of
political awakening and growth of national consciousness could, however,
gather movement in Haryana region only after the transfer of India’s capital
from Calcutta to Delhi in 1912. The emergence of Delhi as an important
educational commercial and political centre, after it became capital of India,
had a significant bearing on Haryana due to its geographical proximity to
Delhi.12 Thus we may conclude that it was the impact of the Arya Samaj
that lead to the genesis of the national movement in Haryana in the last
quarter of the 20th Century.
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20
Role of Ambala Division of Punjab Province in the
first word war 1914-1918 A.D
Simran*

The First World War broke out in Europe in July-August 1914, being part
of the British Empire, India automatically became a belligerent as a result of
England’s declaration of war against Germany. The whole country rallied to
the king Emperor’s support.1
The ruling chiefs namely the Maharajas of Jodhpur, Bikaner, Bhopal,
Gwalior, Kashmir, Indore offered their co-operation in men, money, services,
to England in her crisis.2 The Congress passed a resolution declaring that the
people of India were “prepared to fight shoulder to shoulder with the people
of other parts of The Empire in defense of right and justice and the cause of
the empire.”
The Tribune (Lahore) commented “If any troops are to leave their country
for active warfare in Europe let Indian as well as British soldiers be sent
without distinction of race and creed to serve side by side in defence or our
united cause. Let there be no question of “Prestige” or the inadvisability of
employing brown against white soldiers. Prestige must be based on conduct
and on no other considerations.”3
For the first time Indians were called to fight in Europe in “White Man’s
War”. Prior to this Great War Indian forces encountered an enemy of less
military organization. Now they were pitted against military warfare on the
globe, fighting in countries of varied cultures, suffering heavy shell-fire,
experiencing high explosives fighting in modern trenches. Inspite of all this
the record of performance of Indian soldiers was still amazing. 4
“India was called upon to put forth great efforts and make large sacrifices
adequate to her great resources and worthy of her loyal traditions in the
* Department of History, Govt. College, Sarahah, Sirmour, Himachal Pradesh.
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defence of the empire.” The call was insistent. Persons belonging to families
or races with martial traditions were established in the combatant forces, the
other served in various labour corps and porter corps.6 Those who remained
back in the country were adviced not to hoard money, but invest in War
Bonds and subscribe to the War loans.7 The Punjab which earned the
distinction among the provinces as the Sword Arm of India was the result
of motivating power reinforced by the wonderful ability of the Lt. Governor
Sir Michael O Dwyer who was the main spring of whole Province‘s War
effort. At a meeting of the Punjab Legislative Council on 19 th September
1914, he described the Province’s gallant entry into the conflict. 8
The Punjab Province comprised of British territory and “ Native States”
43 in number. The British area was divided into 28 districts and grouped
into 5 divisions namely Ambala Divsion, Jullundur Division, Lahore Division,
Rawalpindi Division, Multan Division. 9
Each division comprising of districts had some organization for War
W,ork like War Leagues, Recruiting Committees, Publicity Committees,
Red-Cross Societies etc. Consequently the War efforts result varied in different
divisions.10 The Ambala Division contained one brilliant district namely
Rohtak and two others, Gurgaon and Hisar which did very well, but it was
handicapped by the apathy of Ambala and Karnal and peculiar nature of
Simla.11
In the sphere of recruitment all kinds of inducements were held out to
those who brought in recruits. Public rewards, Sanads, land grants, Jagirs,
were given to those who helped the Government. Almost in every district
Darbars were held. A Recruiting Centre was opened at Delhi especially for
the Jats of Haryana, other being Jhajjar, Rewari and Bhiwani. India officials
and respectables were employed in recruiting work in each district. Some of
the notables who helped the Government were Sir Chhotu Ram, Chaudhary
Lal Chand, Pandit Prabhu Dayal of Rohtak.12
Though Rohtak never had a cantonment, this district was the chief
recruiting ground for Hindu Jats and Muhammadan Rajputs of the South
East Punjab. The bulk of Jat recruits came from the unirrigated villages of
the district the quotas of Jat recruits furnished by the district alone exceeded
that of all other districts of the division.13
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The First World War provided a chance for the improvement of the
backward community of Jats. Military training helped to wield the
community into well organized unit and improved their economic, social,
educational positions. Consequently Sir Chhotu Ram threw himself into a
campaign for enlisting Jats into Army and became the Honorary Secretary
of Rohtak District Recruitment Committee. The efforts put in by Chaudhary
Lal Chand and Sir Chhotu Ram inside and outside the Government made
the Punjab Government issue instruction in 1915 that interest of the
agriculturists of South Eastern Punjab or the Ambala Division be kept in
view while filling vacancies in Government. When Sir Chhotu Ram learnt
about allotment of land in the newly irrigated areas, for services in the war
efforts to be granted to influential people he requested to the Deputy
Commissioner that precedence to be given to ordinary villagers. In 1916 he
was given the title of Rao Saheb, Sir Chhotu Ram’s comment was “I helped
in recruitment not for the sake the title but because I thought I would in this
way ensure that the Indian people would become strong and not succumb
to another foreign power.”14
The Jat Gazzette in Urdu established in 1916 though a small paper but
its effectivenss increased when Sir Chhotu Ram made regular contributions
through articles and editorials . In Rohtak ballads and songs were composed
and plays staged to popularize the war activities. There was Brahmin,
Deepchand whose war songs were an everybody lips.15 Between Jan 1915
and 1st Jan 1917, the number of men of the combatants rank from Rohtak
was 8,500 and 10,201 respectively. The great outburst of martial and patriotic
spirit is reflected in the distinction earned of third position in 253 districts
in India in supplying manpower to the Indian Army.16
The Village of Chhara in Rohtak Distict which sent 290 men, included
those 28 who volunteered for service without pay or promotion. 17 Jamadar
Incha Ram and Jamadar Lakhi Ram both Hindu Jats of 6th Jat light Infantry
of Chhara and Mokhara villages in Rohtak district won the “The Military
Cross” serving in France. Sepoy Mehar Singh of 96th Berar Infantary, a Jat of
Bapdode in Rohtak District received “The Indian Order of Merit”, 2nd class
in Bushire Force for conspicuous gallantary at Bushire on Spetember 9,
1915.18
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Hisar district was never in the past considered a good recruiting ground
for the Indian army nor did it boast of notable military traditions. On 4 th
August 1914 there were 2,400 men who were or had been in the Army,
from this district. The recruiting work undertaken by different Deputy
Commissioners like H.K Trevaskis, in 1916, Mr J.M Dunnet in January
1917, C.F Usborne till June 1917 bore varied results. During recruitment
the quota system developed serious abuses noted in Sirsa and Fatehabad Tehsils
subscribing large sums to bribe their young men to enlist. From February to
May 1918 the number of recruits steadily declined to the average being 170
a month, scarcely meeting the lieutenant Governor’s demand of 600 recruits
per month.19 With coming of Mr A. Latifi I.C.S. in June 1917, who rendered
useful service by restoring confidence of people in the stability of the British
Government and creating enthusiasm for the cause of the Allies. He
understook extensive publicity campaigns appealing to their moral, religious
and patriotic instincts and convincing them that their present hopes were
indissolubly linked with the fortunes of the British empire. The recruiting
propaganda was carried on by mean of songs, speeches and dramatic
performances in dialects of the soil. Young men attended recruiting meetings
in hundreds. “Service” became more and more popular. “The change was
visible Deswali Jats, Talu and Dhanana offered themselves for enlistment.
Now instead demand of 600 per month, Hisar gave from June to October
1918, 720 recruits per month.20
In the entire course of war the district contributed some 16,000 rectuits
to the Indian Army of whom 14,500 were combatants. Bhiwani and Sirsa
led amongst the five tehsils none of whom, however gave less than 2,500.
The contribution of the principal classes were as follows. Hindu Jats 5,194, Hindu Rajputs -759, Jat Sikh-428, Misc Sikh – 1,040, Gaur
Brahmin- 682, Ahir -558, Misc Hindus-2,360, Bishnois - 432, Musalman
Rajputs -1,688, Misc Musalman -1,787. War provided opportunities to Bagri
Jats who enlisted themselvesin large numbers, though possessing no traditions
of Military service, the Gaur Brahmins, Bishnois and the Pachadas though
never entisted before gave considerable quotas. The war gave honourabe
opening to the Aheris a Registered criminal tribe who enlisted ten percent of
their entire male population and also the Baurias.21
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Supply of Animals
Besides 2,000 bullocks for transport Hisar provided 5,000 camels to the
Indian Army, a larger number by far than any other district, and collection
was conducted smoothly, though camel served as beast of burden and was
used as plough animal on the lighter soils of the desert .
Financial Efforts:
The contribution of the district to the first Indian war loan (1917) amounted
to be 26 Lacs raised by combined efforts of the towns and the villages. The
efforts of Mrs Latifi towards the Second war loan (1918) who originated
the idea of a ladies section of the war loan and herself put into it all that she
could then realize of her property gave confidence to the moneyed classes to
safely bury their cash. Hisar’s magnificent effort secured third place for Punjab
in India. The total subscription amounting to Rs, 61,08,784 was the largest
in the province. The sum was made up by contributions of commercial
classes, few rich agriculturist and ladies section alone accounting for 4 ½ lacs.
The tahsils contributed as follows:
Bhiwani appxt- 30 lakhs, Sirsa-15 Lakhs, Hansi -8 lakhs, Hissar -5 lakhs,
Fatehabad- 3 lakhs. The district made contribution to other various War
funds like Aeroplane Fund, “ Our Day”, Direct Recruiting Funds Minor
Funds, Imperial Indian Relief Fund, all in total amounting to 1,62,155.
Thus the Hisar made phenomenal contribution in recruiting manpower,
supplying animals and making financial contributions.22
When the War broke out, the number of Gurgaon men in the army was
small. The idea of military service was repugnant to a large section of the
people, to some it was not open. The few villages which provided scope for
recruitment were those inhabited by Rajput clans, Meos, Gujars, Jats, Ahirs
Saiyeds, Mughals and Pathans were sole representatives of the District in the
Army.23
The recruitment campaign undertook following measures to mobilize
man power and arose enthusiasm to the war cause. Firstly by creating a regular
and systematic propaganda work by holding darbars, meetings, publishing
recruiting results reducing, sceptism to invincibility of the British arms.
Secondly improving prospects of pay and pensions of Indian Soldiers,
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Constituting of Advisory Committees to look after the interest of families
and dependents of recruits under personal supervision of the Deputy
commissioner.
Thirdly prompt handling of outstanding claims of recruits were attended
on petitions. Offering fee concession in education to the soldiers children
upto matriculation and selecting few among them at the university.
In 1917, the District Recruiting officer with headquarters at Gurgaon
was established and Lala Kali Charan Kishore, Tehsildar was appointed on
this post.25 Prior to this in the fitness of things an officer of caliber and
experience arrived as Deputy Commissioner of the district in December 1916,
Col. Elliot perfected the organization to a high degree of efficiency. The
number of recruits belonging to the District at once rose to 5,406 combatants
and 882 non combatants.26
The returns of recruits from individual tehsils in course of war was
Gurgaon-3,868, Ballabgarh-2,485, Rewari-4,350, Nuh -3,079, Ferozepor
Jhirka-1,537, Palwal-1,861. Palwal with its canal irrigation and its easy going
, well -fed home loving sons, made poorest show. The Jats of Gurgaon
made mark, but of Palwal gave disappointing results. The Gaur Brahmans
of Rewari did their bit, but of Palwal missed a golden opportunity. 27 Many
villages earned the distinction of sending young men to Army has Uton,
Khandsa, Bisar Akbarpur. Tigaon a big Gujar village in Ballabgarh Tehsil
provided 258 recruit out of its total member of 599 men of recruitable age.
Many valuable distinctions were won by soldiers of this district at various
fronts. Of 36 distinctions 20 were won by Musalmans, 16 by Hindus. 10
went to Gurgaon Tehsil 13 to Rewari, 4 to Nuh, 2 to Palwal 2 to Ferozepor
Jhirka 3 to Ballabhgarh. Nearly 1,71,000 were contributed by the district
towards Imperial Relief Fund. Some fresh fruits from this district were sent
to the Munro Canteen for soldiers at Delhi.28
Lance Naik Mugli Khan 1/9th Bhopal Infantry of Karampur in Gurgaon
District was awarded the Indian order of Merit, 2nd class for conspicuous
gallantry on April 12, 1916 in Mesopotamia.29
In August 1917 Capt Trevaskis was appointed to Ambala District as
Assistant Recruiting Officer with power to enlist on the spot. Weekly visits
were arranged to Tahsils of Kharar, Chhachharauli and (Jagadhari) and
Sadhaura. Quotas were fixed for each tehsil taking 1-3rd of total male
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population as ascertained at the census of 1911.
The number of recruits sent by Ambala District to the Army during the
war was 7,400.30 In private contributions to various War Funds like 1st War
Loan (1917) amount raised was Rs 14, Lakhs and for Second War Loan Rs
7,35,556.31 Towards War Hospital funds Rs 14,620 was collected it showed
a commendable spirit.
St. John’s Ambulance Association was inaugurated in February 1916,
which gave first-aid lectures, trained dressers to be sent to various fronts.
Ambala Red Cross working party was inaugurated in November 1917, which
took up the important task of supplies for hospitals which had been looked
after by the Delhi Red Cross Depot and no less than 8,350 articles were sent
to different hospitals comprising garments, Linen Tables, Armbaths, Swabs
etc.32 The Munro Soldiers Canteen was opened on 15th November 1917 at
Ambala with Mrs Hearn as lady Manager thoroughout the cold weathers of
1917-1918 and 1918-19. A staff of ladies volunteered as helpers undertook
one or more shifts per week. Special mention of Miss Litster should be
made who devoted herself every day to the work during the cold weather of
1917-18. The Canteen was used only by bonafide travelling soldiers as
Ambala had a splendid Sandes Home. Two new rooms were built in place of
leased rooms for the canteen, the furniture was brought by donation of 1,500.
The canteen had a great success making a profit of Rs. 130, each in years. In
years 1918-19 the canteen remained open until the end of demobilization.
These canteens provided good meals at a very reasonable cost. 33
Jamadar (then Havildar) Ghulam Nabi, 3rd Sapper and Miners of BalramPindori, Ambala District was awarded the Order of Merit, 2nd class for his
conspicuous bravery at Kurna, Mesopotamia on 8th December 1914.34
The response of Karnal District to provide soldiers for the King
Emperor’s call had been poor. It proved to be the most unproductive recruiting
ground. The reason for this is partly th unhealthiness of the Naili and Khadir
tracts and the resulting poor physique of the people, and more the
disinclination of the Jats and Musalmans Rajputs of the Kaithal, Bangar and
Nardak (the healthy tracts) to leave their homes.
The Jats of this district showed little inclination for military service.
The Rajput found cattle lifting a lucrative employment than soldiering. The
extention of the canal to the Nardak and increase in prosperity and demand
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for labour rendered people averse to military service. Though repeated efforts
were made to induce men to join the army, the result was poor compared
with other districts of the Ambala Division.35 Landmark decisions observed
in the recruitment process in the entrie division was the enlistment of Arya
Samajist was forbidden in the Army. No relaxation was made even during
the First World War (1914-18), when they were in dire head of recruits.36
Thus every district of the Ambala Division contributed in multiple ways to
the appeal of message of the war song of the first Punjabi Poet:
“To arms now let the Punjab spring.
Behold the summons of t he King .
unnumbered us your golden grain
come from the mountain and the plain
and ye whose arm too weak of fight
your wealth shall stay the Empire’s might.”37
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Analysing Road Network of Ambala Division
under British Rule
Dr. Jaswinder Kaur*

The present study attempts to make an analysis of the reconstruction of
roads under the British. The objective of this kind of analysis is to assess the
level of progress under a colonial regime. The paper is delimited to Ambala
Division. The basic assumption is that roads are important indicators of
the economic and social health of a society. The paper tries to interrogate
whether, under the British rule a comprehensive policy to facilitate and
promote trade and commerce and military activity through the medium
of roads was followed. Normally the military and commercial activities
were held to be important. These activities could only be carried through a
well-developed network of road and rail transport. The paper has its focus
on the following routes: Grand Trunk Road, The Saharanpur Road, AmbalaKalka, Jagadhri-Ambala, Jagadhri-Bilaspur, Narayangarh, Pinjore, MullanaBillaspur, Narayangarh Pinjore, Mullana-Billaspur-Khizrabad-Kaleser,
Ambala-Sadhaura and Ambala- Narayangarh- Kala Amb. Apart from the
roads mentioned, before the close of the 19th century the Sindh, Punjab
and Delhi railway from Saharanpur to Ludhiana passing through Jagadhri
and Ambala and the Delhi - Ambala - Kalka railway connected Ambala
district with other parts in the country. The paper tries to prove that with
the opening of railways which were primarily designed to earn large
revenues, the development of roads was neglected. The British Government
primarily concentrated on the maximization of its military and commercial
strength and ignored the social relevance of roads.
The establishment of the British rule in the Ambala Division supplied
the much needed security of life and property through the development of
* Department of History, GGDSD College, Kheri Gurna (Punjab)
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trade. The roads and the railways built by the British, improved the means
of communication which, in their turn opened up the routes for trade. The
construction of roads fell under the Public Works Department located in
the Ambala Division.
One of the principal routes in ancient India as indicated by the old Pali
texts was, “the old Grand Trunk road leading from Rajagriha through Banaras,
Saketa and Saravasti towards Taxila and the North-West thus linking India
with central and western Asia.”1 The course of this route indicates that it
possibly passed through the territory of Ambala Division. The existence of
this route leading from the North-West Frontier up to Patliputra during the
Mauryan period is also testified by Magesthenes.2 It seems to have been
reduced to a mere track when Sher Shah Suri set about improving it. He is
also said to have established Serais at different stages along the course of the
old road which came to be known as Badshahi Sarak. Kos Minars can be
traced to the north and south of Ambala one of which is just outside the
Ambala city railway station. The remains of a serai were also found at village
kot Kachchawa (Ambala tehsil) 8 kilometers south of Ambala cantonment.3
With a few variations, the course of the modern Grand Trunk Road follows
the route of the old road. Nothing is known about any other old routes or
tracks in Ambala district.4 The mountainous characters and beds of torrents
at short intervals in the Ambala made the construction of roads and their
maintenance very difficult. In 1853, W. Wynyard, the settlement officer,
Cis-Satluj states, reported that the roads in the region of Ambala Division
were in an impossible state due to their disrepair.5 About the Grand Trunk
road, he said that it was unsafe both for a wheeled carriage, or a traveler on
horse back, during the day as well as night. He further states that all the
roads in the region were full of water in wet weather and the traffic was
more easily carried through the fields along these roads, than the roads,
themselves.
Roads were classified as
1st-military roads
2nd-roads for external commerce
3rd-roads for Internal commerce
The classification was not very rigid and roads could be used for dual
purposes also. Pointing to the Punjab (Ambala Division) government’s
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priorities, the government specified that, in this classification of roads the
primary object was that the lines designed directly for military purpose could
incidentally serve the ends of commerce; and many commercial roads could
occasionally be used for the transit of troops, stores and monitions. 6
From a political and military point of view the consequence of the Grand
Trunk Road for binding together and maintaining communication with
Peshawar was immense. As far as the Ambala Division was concerned it
conferred another great benefit by forming a great highway, passing through
the upper districts. It was a useful outlet for import and export trade between
India, Central Asia and the West.7
The total length of G.T. road as initially proposed was 568 miles
(between Delhi and Peshawar), and as it was primarily for military purposes,
it had to be an all-seasons road.8
By 1853, defensive works were in progress covering the whole length
from Hazara to Sind. Of the main military stations in the province, Ambala,
Ferozepur and Jullandur in the eastern half of the province were in existence
in a manner before annexation. In Ambala Division, G.T road extended
from the Sutlej to Delhi via Ferozepur, Ludhiana and Karnal. 9 Karnal and
Delhi were already connected, for the British had been entrenched in Delhi
for a few decades. The G.T. road was the most ambitious road project in
Ambala Division under British rule.
There were three metalled roads passing through Ambala
1. Grand Trunk Road
2. The Saharanpur Road
3. The Ambala – Kalka Road (for Simla).10
In 1853, the other roads besides the Grand trunk road were, AmbalaKalka, Jagadhri-Ambala, Jagadhri-Bilaspur, Narayangarh-Pinjore, Mullana–
Billaspur, Mullana-Billaspur-Khizrabad-Kaleser, Ambala-Sadhaura and
Ambala- Narayangarh- Kala-amb. No improvement was effected till 187879 except that the Grand Trunk road, Ambala–Jagadhri road and AmbalaKalka road were metalled. 11
Grand Trunk Road connected Delhi and Ambala via Panipat, Karnal,
Shahabad etc. and its branches took it for short distances from Delhi to
Gurgaon, Murthal to Rohtak, Thanesar to Pehowa, Ambala to Kalka and
from Ambala to Patiala and Sangrur.12
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Between Delhi and Ambala 26 miles of the road was remetalled for
better traffic and rest was maintained properly by repair. 13 The AmbalaJagadhari line was completed. New roads were either completed or were at
an advanced stage of progress. There were no adequate roads in the interior.
The main ‘roads’ were numerous unmetalled ‘rastas’ which traversed the
country-side in all directions.14
Increasing military activity on the frontier from the 1870s saw the mileage
of roads nearly double from 1,036 miles in 1872-3 to 2,142 miles in 18923.15 By 1870 Delhi to Sirsa road was constructed. 16 120 miles of the G.T.
Road from Delhi to Ambala was given a new coat of metal in the year 186768. The metalled road from Ambala to Kalka was maintained in proper
order. Besides the G.T. Road, some progress was made towards completion
of the new roads in various districts.17
The following table shows the progress of metalled and unmetalled roads
in the Ambala Division from 1870 to 1900.
Roads in Ambala Division 1870-1900 (in miles) 18
District

1870

1880

1890

1900

Metalled

Unmetalled

Metalled

Unmetalled

Metalled

Unmetalled

Metalled

Unmetalled

Delhi

71

370

115

378

140

402

155

407

Gurgaon

31

678

58

572

79

540

108

535

Karnal

58

154

69

439

77

647

96

559

Hissar

29

471

47

790

62

890

73

839

Rohtak

44

516

58

531

66

683

89

695

Ambala

121

426

155

454

170

512

196

547

The comparative study of the data shows that Ambala Division area was
lagging far behind in means of transportation and network of roads as
compared to the Punjab which had total metalled roads extending to 1757
miles and unmetalled roads covering 23,000 miles. Thus, the people of
Ambala Division Area had lesser mobility both in goods and persons from
one place to another. In Karnal, some good unmetlled roads were paved but
they needed improvement. In Gurgaon, an attempt was made to improve
the district roads. The Financial commissioner wrote to the secretary of
Punjab Government in 1863 that, “I would recommend that in Delhi and
Gurgaon, the whole of the district roads be surveyed and proper lines
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selected. This should be done under professional superintendence.” In
Karnal, more attention was paid to the survey of the roads prior to their
construction.19
NMETALLED ROADS

· Ambala City- Pehowa (Kurukshetra District),
· Jagadhri – Khizrabad – Kalesar,
· Khizrbad – Bilaspur-Sadhaura-Narayangarh
· Narayangarh- Mani Majra (Chandigarh- U.T),
· Ambala – Kala-amb were connecting important localities with one
another.
METALLED ROADS

· Grand Trunk Road
· The Saharanpur Road
· The Ambala – Kalka Road
Table 2.2
Mileage of metalled and unmetalled roads in Punjab
(including Ambala Division), 1890-1912
Metalled
Unmetalled
Year

Punjab
East

Punjab West

Total

Punjab East

Punjab
West

Total

1890

1,1986

632

2,618

17,862

6,388

24,250

1895

1,999

648

2,647

17,840

6,319

24,154

1900

1,932

668

2,600

17,663

6,386

24,049

1905

2,101

1,132

3,233

17,196

8,077

25,273

1910

2,599

1,240

3,839

17,724

7,812

25,536

1912

2,697

1,221

3,918

17,500

8,083

25,853

Source: Calculate from the RERP1, vol III,pp.474-7
Apart from the roads mentioned, before the close of the 19 th century
the Sindh, Punjab and Delhi railway from Saharanpur to Ludhiana passing
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through Jagadhri and Ambala and the Delhi – Ambala – Kalka railway
connected the district with some parts in the country. With the opening of
railways which were primarily designed to earn large revenues, the
development of roads was neglected.20
Prior to the British, the paved roads were mainly devised to serve not
economic but military ends. Under the British these roads with their
increasing mileage became the great channels for the import and export
trade.21 The expansion of metalled and unmetalled roads linked the
agricultural regions in the interior of this region with cities and towns,
extended large markets for agricultural commodities and made it possible
to move the surplus produce to different parts of the country. 22
Throughout the nineteenth Century the British had hardly shown any
interest in the construction and development of roads for certain reasons.
First, interest of government was vested in the expansion and prosperity of
the railways as it was a political and commercially oriented transport system.
Secondly, the British were indifferent to the expansion of roads because they
realised that it was impossible for the roads to yield direct profits. Thirdly,
economic advantage of roads was not as clear as was that of railways or canals
and they thought that it would fail to serve the purposes of the British
particularly in monetary affairs. It can be said that the alien rulers were very
disregardful and apathetic towards the development of the roads. Due to
their excessive focus on the railways they had been carrying out a systematic
campaign of neglect of roads.
However, the advent of motor transport after world war-I necessitated
more attention to the roads with the result that many feeder roads and
metalled highways were constructed to connect the district with the railway
stations. Even in 1923-24, there were only the following metalled roads in
the Ambala District:-23
1. Grand Trunk Road.
2. Ambala - Kalka
3. Barara - Sadhoura – Kala Amb.
4. Jagadhri- Buria.
5. Jagadhri- Chhachhrauli- Kalesar .
6. Jagadhri- Radaur (Kurukshetra District)
7. Jagadhri- Sharanpur (U.P)
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It can be concluded that before independence, during the British period,
the means of communication and transportation were not satisfactory. With
the opening of the railways designed to earn large revenues, the development
of roads was relegated to a less important place. Before 1947 the Ambala
District had 243 kilometers of metalled roads.24
Conclusion
Thus, it can be said that due to multiplicity of factors like disinterest of
commercially ruthless colonial rule, very little relevance was given to roads
apart from their utility for military and defense purposes while a great priority
was extended to the expansion and development of railways. The roads of
Ambala Division did not receive much attention of the policy makers and
rulers.
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I- Aristotal of the view that, “ Even god cannot change the past.” II- Hegal
“What experience and history teach is this with people and government never
have learnt anything from history or acted on principles deducted from it.”

6.

R.C. Sharma and others, Historiography and Historians in India since
Independence, p. 33.
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Abstracts

1
Urban Morphology of Historic Core
of Hansi, Haryana
Ashita Agarwal*

Every city has its identity in human history which once started with an
objective by a group of people deciding to settle together. Hansi as we see
today, is one such town developed as a military outpost from a centre of
ammunitions along the forest trail to the capital of Hindustan, i.e. Delhi
from Afghanistan and other West- Asian countries. The Historic Urban
Landscape of Hansi in the invasion struck region of Haryana plains which
mainly consists of its non-monumental living buildings, keep the heritage
character of the town still alive. The city has therefore populated and depopulated itself several times due to human and natural issues since the prehistoric issues.
Most of the towns in this region hold a history of being administered
by various ideologies of dynasties trying to impose their culture on the local
communities, some with the knowledge of its urban morphology and some
without it. This has led to haphazard development of the city and people
being unaware of the rightful practice for sustainable development of their
region.
This research paper aims to understand the urban morphology of the
town of Hansi and establish the significance of the historic town of Hansi.

* Conservation Architect, Hyderabad, India.

2
Value of weapons and strategies of Maharana Pratap:
Case Studies of War of Haldighati
and War of Diwer
Sangeet Tomar*

A lot of information related to the Rajputs or Maharana Pratap have been
studied by scholars, historians and writers. Researchers felt importance of
Rajputs in history so they put their views about them in front of us. This
paper aims to study the value of weaponry and strategies of Maharana Pratap
during their war. This paper is focussing on the weapons and army organisation
system. This study going to give a new idea on war and weapons, based on
a synthetic use of different classes of sources, contemporary or semi-historical
works, in different Indian languages including technical works an archery,
sword and animals, accounts of foreign travellers and observers, art and
archaeology, coins and inscriptions. This study of weapons and warfare is
neither a full-fledged military history of the period nor an encyclopaedia of
medieval Indian warfare. It is a study to identify the value of those weapons
which were used by Maharana Pratap in medieval time. It seeks to review
the system or systems of warfare of Rajputs. In view of the works already
undertaken, the present study aims to investigate the value of weapons, battle
strategy and tactics in war, role of weapons in battle etc. This study is
exploratory in nature. It shows the impact of these elements on society and
culture.

* Ph.D Research Scholar, Amity University, Gurgaon, Haryana.

3
Gandhi's Leadership in Indian Freedom Struggle :
1930 - 1947 A Critical Understanding
Ajay Singh*

Indian nationalism achieved its highest peak under Gandhi’s leadership. No
doubt it was he, who organized the movement on mass basis. “The texture
of Gandhi’s consciousness was essentially bourgeois and, therefore, his
nationalism was governed by a bourgeois class outlook. What does this signify?
It means that his conceptions of Imperialism, of struggle against Imperialism,
of the methods of that struggle of national independence, were determined
by that class outlook.” Gandhi felt convinced that a happy prosperous national
existence could be built up on the basis of a capitalist social system. This was
due to the class limitation of his world outlook. Indian capitalism was not a
young capitalism with a prosperous future in front of it. It was a feeble
partof the declining world capitalism. Gandhi, however, due to class
inhibition, was unable to transcend the bourgeois outlook and therefore was
unable to see the social roots of wars, exploitation and oppression and
attributed them to man’s weak ethical nature. Though Gandhi was an anticommunalist par excellence and the struggled for achieving Hindu- Muslim
unity, but in tragic reality, the Hindu-Muslim antagonism, instead of
decreasing, became accentuated from stage to stage. This was his inability to
trace the socio-historical genesis of that antagonism. The nationalist
movement led by Gandhi and governed by Gandhian ideologies thus became
a peculiar blend of bold advances followed by sudden and capricious halts,
challenges succeeded by unwarranted compromises, resulting in uncertainties,
confusion and befogging of perspective of the masses. This, paradoxically,
strengthened the very reactionary tendencies which Gandhi wanted to
eliminate.
* Assistant Prof., Govt. College Birohar, Jhajjar

4
Electoral Politics in Punjab: A Synoptic Study of
Shiromani Akali Dal
Dr. Pravat Ranjan Sethi
Narpinder Singh Nagra*
The article presents an overview of the electoral politics of Punjab as it has
evolved since partition from the vantage point of Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD),
the oldest surviving state level party in India. It is argued that SAD has been
the catalyst behind the major shifts in the politics of the post-partition state.
Besides being the most successful party, apart from the Congress, since the
state’s reorganization in 1966, it has had statewide organizational presence.
The Panthic party also receives attention, as it claims to be the legitimate
custodian of the Sikh community’s religious and cultural interests whenever
they are perceived to be under threat, and not just their political interests.
Post-militancy, the leadership of Badal has been instrumental in affecting a
critical shift in the SAD agenda as it now seeks support based on its record at
the front of development and governance rather than by evoking ethnic issues.
Significantly, while SAD has retained its core social constituency of the rural
Sikhs, it has also succeeded in reaching out to the urban Hindus, including
the sizable dalits by following a regionalist populist agenda. Its long-standing
alliance with the BJP, an urban Hindutva party, has helped the party broaden
its support base. Emergence of AAP as the third credible alternative in what
has long been a bipolar polity, with the political power remaining either
with the Congress or with the SAD/BJP combine, has posed a fresh challenge
to the long entrenched parties, most significantly the SAD which is no longer
an ideologically driven cadre based driven movement party.

* Ph.D Scholar in History, RIMT University.

5
Exploring Initiatives for Enhancing
Farmers' Income in Haryana
Dr. Lalit Kumar*

In 1960s, the Green Revolution launched in Haryana, Punjab, and Uttar
Pradesh helped India to overcome the problem of food deficit by achieving
self-sufficiency in food grains. No doubt, the farmers have been benefited
from Availability of high yielding seeds, chemical fertilizers, well connected
irrigation facilities, improved road networks, opening of new markets and
relatively secured per acre yield and minimum support price (MSP) led to
paddy and wheat crop in Haryana. In Haryana, 65.12% population resides
in Rural areas and has 65 Lac Hectare of land used for cultivation. Haryana
is the largest recipient of investment per capita since the year 2000 in India.
In this research paper author has focused on exploring initiatives for
enhancing farmers income in Haryana state.

* Assistant Professor, HIPA, Gurugram.

6
Grappling with History: Sikh Politicians
and the Past
Dr. Pravat Ranjan Sethi
Vishal Sharma*

Appeals to and manipulation of history play a greater part in the politics of
Sikhs in the Indian state of Punjab than among people in most other parts
of the world. This results from the effects of two vast institutions-the Indian
Army and the committee that controls Sikh temples and the relative newness
of the Sikh religion, whose rise coincided with that of “scientific” history in
the West. For analysis, it is useful to distinguish three types of history practiced
in the modern world ‘Popular,’ ‘Rhetorical,’ and ‘Academic.’ For the reasons
outlined above, among Sikhs in modern Punjab a particular variant of
Rhetorical History has come to overpower the other two. This has far-reaching
implications, not only for the Sikhs and Punjab, but also for Indian politics.
There is also a counter-narrative which denounces Sikh rule under Ranjit
Singh as an era of darkness in which Muslims were persecuted and their
sacred sites vandalised. For me, the search for the real Ranjit Singh is not
important. I am more concerned about the legacy of Ranjit Singh as it is
being created, invoked and commemorated. Ranjit Singh’s trans-regional
empire spread over several states. His empire included the former Mughal
provinces of Lahore and Multan besides part of Kabul and the entire Peshawar.
The boundaries of his state went up to Ladakh - Zorawar Singh, a general
from Jammu, had conquered Ladakh in Ranjit Singh’s name-in the northeast,
Khyber pass in the northwest, and up to Panjnad in the south where the five
rivers of Punjab fell into the Indus.

* Ph.D Scholar in History, RIMT University.

7
The Khaljis and the Tughlaqs
in Haryana
Supriya Dhanda*

The Khaljis dynasty was the second Muslim dynasty to rule the Delhi
Sultanate. The slave rulers laid a firm foundation to the Delhi Sultanate.
Naturally, Muslims from territories bordering to Western-Northern India
migrated to join other Muslim settlers. The first ruler of this dynasty was
Jalal-ud-din Firoz Khalji and Sultan Firoz Shah Tughlaq was the third ruler
of the Tughlaq dynasty of the Delhi Sultanate. In particular, an incident in
the village of Gohana (Haryana) was recorded in the Insha-e-Mahry (another
historical record written by Amud-din-Abdullah, bin Mahru).

* Assistant Prof., Department of History, Aggarwal College, Ballabgarh.

8
Contribution of Sir Chhotu Ram in Freedom
Struggle of Haryana
Sube Singh*

The early nineteenth century witnessed India’s immense agricultural
indebtedness. It continued to increase at an alarming speed, with the
government doing nothing, Chhotu Ram came to oppose exploitation
wherever it existed and stood for the rights of those who were themselves
too weak to fight. His attitude towards the weak and the poor was one of
the support and sympathy. Chhotu Ram was born and brought up amidst
poverty and it was his mission to eradicate it. But he had to fight against
heavy odds and as a visionary he did not bite more at a time than he could
chew. He was a self made man who loved mankind.
In this research paper, contributiion of Sir Chhotu Ram in Freedom
struggle of Haryana has been highlighted.

* Govt. College for Women, Badhra
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Paper Submission Guidelines for Proceedings of
the Haryana History Congress

MANUSCRIPTS: Manuscripts of research paper should be submitted in

MS-word, with figures and tables attached in separate files along with author’s
name, address, e-mail addresses, and phone. All papers should be of 3000 to
5000 words and must include an abstract of about 200 words and 4-7
keywords that reflect the theme of the article. Manuscripts should be sent to
haryanahistorycongress@gmail.com
FOOTNOTES: Should be consecutively numbered and presented at the end

of the paper. In one sentence of the text only one note is preferred.
SPELLINGS: Use British spellings. Where alternative forms exist, choose

‘ise’ spellings instead of ‘ize’ (for example, civilise, commercialise,
organisation).
QUOTATIONS: Use single quotation marks, reserving double quotation

marks for quoted words within a quotation. Spellings of words in
quotation should not be changed. No quotation marks are required for longer
passages (i.e., 45 words or more); these have to be indented and separated
from the text.
NUMBERS: Write numbers in figures (rather than words) for exact

measurements and series of quantities, including percentages. In more general
description, numbers below 100 should be spelt out in words. In text use
‘per cent’; in tables the symbol ‘%’. Use full forms for numbers-e.g., 178088 and pp. 178-84.
DATES: Give specific dates in the form 10 September 1760. Decades may

be referred to as either ‘the eighties’ or ‘the 1880’. Spell out the ‘nineteenth
century’, etc.
REFERENCES: Citations for all the references should be provided in the

research paper. Following is an encapsulated list of the formatting styles for
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some of the frequently used types of references. Book: Michael Pollan, The
Omnivore’s Dilemma: A Natural History of Four Meals, New York: Penguin,
2006, pp. 99–100. Article from a book: P. Gaeffke, ‘Alexander and the Bengal
Sufis’, in Alan W. Entwistle and Francoise Mallison, eds, Studies in South
Asian Devotional Literature, 1988–1991, New Delhi, 1994, pp. 278-84.
Journal: G. Hambly, ‘A Note on the Trade in Eunuchs in Mughal Bengal’,
Journal of the American Oriental Society, vol. 94 (1), 1974, pp. 125-29.
Unpublished material: Dorothy Ross, The Irish-Catholic Immigrant, 18801900: A Study in Social Mobility (Department of Sociology, Ph.D.
thesis),Columbia University, 2017, pp. 142-55. Newspaper: Daniel
Mendelsohn, ‘But Enough about Me,’ New Yorker, January 25, 2010, p. 6.
FIGURES AND TABLES: Please use short and crisp titles and headings in

tables and figures. Ensure that the units of measurement are stated and check
any totals or averages. Images should be provided in JPEG format, with
minimum 300 dpi and 1,500 pixels. Sources for figures and tables should
be mentioned.

